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Editorial ……..

A Journal like this is a critical importance because of the notable
contributors whose beliefs are vital with focus, detail and depth on the
topics chosen. No doubt in my mind, that these writers work long hours
to provide excellence with intellectual pursuit.

This issue comprises of articles on English Language, Marketing,
Women Employment, Teacher Education and Insurance Business. This
‘Basic Wholeness’ which is essential to a firm foundation is provided,
and the readers can make use of this special knowledge in identifying,
strengthening and firming up their own Vision for their progressing
either in academics or working sectors or entrepreneur applications.

Availability of such an accumulated fund of knowledge in
distinct by an asset in a competitive world.

I am optimistic that this modest Volume 2, Issue 8 July 2013,
would continue to stimulate, and my sincere appreciation to the
cooperation of one and all associated with its production.
I end with Best Wishes.

(Dr.Victor Babu Koppula)
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Introduction

Last five years Vietnam National University, Hanoi (VNUH)

prioritises designing and developing curriculum and training programs

toward preparing and maintaining a high-quality human capital which

are the true driving force behind the economic, social and political

development and improvement education quality in particular.

Following to the context of education renovation which is

determined in resolutions of Party Congress and National Assembley as

“radical and comprehensive change”, teachers’ abilities and competence

are expected to be the key for the improvement educational quality. Thus,

the system of teacher preparation institutions in Vietnam face challenges

in advanced outcome or/and competence) based programs which should

be designed to meet the social needs, can help prepare next teacher
generation.

Therefore, it is fruitful discussion relating to the issue of integrated

teacher education program (ITEP) concerning context of teacher

preparation offered in comprehensive university. This paper will bring up

some issues of teacher education model in comprehensive university from

the angle of curricula components offered for pre-service teacher education
in Vietnam, also give an overview and examines the structure of integrated

program in University of Education (VNU-UED) from the perspective of

teacher education.
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1. Background of UED

The University of Education (VNU-UED) has established in 1999

(known as Faculty of Education-VNU) and upgraded to the university in

2009. Nowadays, in the teacher preparation filed the UED provides six

Teacher Secondary Education programs in Maths, Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Vietnamese and Literature, History for bachelor, master and PhD

degrees .

The UED is one of 129 teacher preparing institutions in Vietnam [2]

which conduct the new model of teacher education following program

which is formulated as “A+B”. This flexible and integrated program has

been designed for students-teacher education in bachelor degree. For first

three years they follow basic study by “A-program” with “pure science
maijors” at either the University of Natural Sciences (VNU-UNS) or the

University of Social Sciences and Humanities (VNU-USSH). The “B-

program” with educational, pedagogical knowledge, skills and teaching

practice at the UED is provided for the last year with completing bachelor

diploma (B.A in Teaching).

The teacher education program of UED is built on features that are

embedded in content knowledge, pedagogical content knowledge and
pedagogical knowledge of cooperation within UNS, USSH and UED. Thus,

students-teacher should be acquired various different educational

environments and social and scientific situations.  However, all these

universities share similarities in that there is a high educational inspiration

by mobilizing common academic forces and resources relatively high-

qualified teacher preparation with the slogan “Effective teacher is the first

scientist”. In the other words, it makes difference of UED teacher preparation

program and rises discussion of compound vs mixture programs in teacher

education models.
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2. The “compound” model of Teacher Education (TE) at UED

As mentioned above the teacher education curricula of UED is

categorized according to the more dominant teacher preparing approach

(“Effective teacher is the first scientist”) inside comprehensive university

(Vietnam National University, Hanoi). It makes so-called “mixed” or

“combined” type between integrated and end-on program for teacher

education which is popular in many countries. Students teacher in Physics

can receive education  which combines physics and pedagogy under the

clear purpose to train teachers by “embedding in Physics learning

environment” with the students of Physics Faculty of University of Natural

Science-VNUH during four years. While learning different issues of Physics

they could be expected how to teach these topics in the future, discussing

the various creative ways for their classes with both teaching staff from

Physics Faculty and faculties from UED.

Meanwhile, the integrated or end-on teacher education program

(which usually is conducted by mono-purpose teacher training institutions)
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themselves do not guarantee absolute efficiency and make dilemma in

teacher training practice in Vietnam nowadays.

Thus, the suggestion is that the curricula situation differs in the case

of mono-purpose or comprehensive universities creating new opportunities

for integration scientific advancement in teacher education program.

However, the curricular content of teacher education programs in

Vietnam can differ by level, with undergraduate teacher education programs

focusing on both content knowledge and pedagogy. Graduate teacher

education programs typically last four years and focus on school practicum

in last year. According to statistics the propotions of curricula content in

teacher education program for all teacher training institutions

approximately devide to:

- General education: 25%

- Content teaching knowledge: 50%; and

- Professional education: 25% (including school placement of

pedagogical obsevartion and practicum).

This analysis is relating to both models of teacher education either

compound (UED) or mixture (the rest of Teacher Training Institution)

programs in Vietnam (National Workshop Proccedings on Teacher

Education Institutions of Vietnam, 2011). While they are not judged which

specific programs of teacher education are absolutely advantageous or more

efficient in comparison to another the East Asian region teacher education

curricula share similarities in components ratio (exepting Japan teacher

education underlining more on professional education component).
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3. Specific curriculum design in Teacher Education at UED

Since 1999 the UED (as former Faculty of Education) implemented

the integrated program for teacher education by proportion approximately

50/50 of “knowledge content/teaching area” and “pedagogy” (as a whole)

within subjects of general education. In the case of the designed structure
of ITEP, the same logic that applies to other integrated curricula for double

majors, second degree programs in the rest of universities inside VNUH

can be applied (However, in practice it may make various difficulties to

major in one “track-subject” as an undergraduate and then acquire within

limited time of a graduate program the comprehensive attainments needed

to become a teacher. Thus, in this case the training through the integrated

program would be more adequate in comprehensive university generally).

In 2009 VNUH made the decisions of designing all training

programs integrated within units toward expanding the students’ choices
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and learning opportunities. This approach has been approved by following

learning modules:

This is direction taken by UED such as the Teacher Secondary

Education curriculum of Maths, Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Vietnamese

and Literature, History etc. following the matrix:
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Such in the aspect of continuity, collaboration and professional

priorities integrated teacher education has following advantages:

- Integrated teacher education program (ITEP) has advantage in

term of update and integration scientific achievement and advancement

for its all component including natural, social and educational sciences (of
course by integrating with different categories of teacher education program

such Content knowledge, Pedagogical content knowledge and Pedagogical

knowledge - Sulhman, 1980). For instance, based on constructive framework

prioritized on teacher preparation each university-member may have to

upgrade content knowledge of scientific advancement and new

achievement, syllabi and teaching resources etc. Thus the link between the

subject matter knowledge learned in UNS or USSH and the subject matter

teaching (teaching methodology and technology) that the student teachers

will be facing in the future might be driven force behind professional

education and fully implemented in their learning process. To solve the

scientific questions students-teacher have to have not only content

knowledge on “pure science” but also with pedagogical tools in order to

explain the concepts, interpret the topics by methodological ways, from an
educational and didactic perspective etc.

The ITEP creats flexible opportunities for students if they are willing

to move from science faculties to the UED for career development of

teaching profession. Thus, for the sake of convenient opportunity, ITEP

program has been provided divided into the following two learning streams

(two options for students). The first is that they parralelly study basic
sciences (at UNS or USSH) and get background of educational sciences,

pedagogical content knowledge, accumulating needed number of credits

toward completing the B.Sc and BA in teaching diplomas. On the other

hand, whether the candidates have to acquire B.Sc degree first (through

usually a four year) then they become a teacher after completing ITEP
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focused on subjects teaching mthodology alone taken one and half to two

years of Second degree in Teacher Education (Bachelor degree) or Master

of Art in Teaching.

Finally, through the ITEP with limited amount of preparation time

the prospective teachers can have strategicall important consideration of
which aspects need to receive more attention. This type of program is set

up familiar with teacher preparation practice in some countries in the region

[3].

As an issue that received the most attention from the sampled teacher

educators, this type of integrated program also successfully has been

implemented for different training programs within University of Languages

and International Studies, University of Economics and Business, School of
Law inside VNUH.

- In educational aspect the ITEP requires prospective students-teachers learn

not only from what is being taught but also how to teach content knowledge

in the future while they are studying at UNS or USSH and UED. Thus, the

dominant use of traditional methods in teaching and assessment of ITEP

also may call for changes. Indeed, the way of thinking how to teach

integrated program practices in both collaboration of academic staff of higher
education and connection of students-teacher with the field of secondary

school placement (pedagogical observation and clinical practicum).

4. Conclusion

Teacher preparation programs ten to solve the challenging issue of

proper balance between the knowledge and the way of knowledge could

be understood and aquired. One of the major issues of integrated teacher

education program is didactic transposition with multi-dimensioned

variation process moving from “scientist” to “effective teacher”, the art of

transforming the nature of content. Thus, in this process it may be significant
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to find the optimal composition of courses in a teacher education curriculum

or reached consensus between respectful scientist, inspired teacher and

pedagogist. It is certain that measuring the quality of integrated teacher

education program is quite complicated because many aspects are mingled

together. Once again, for Vietnam educational renovation context this

becomes subject of discussion for UED: i) How to find the “gold middle” of

content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge and integrate them

in teacher education program?; ii). What lesson can be offered and

transferable from teacher education and development practicies in the

region?
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INTRODUCTION

We are living in the age of advanced Communication. The life of

man in the primitive age was altogether different from life in this sputnik
age. There have been rapid changes in the life styles of human beings which

may be attributed to the contribution of science and technology. These

changes have been experienced in almost all walks of life and education

has no exception in this regard.

New development in technology, particularly the information

technology has changed the perception of learning. These changes have

been made distance learning (DL) an important part of education (Tham&
Werner,2005).DL has become an alternative to traditional face –to-face

learning. DL is qualitatively different from face to face traditional learning

(Dennen,2005).Technology has extended the ability of teachers to image

and disseminate knowledge and provide new opportunities for students to

enhance the new knowledge in various aspects (Chai, koh&Tsai, 2010).

Information technology is a new medium, a new way of
representing, communicating and working with information (Kukreti &

Saxena,2004). In the age of revolution in the field of information technology

teachers find themselves in that state where they are unable to provide all

information to the students. From the time immemorial, lecture method is

being widely used for instruction purpose in educational institutions which
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is economic & efficient. However lecture based instruction tends to the

transmission model of education and it is therefore debated as to whether

it is efficient when compared with more interactive approaches (Knight &

Wood, 2005).

In recent years, the use of computers has not only changed our lives
but the teaching styles also. Hang (2002) agrees that some other attributes

make computer an ideal medium for use as a teaching machine. Distance

learning has a history since 19th century when print was the only medium

for delivering distance education courses (Moore &Kearsley, 1996).

Historically distance education has been utilized to deliver instruction to

adult learners who are living in remote areas where access to traditional

education was almost impossible (Hawkins, 1999).

Today with the more sophisticated and affordability of technology

like internet, distance learning has become common place at all educational

levels (Ahern & Repman,1994;Dunn, 2000; Arbough, 2000; Henery,

2002).Internet can provide information on any required topic (Dey etal.,

2005). The increasing use of internet has given the opportunity to the

students to learn as much as they can at any place.ICT and use of computers

in the field of education has been proved a boon for its users. ICT has given

the opportunity to its users to preserve accesses and deliver the knowledge.

In recent past the term “e-learning” emerged as a result of the

integration of ICT in the field of education. The World Wide Web (www)

has integration the demand for distance education and concepts like online

learning or e- learning has emerged out as a result. The system of online

learning has been largely used in higher education and numbers of studies

have been conducted to discover both its strengths and weaknesses (Wang,

2010). The World Wide Web has forever changed the way in which we

teach all students at all educational levels. Online discussion is considered

to be learning environment in which students can achieve higher conceptual
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knowledge and experience among all students (Harasim, 1993).Altun (2005)

reported that most current use of online learning environment is

asynchronous and students prefer this because of its convenience.

In traditional face to face teaching the students are being taught by their

subject teachers and it is our day to day experience that a teacher cannot
pay has attention individually on every student in a period of 40-45 minutes

but in case of online learning the students have opportunity to learn

according to their place and when they have time and will to learn. Therefore

it is the high time toevaluate the effectiveness of online learning and

traditional face to face learning because both the methods have their own

advantages and limitations. Keeping in view the discussion made in

proceeding paragraphs, the investigators conceptualized the study under

investigation.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

The present study is based on the following objectives:

 To compare the effectiveness of Online Learning and traditional

face to face learning with reference to teaching Democratic

Politics to secondary level students.

 To study the effectiveness of Online Learning and traditional

face to face learning with reference to teaching Democratic
Politics to male secondary level students.

 To study the effectiveness of Online Learning and traditional

face to face learning with reference to teaching Democratic

Politics to female secondary level students.

HYPOTHESES

To carry out the present study, the following null hypotheses

were formulated:
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 There exists no significant difference between the scores of

secondary level students while teaching the Democratic Politics

through Online Learning method and traditional face to face

learning method.

 There exists no significant difference between the scores of
secondary level male students while teaching the Democratic

Politics through Online Learning method and traditional face

to face learning method.

 There exists no significant difference between the scores of

secondary level female students while teaching the Democratic

Politics through Online Learning method and traditional face

to face learning method.

METHODOLOGY

Keeping in view the need, adequacy and representativeness of the

sample, simple random sampling technique was used. In the first phase of

sample selection, a list of all the schools situated in Yamuna Nagar District

of Haryana State, who are offering at least secondary level of education

were procured from the office of the DEO, Yamuna Nagar. On the basis of

this list the researcher was conducted a survey to find out various schools

where the facilities for online learning are available. In the second phase of

sample selection a list of such schools where the facilities for online learning

are available is prepared and from this list, one school was selected by

using lottery method of random sampling technique. In the third phase of

sample selection, keeping in view the need of adequacy and proper

representation of gender, locality, parental occupational background,
parental income, total 80 students of class IX were randomly selected from

of D.A.V.Sr.Sec.School of Yamuna Nagar.These students are familiar with

computers and internet and they are using it frequently.
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CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUP

In the fourth phase of sample selection, the students were placed in

two groups i.e. control group and experimental group in order to achieve

group equivalency based on test scores examining their knowledge about

computer. The first 40 students who secured higher scores on computer
knowledge scale were placed in experimental group and rest were placed

in controlled group.

TOOL USED

In the present study to get the meaningful results, the control group

was taught various concepts of Democratic Politics through traditional

lecture method. The researcher was supportive by books, lecture notes and

tutorials for which lesson plans were developed and the experimental group

was taught through online mode by using a website that was developed

for the course by the researcher themselves. A test for measuring the

achievements of both the groups was constructed with the help of text

book of class IX & concerned website. Computer knowledge scale was

administered on whole group. Those who scored higher scores were placed

in to experimental group and rest was placed in control group.

DATA ANALYSIS

The data were analyzed with the help of mean, SD and‘t-test’
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It is inferred from the above table that computed value of‘t’ (0.183)

between traditional and online group with respect to their pre-test is less

than critical value. It may be because the students of traditional group were

taught the whole matter traditionally. So it can be said that there is no

significant difference between the pre-test mean scores of traditional and

online group. The above table also reveals that when the treatment was
given to the group than there exists highly significant difference between

post-test mean scores of traditional and online group. On its contrary Grant,

R.M. & Thorton, R.H. (2007) revealed that students enrolled in online

courses will perceive that they are receiving a higher quality of education

than those enrolled in face to face courses.

It is clearly evident from the analysis of table-2, that there exists no

significant difference between mean scores of male secondary level students

of traditional and online group with respect to their pre-test. On the other

hand male secondary level students of online group have scored higher

mean value than students of traditional group with respect to their post t-

test.Wagner,Garippo&Lovaas  (2011) found that there was no significant

in final grades when looking at all students but males as a sub group did

significantly worse in the online course.
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Table-3
Test Of Significance Of Difference Between The Pre-Test And Post-
Test Mean Scores Of Female Secondary Level Students On Online

And Traditional Face To Face Mode Of Instruction

The data presented in table-3, shows that female secondary level

students of both groups do not differ significantly in pre-test, whereas there
is significant difference between female secondary level students of both

groups with respect to their post- test On it contrary, Suzanne et.al. (2011)

data indicated that males had lower average grades in online courses (84.2%)

than in traditional classes(87.7%) and female students show the average

grade percentage for the online sections was (88.1%) compared to (89.7%)

in the traditional .

The findings of the study are summarized in brief as follows:

1. The first null hypotheses of no significant difference between the

scores of secondary level students while teaching the Democratic

Politics through Online Learning method and traditional face to

face learning method is partially accepted and partially rejected.

The findings related to above hypotheses are that there exists

significant difference between the scores of secondary level students
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in post test while teaching theDemocratic Politics through Online

Learning method and traditional face to face learning method.

2. The second null hypotheses of no significant difference between the

scores of secondary level male students while teaching the

Democratic Politics through Online Learning method and traditional
face to face learning method is partially accepted and partially

rejected. The findings from this hypothesis reveal that the secondary

level male students of both groups do not differ significantly in pre-

test. On the other hand there exits significant difference between

the scores of secondary level male students of both groups with respect

to their post-test.

3. The third null hypotheses of no significant difference between the
scores of secondary level female students while teaching the

Democratic Politics through Online Learning method and traditional

face to face learning method is partially accepted and partially

rejected. The findings comes from this hypotheses reveals that  female

secondary level students of online group have scored higher mean

value in post test than traditional group.

CONCLUSION

The present inquiry has assessed the comparison of effectiveness of

online learning and traditional face to face learning at secondary level.

Technology is becoming significantly common in today’s fast –paced society.

It has become a way of life and it is well established fact that globalization

of the online environmental communication influences all sectors of human

activity. The ever increasing use of computer in every walk of life makes it
imperative for the students to know and use of computer. New development

in technology, particularly the information technology has changed the

perception of learning.
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BEAUTY INDUSTRY– AN ALTERNATIVE SOURCE TO
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1. Introduction

The present paper presents a brief analysis on the present

employment position in the informal sector, the place of women in this

sector and problems faced by women .Further it deals the beauty industry
is a new sources of employment to the Indian women.  The pattern of

investment   and demand for the course has also attempted.

The current problem of developing countries like India is how to

provide employment to the growing population. Generation of employment

opportunities in the country depends on the great extent on the level of

development. Therefore, when a country makes progress and its production

expends the employment opportunities grow. In India during the past three
decades or so, production has expanded in all sectors of the economy. The

sectors of the economy devised into two parts namely, formal and informal

sectors.

In formal sector has broadly characterized by a typically operate

units at low level of organization with little or no division between labour

and capital as factor of production and a small scale. This sector has greater
access to expand employment opportunities and crucial role in contribution

to the National Domestic Product, savings and capital formation.

2. Informal sector

Informal sector generally spread over the country. This sector

includes Small scale, Cottage and tiny units which are not registered under
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any factory Act and do not submit tax returns to the government on account

of its size and structure. Weavers, Carpenters, plumbers, Electricians, tailors

and hand embroidery workers  in Beedi and dhoop stick making ,

construction workers, homilies in whole sale and retail shops, servant maids,

helpers  in tea shops and bakeries, WOMEN IN BEAUTY PARLOURS ,

helpers in paped and pickle making, helpers in book binding , workers in

petrol pumps, quarry workers, vegetables, flowers, fruit and milk venders,

paper boys and paper venders in trains, buses and platforms, rag pickers

also   the involved in this sector. Many of them are relating to self

employment and women also engaging in this sector. In this context the

present paper carried out the following objectives.

3. Objectives, methodology and limitations of the paper

  Objectives of the paper
To analyze the growth of employment in the informal sector

To examine the position of the women workers in the informal sector

To study the job opportunities in the beauty industry

To find out the demand for beauty clinics in the study area of Kakinada

town

To suggest suitable measures to improve the beauty industry and

employment opportunities to women

To study the above objectives, secondary and primary data sources

have adopted. Primary data has collected from 60 members with help of

designed questionnaire from the students at PG level, housewives (below

age group  of 45 years) from each 20 members and 20 members are related

to beauticians that who are running the beauty clinics or beauty parlors in

the Kakinada town and rural. The secondary data information has been
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obtained from News papers, census reports, NSSO reports, and Internet

sources. Averages and percentages are used at appropriated places.

 4. Analysis of the study

 Informal sector plays vital role in provide employment to both male

ad female. The level of employment in this sector occupied 368.89 million.

The annual rate of growth of employment declined to 1.02 percent from

2.01 percent. It can be more impact on women employment also. Since

women has constituted a large percentage of the work force in this sector.

Data from the 54th Round of NSS show the information clearly. On the

other side, gender inequalities also considered as a problem in this regard

in rural and urban areas both in Own Account Enterprises (OAEs) and

Establishments. Meanwhile, Women have facing many problems like
unsatisfactory work conditions, lack of amenities and facilities, Mal-

treatment and enforced immoral life, lack of choice in job selection, lack of

principle occupation etc in this sector. All these above conditions and un-

employment explosion conditions forced to new employment sources.

The present study viewed that the beauty industry is one of the

efficient and suitable sources of employment to the women. This sector of

course neglected by the policy makers in the country, it has wide range in
other countries.

Beauty Industry

The use of cosmetics has been a practice for thousands of years. In

Ancient Romans applied oil-based perfumes in baths and fountains, in

Egypt aristocrats used minerals in their faces to provide color and definition

of features. We all know the secret of Cleopatra’s beauty; she bathed in

rose petals with milk to make her skin soften. So, beauty culture is not a

new concept. As per published information in between the 1910s and 1950s,

women were aware that use of beauty product, proper diet makes a person
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more beautiful and attractive, it was the time when Beauty Industry starting

their journey……….Now, it’s a global multi-billion dollar industry where

millions of people are working. Today the Indian cosmetics and beauty aid

industry worth more than $ 3 billion and is rising 20 percent every year.

Indian women are increasingly gaining global exposure.

Since 1991 with the liberalization along with the crowning of many

Indian women at international beauty pageants, the cosmetic industry has

come into the limelight in a bigger way. Subsequently there has been a

change in the cosmetic consumption and this trend is fueling growth in the

cosmetic sector. Indian cosmetic Industry had rapid growth in the last couple

of years, growing at a CAGR of around 7.5% between 2006 and 2008.

While this is due to the improving purchasing power and increasing fashion

consciousness, the industry is expected to maintain the growth momentum

during the period 2009-2012. In the Indian Cosmetic Industry both

electronic as well as print media are playing an important role in spreading

awareness about the cosmetic products and developing fashion

consciousness among the Indian consumers.

 It’s a global multi-billion dollar industry where millions of people

are working. Today the Indian cosmetics and beauty aid industry worth

more than $ 3 billion and is rising 30 percent every year. Indian women are

increasingly gaining global exposure.  With the Indian beauty sector growing

at a 30 per cent year-on-year basis, there’s a lot of scope for innovation. In

India, Spas are still considered not only an expensive but also far away

from most cities. The idea of introducing day spas is to provide with the
same level of therapeutic services, but at extremely affordable prices and

convenient locations.

Companies, Klapp, FlorMar and Germaine De Capuccini, have

already firmed up plansm and hope to achieve a combined turnover of

around $1 million from their Indian operations during the first year itself.
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Similarly, FlorMar, the 35-year-old European beauty company is all set to

introduce its range of make-up products here. In addition, the Spanish

company Germaine De Capuccini’s plans to target not only Spa treatment

market here, but also view the opportunities in the anti-wrinkle and

antiaging segment.  Today there is clearly a demand for products specifically

designed for the growing number of ethnic consumers. Although there are

luxury beauty ranges for those with darker skin tones, mass-market

alternatives on the high street are still few and far between.

According to another study- the beauty services industry, largely

unorganized and pegged at over Rs 12,000 crore by some observers (others

peg it as low as Rs 2,000 crore), is slowly but steadily taking the organized

route to do business.  According to industry estimates, the   beauty services

industry in the country is about Rs 1,500-Rs 1,600 crore (some peg it as

high as Rs 6,000 crore).  The   beauty segment is growing at about 25%-

30% per annum, which only highlights how fast the rate of transformation.

Now (2013) the size of Indian Cosmetics Industry globally is $ 274

billion, while that of the Indian cosmetic industry is $ 4.6 billion. According

to analysis and figures given by the Confederation of Indian Industries

(CII), the total Indian beauty and cosmetic market size currently stands at

US$950 million and showing growth between 15-20% per annum.  Industry

sources estimate a rapid growth rate of 20% per annum | in the world,

India’s  overall beauty and wellness market that includes beauty services

stands at about US$2,680 million, according to CII estimates. |

The above information showed that many multi national companies

investing a lot   and getting better turnover in this industry.

The beauty services consumption in India has been increasing

exponentially since last couple of years. Consumers are becoming more

aspiration driven which has led to evolution of concept of grooming and

beauty for both male and female segment in order to enhance their
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appearances. The spa segment which is a new entrant to the beauty and

wellness industry has well integrated itself. Consumers are ready to pay a

premium to pamper themselves with the spa services. The report gives an

in-depth analysis of the Indian beauty salon and spa industry. It also assesses

the key opportunities in the industry and analyzes the external

macroeconomic condition for effective working of business by using PEST

analysis. It discusses current and expected growth drivers for the industry

in the forecasted period (2012-17). Further, key players of the industry have

been profiled and growth of the industry has been predicted taking into

consideration the previous growth patterns, the growth drivers and the

current and future trends.

4.2. Job Opportunities in the Beauty Industry

Job opportunities in this industry attain not only in beauty

parlours(beauticians and their staff) but also from the allied sector of the

industry. It is like a chain process that making of cosmetics companies,

sales of the products and so on. Earnings of the employees depends their

level of job. In general, the following are some of job opportunities in this

industry.
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4.3. A brief note on Job Opportunities in the Beauty Industry

Notable thing is there is no work discrimination and Women are

mostly preferable in this field.

a. Beauticians

This profession offers excellent scope for entrepreneurship.

Beauticians is a profession where an expert may practice their skills in skin

care, hair care, hair dressing, cosmetology, etc all at the same time, or

specialize in one of these areas. Sometime they can implement their own

formulations for skin care, hair care, etc. and market them to their clients.

A beautician must have a professional training with good health, stamina,
good humour, helpful nature, friendliness, confident manner, tact,

persuasive attitude, courtesy, imagination, systematic approach, cool, dry

hands, an attractive well-groomed appearance, some artistic ability, dexterity

and an unruffled manner help. Future prospect of this field is too bright;

beauticians command very high fees for their specialized professional

services. Smaller towns are today proud of their own beauty salons as well.

b. Beauty Counsellor

Counseling is the process of guidance, something that provides

direction or advice as to a decision or course of action. Beauty counseling is

a process where clients are helped in dealing with their beauty related

problems by a Counselor. It’s a very responsible job where a clear knowledge

about the whole process is necessary. A person in this field must have a

good intelligence, ability to concentrate long time, capacity of original
thought, ability and willingness to get the root of the problems and solve

the problem. Proper training and interest is very important for this

profession. It has a vast career opportunity in a vast range of industries,

like –salon, hotel, beauty consultancy etc.
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c. Beauty Salon Receptionist

Beauty Salon Receptionist will be responsible for the efficient

operation of the reception area and supervision of the salon team. You

must be a confident communicator and demonstrate excellent interpersonal

skills to ensure that our clients receive a high standard of service. Beauty
Salon Receptionist is a good job option in beauty industry. Receptionist

must be smart, energetic who can take care of guests’ excellent interactive

power and interpersonal skills. There is a good growth opportunities in

career progression for ambitious candidates.

d. Beauty Salon-Manager or Assistant Manager is an attractive job option

in beauty industry. Primary requirement of a Salon Manager must have a

Cosmetology license .Prime responsibility of a Beauty Salon-Manager is
superior guest experience, club card development, store/salon operating

standards, recruiting, and implementation/execution of all corporate and

field initiatives.

e. Beauty Salon-Director

Beauty Salon-Director is an exclusive option in the beauty industry;

a person must be graduate in this field or have a professional degree or

diploma, with experience. In depth knowledge in beauty tools and method

and able to providing solutions Beauty Salon-Director is responsible for

managing the total salon activity; they deal with salon representatives as

well as the clients , Handling of product detail, Ensure security of

confidential documents, Carry out any other duties as may be expected ,in

a single sentence maintain the overall quality. Common traits of a Beauty

Salon-Director include the ability to multi-task, are detail oriented, and
have the ability to articulate clearly.
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f. Beauty Therapist

A Beauty Therapist is a qualified person who carries out a wide

range of treatments to the face and body. In fact a therapist is a beautician,

body therapist and electrolysis all in one. In this profession skilled person is

a mandatory requirement. Beside this a Beauty Therapist must be caring,
tactful, and intelligent and have a well-groomed appearance, especially

their hands, which need to be sensitive and supple.Objective of the

treatments is to improve skin care and condition, and the work includes a

range of electrotherapy treatments for face and body, all designed to help

improve facial and body conditions.

There is a great scope to build a great career and also a great option

for self employment.

g. Fitness Instructor

Fitness is a set of attributes a person has in regards to a person’s

ability to perform physical activities that require aerobic fitness, endurance,

strength, or flexibility and is determined by a combination of regular activity

and genetically inherited ability. Today we are much more aware about

our body and fitness and that’s why today it’s a prospective as well as

respective profession. Professional Fitness Instructor including personal

fitness trainers, rehabilitative exercise specialists, exercise and sports

nutrition specialists and group fitness instructors, etc. The good thing, about

the job is it’s mostly highs; there are lots of benefits. Being fit and

knowledgeable about own body.

There is a huge scope in Fitness; Fitness professionals are in great

demand with the increasing awareness of body fitness. Future prospect

and growth opportunities are too good.
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h. Fitness Director

Fitness Director is a prestigious position in beauty industry who

focused on building the business, member relations, and the continued

development and training of the staff. This person will be instrumental in

developing and managing programs. The ability to develop and manage
relationships with the members and other departmental managers and staff

is key to this person’s success. Sometime the fitness Director will be

responsible for: Fitness Department, Aerobics Department, Aquatics

Department, Camp Five Seasons etc. Career in this zooming field is well-

connecting and glamorous besides being lucrative.

i. Massage Therapist

Massage therapy is being used as a means of treating painful

ailments, decompressing tired and overworked muscles, reducing stress,

rehabilitating sports injuries, and promoting general health. There are 80

different types of massages, called modalities. Swedish massage, deep tissue

massage, reflexology, acupressure, and sports massage, are few of the many

approaches to massage therapy. Most massage therapists specialize in several

modalities, which require different techniques. Massage therapists work in

both private and public: private offices, studios, hospitals, nursing homes,
fitness centers, sports medicine facilities, airports, and shopping malls, for

example. Some massage therapists also travel to clients’ homes to provide a

massage. Overall it’s a very prospective and high paying job.

j. Hair Stylists

It’s a profession where experts’ style, cut, treats, & color people’s

hair. In this field a person should have Design sense, working well with

clients, good grooming, business skills, keeping up with fashion trends,

cutting, coloring, & styling techniques. Job profile of hair expert is talking

to clients to find out what kind of style they want ,deciding how to achieve
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a look that will be both flattering and what the client wants ,Shampooing,

cutting, styling, and coloring hair ,advising clients on hair care ,Selling hair

care products, attending ongoing training classes in fashion, technique,

and product use. Working area- Beauty salons, day spas, nursing &

residential care homes, film or TV industry and remuneration are quite

well. Career prospect is too bright

k. Creative Director

Creative director is a position usually found within creative

organizations such as web development and software development firms,

beauty industry as well. The job entails overseeing the design of branding

and advertising for a client and ensuring that the new branding and

advertising fits in with the clients’ requirements and the image they wish
to promote for their company or product. A creative director is ultimately

responsible for the quality of the final creative work. Basic requirement for

a creative director is intangibles: confidence and security. They understand

and exude the fact that they control the creative output, work education,

and general business comfort of their team and act as such. Which means

being a grown-up: confident in making decisions but secure enough to take

suggestions. There is a great career options with a high pay scales and

bright future prospects.

l. Nail Technician

Nail technicians give manicures & pedicures. Aesthetic judgment,

working with clients, keeping up with current trends, business sense, and

knowledge of nail technology is the basic requirement for nail technician.

Its include Preparing hands or feet by washing, sanitizing, removing polish,
Filing nails and applying primer and polish, Applying nail extensions and

artificial nails and maintaining them by filling in, Repairing nail problems,

Decorating nails with nail art, Teaching clients to care for their nails. Beauty
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salons, nail salons, day spas are the working areas. This field is growing

and lots of people want to work in it.

m. Spa Director

Spa Direction is quite responsible position; a spa director is

responsible for Hiring, training, and managing reception, massage,

esthetician, spa, and retail and support staffs and maximizing the sales of

spa retail products, Implementing standard operating procedures and

policies, Monitoring daily sales activities, preparing monthly financial

variances reports, and developing annual budgets. Ensuring spa treatment

quality controls, including service, cleanliness, and product usage Managing

purchase orders for professional treatment, and operational supplies

.Developing merchandising plans and purchasing retail products or
coordinate with the retail buyer on purchase orders for boutique items

Maintaining proper inventory levels for all professional and retail products

.Preparing payroll Provide ongoing staff motivation, team development and

high standards of service, and coordinate ongoing educational training

programs .Interacting with the press and planning special media events.

Professional qualified and experience person is preferred for this post.

n. Spa-Manager/Assistant Manager

Spa-Manager: Desire requirement for a Spa-Manager is the candidate

should have good exposure to the Ayuevedic and Western Therapies, should

have working experience in the reputed SPA handling staff, training etc.

Spa-Manager is responsible for the running of the SPA, training of the

therapist and guest interaction and guest relation, Budgeting, MIS etc. Salary

structure for the post is near about Rupees. 300000 – 400000 annually.

Assistant Manager: Assists the manager with spa and recreation activities

manage the spa and recreation staff and support personnel. Coordinate

classes, programs, and day-to-day operations of a spa and recreational
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facility. Creates and implements general and therapeutic spa and

recreational activities for all age groups. Develops and maintains

relationships with members and guests. A high school diploma or its

equivalent and 2-4 years of experience in the field or in a related area are

preferred.

o. Spa Trainers: Spa Trainer is the beauty professional who consults with

clients to select and sequence a range of spa treatments and prepare clients

for the spa experience. Knowledge of the history and development of spa

treatments and the application of client care particular to the spa

environment are required. Spa trainer also teaches the student who wants

to build his or her career in Spa industry. Accurate Knowledge and skill in

the application is an important area in this section. Career growth is also

high.

p. Spa Therapist  Today’s life is full of tensions and worries and it is here

where spa massage comes to play a major role in reducing stress level.

Fitness spa therapy helps in total body relaxation and helps derive mental

peace.

q. Spa Therapy Body Treatments - Entire process for body exfoliation

and body wraps, ideal for a therapist looking to upgrade existing skills.

r.  Swedish massage-It’s a key element in Spa Therapy is learning a 60

minute Swedish Relaxation Massage Routine.

s.  Ear Candling-A relaxing treatment that is one of the oldest therapies

we have dating back to 2500 B.C.

t.  Hot Stone Therapy- Stone Therapy Massage is an ancient healing art,

using deep heat from smooth basalt rocks.

u.   Shirobhyanga - Indian Head Massage- Shirobhyanga massage

preserves the body energy and save the organs from decay, it is the most

powerful method of realizing and, at the same time rejuvenating the
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body. There is a great demand for spa Professionals or Spa therapist in

Indian and as well as in foreign beauty industry.

v.  Cosmetic Sales-Manager

A Cosmetic Sales-Manager must be self-motivated Individuals who

have a passion for cosmetics. Prime requirement for the post are- excellent

customer service skills, exceptional team building skills, drive business

through strong clientele and customer service skill, Ensure that company

meets sales and credit goals. Strong interpersonal and communications skills,

strong organizational skills, previous cosmetics and management experience

are also require. Career as a Cosmetic Sales-Manager is immensely illustrious,

lucrative, well-connected, and ingeniously gratifying

w. Cosmetic Sales-Director

Cosmetic Sales-Director is one of the top most positions in beauty
industry; it’s a very responsible and prestigious place. Professional degree

with relevant experience is a mandatory requirement for the post. He or

she should be able to Perform territorial analysis to properly identify

prospective clients and develop related business plans to advance its

acquisition. Develop and execute presentations in a business environment.

Maintain open and timely communication with sales management regarding

sales leads, market challenges, competitive activity and other relevant issues

of benefit to the organization. Salary structure of the post is too good and

social prestige and future growth is also quite high.

Recent Initiatives in India

 Until recent, in India there is no specific course of study offered by

any university in this field. But many of the foreign companies are offering

the course and   fetching careers in beauty industry. Now the trend can
change if our Universities offer the course. Mr.Ravikanth Reddy (news

reporter, The Hindu) pointed out that Sounds incredible, but a hairstylist
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gets 10 times the pay of a MBBS doctor working on the same floor and a

beautician earns more than an engineer. Beauty is a serious business today

and unlike in the past it now has the societal respect and the monetary

returns.

The burgeoning profession has opened up numerous opportunities
and the lack of qualified professionals also created a chance to make great

careers. In beauty industry it is the quality that matters a lot. Realizing the

great potential the field has, Anoo’s International Beauty School in

association with the Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University (JNTU) is

offering a two-year Masters in Cosmetology from this academic year. The

school follows the international pattern of education that gives equal

weightage to theory and practical sessions incorporating latest beauty and

glamour trends.  The school has international standard styling areas,

designated workstations and specialized equipments. Students get hands-

on experience in treating the clients and operating the beauty centre with

the Anoo’s beauty centre attached to the school. Ms. Anooradha assures

that students can recover the amount within a year of the completion of

the course. This effort definitely inspires the remaining Universities and
ultimately increases job opportunities to women, because many of the

women are seeking for this course. The micro level (empirical) study which

is conducted in Kakinada is also favoured the same view.
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As far as satisfaction level of beauticians is concerned, 5 percent of

the respondents feel satisfaction at higher level and in is 35 percent and 60

percent in case of moderate and low level respectively. The study observed

that the information which is delivering by the beauticians may not be true

because it is not happen together the information of visitors.

Summary and policy suggestions

The growth of employment opportunities for women in the informal

sector declined in recent years. The study highlighted the beauty industry

is one of the alternative sources to the women employment. The industry

has been offering a lot of jobs in various ways due its spread over the world.

How ever, in India, this sector is neglected by the public sector and the

Indian universities.

Recently,  Anoo’s International Beauty School in association with

the Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University (JNTU) is offering a two-

year Masters in Cosmetology from this academic year. This effort definitely

inspires the remaining Universities and ultimately increases job

opportunities to women. Because many of the women are seeking for this

course. The beauty industry provides employment opportunities. The micro

level (empirical) study which is conducted in Kakinada is also favoured
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the same view.   The opinion survey proved the view. In this context, the

present study proposed a few suggestions to expand the sector.

 There is no adequate publicity and information regarding

tie industry and systematic course offer by universities. This

is need of hour to take action in this regard.

 Beauty Schools should be open as other technical courses

and give free education to the poor.

 The course should be four to students to get hands-on

experience in treating the clients and operating the beauty

centre.

 These schools should follow the international pattern of

education that gives equal weightage to theory and practical

sessions incorporating latest beauty and glamour trends.

 At the time of training period, feasibilities should be find out

to earn sum of money through provide work facilities in the

recognized beauty clinics.

 Some of the established beauty centers facing tax burden.

Tax relief should provide to those are giving free coaching.

 It is the responsible that the government should take

necessary policies to improve the job opportunities in this

sector
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THE INTERNET IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEACHING
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INTRODUCTION:  English is a universal language. In India it is used as
lingua franca. The last few decades have seen a development in the role of

the English language around the world as the lingua franca for financial,

technical, and political exchange. According to Crystal, 85% of the world’s

international organizations use English as their official language in

transnational communication. The Internet which is an integral phase of

the Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is becoming an

essential tool for quality teaching, learning and research in an academic

setting. Internet has its essential impact on the different terms of language

teaching like e-teaching, e-learning, virtual teaching, e-training and all

developed around internet application in the field of education. A teacher’s

personality is made up of three traits. The internet is a useful tool in all

these three areas of a lecturer’s personality; a teacher, a lifelong learner
and a researcher. Computer communication is one of the main features of

globalization and as a result, the Internet has become an important linguistic

medium. It has been added to every phase of human life, including the

learning of languages. With the beginning of Basic Education in India, use

of the internet has been integrated into the curriculum. Learning Resource

Centers (LRCs) and Computer Labs (CLs) now attribute in education design

and students are encouraged to learn about developments in Information

and Communication Technologies (ICT), including e-mail and the Internet.

With regard to English, web page design and construction, research

strategies using web browsers, animation and multimedia presentations of

research findings are some ways of integrating internet or information
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technology into the curriculum of language teaching. With the awareness

of internet a teacher connects its class with global education.

Globalization:  Globalization is a comparatively new term used to describe

the changes in societies and the world financial system that result from

severely increased international trade and cultural exchange. It was first
used in finances to describe the increase of trade and investing due to the

falling of barriers and the interdependence of countries. In specifically

economic contexts, it is often understood to refer almost completely to the

effects of trade, particularly trade liberalization. In present days it is being

used now in a wider way to describe all aspects of global human existence

– social, cultural, educational and political. Similarly, there has been a wide

spread belief that in future the Internet is bad for many languages and

enables rich countries to take monopoly over the Internet and that it

becomes a form of cultural and linguistic imperialism in which western

values dominate. In this scenario, it was also argued that the Internet must

evolve its own principles and standards in order to grow and maintains a

newly emerging linguistic medium. In the 21st century, speakers of English

may more and more stray from what they have been taught is correct usage
of language, to give them the right path internet is most important. The

Internet is likely to modify the standardized usage of English in a worldwide

context.

Importance and Limitations of language Teaching

The Internet has also an ever growing impact on the lexical, phonetic,

syntactic standards of language and the great importance that most teachers

place, or should put, on the use of ‘correct’ language. For example, this

global technology has led to the evolution of a shortened English language

that emerged in chat groups and in what is referred to as the essential

world. In everyday conversation, knowledge of current linguistic norms is

very essential and only internet can updated us with the latest ideas. The
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Internet seems to have important implications for linguistics or language

learning.

a) The Internet can be used to excite learners to learn actively and

independently in a self directed way or in collaborate way.

b) Teaching materials (syllabi, course outline, lecture notes, seminars,

etc.) can be provided for students on-line.

c) It encourages the democratization of education.

d) Easy communication between teacher-student and student-student

on teaching content is also possible.

e) Furthermore, instructional content can be received by a teacher

through the internet and it provides opportunities for the students.

f) The relevance for teaching are not comprehensive but a teacher’s

ability will determine how efficiently the Internet can be exploited

to enhance teaching.

g) The Internet provides for all these through on-line courses and

materials, and through them, a lecturer’s knowledge, skills and

competences can be updated.

h) Projects can take many forms and should be based mostly on

students’ backgrounds. E-mail is a convenient medium which gives

students the experience of genuine writing tasks, in relation to fellow

students, teachers, and native speaker contacts needs, and interests.

i) Newspapers and mailing lists have facilitated discussion of issues,
student-student contact, and teacher-student interaction which soon

takes on the characteristics of a virtual classroom. 

j) Chat groups are other means to teaching English. It can also increase

the vocabulary.
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The use of the Internet in English-language teaching may be in its

early stages, but it is going to grow continuously. In this regard, teachers

need to learn search-engine skills, ways of evaluating Web pages, techniques

for manipulating and creating their own Web materials, and methods of

integrating Web activities with the rest of their language teaching. It should

be a basic package among tools given to teachers in all universities and

schools. In research the internet provides wide opportunities for earlier

contact to relevant and current literature, contact to wide range of

instruments, online opportunity for validation of instrument, simulation of

an on-going research, and on-line statistical analysis.

Limitations of the Internet

It should be noted however, that there are certain limitations
regarding the use of the Internet in education.  Awareness of the limitations

would ensure that relevant steps are taken to improve their influence on

education.  Some of the limitations are discussed as follow.

a) The abundance of materials on the internet do encourage students

to copy out others work to be presented as theirs. Researchers have

also been found guilty of this.

b) We thought  that pieces of information on the internet are permanent,

they are changed, updated; web sites appear and disappear and

they move and mutate daily because of the active and unstable

nature of the internet locating and evaluating information on it often

require a degree of interest on the part of users. Thus, it is difficult

to search the same material we are looking for. It is not important

that information on the Internet is useful for educational purposes.

c) At times information comes from unknown and sometimes unreliable

sources.  The materials on the Internet are sometimes harmful for

the kids. That’s why there are too many distractions while the
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Internet is being used. Users may be distracted to other things which

have no relevance to intellectual development. Despite these

limitations, the Internet is an ocean of educational resources which

should be used by every lecturer to get maximum benefits of the e-

mail, information resources, file transfer protocol, , professional

group membership, interactive collaboration and multi-media

The Internet and Language Teachers

Think carefully about your goals those involved in the practice of

English language teaching, can get any kind of information in the internet.

Internet also provides answers for almost all of their questions. Most teachers

believe that they may get much benefit through the use of internet. They

can use it as one way of getting resources for conducting their teaching or
to get in touch with other English teachers from other places. They can use

it as a medium to exchange information related to their teaching. With the

help of internet or multimedia teachers starts thinking integrated. They

can exchange their thoughts with the help of mail, chat or other sources.

Don’t underestimate the complexity activities in a single class may be

dependent on scheduling the computer lab, and on students finding

computers outside the class time to continue their activities. Hardware and

software can malfunction and computer systems can be down. Students’

schedules might not permit them to return to the computer lab at a time

when computers are available to complete their assignments. Exchanges

between classes are even more complex. The partner class might have absent

students, or might not meet in a particular week due to holidays or other
activities in that location. The partner teacher might not have the same

understanding of the nature of the exchange, and working through

differences can cause further delays. The students might have differences

in background, language and experience which can cause further

complications. Teachers can support their students with the help of internet.
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Teachers are advised to involve the students in class activities. None of

these problem mean that Internet based activities shouldn’t be used. But in

attempting to integrate online teaching, it is best not to be overly ambitious

in the beginning. A situation which overwhelms both students and teacher

in technical difficulties is not likely to bring about the desired results. It is

better to start small and to create the kinds of activities which have a direct

purpose and are well integrated into classroom goals.

Conclusions

It is clearly said that the use of internet in day to day life or in

classrooms increases the linguistic behavior. The continuing changes in the

spread, reception, interaction, sharing, and understanding of global

information have altered the process of human and technological
communication. After all the drawbacks, it has created a necessity for

linguists, especially language teachers, to fully understand the factors and

their Internet influence on the way the English language. The Basic

Education reforms are providing an excellent opportunity for incorporating

the internet into teaching, but the extent to which integration is successful

will depend upon developing an effective infrastructure
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INTRODUCTION

Ageing is undoubtedly a very important phenomenon and in all

development plans for the 21st century, it should be given top priority.

Conventional wisdom has it that long term care settings profoundly affect

older people both psychologically and physically. Life in an institutional

setting is assumed to result in severe consequences for the elderly. Yet

something other than institutional life itself may account for a portrait that

encompasses disorientation, withdrawal, hopelessness and gross distortions

in the content of self respect.

Aged people are the part of the community. But their care and

concern is becoming a problem day-by-day even for their own children. So

institutionalization is increasing every day. The study concentrates on the

problems faced by the institutionalized aged, especially their depression.

The study aims to find out the level of depression, their health conditions

and reason for their institutionalization.

To live to advanced old age may indeed a blessing; but it may also

be a curse. Living through the eighth and ninth decade of life can bring

both personal deterioration and social losses. When less drastic efforts to

adapt to these misfortunes fail, the elderly person and his or her family are

often forced toward the more drastic solution of seeking institutional care.

With each advancing year the older person becomes increasingly aware
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that a catastrophic illness or a major loss in the social support system may

necessitate this usually dreaded possibility.

Horror of the old age has harassed humanity since ages. The wise

can face it with least and little pain. Let us not forget that every age has its

own fascination and old age has particularly its own. Aging is an inevitable
and irreversible process.

The population of India has been increasing at the rate of around

2% per annum. Population explosion coupled with longevity due to better

health and medical facilities on one hand, nutrition, education and literacy

on the other will result in the aged being a very high big group in India,

which the nation cannot afford to neglect, despite the gradual disintegration

of the joint family.the growth rate of 32.32 percent of population of 60
years during 1961-71 decade was projected as 38.42 percent in the year

2001. In the threshold of 21st century; the world is witnessing a rapidly

changing demography, particularly in the developing countries. When India

got independence, the life expectancy at birt was around 30 years. In the

last 5 decades, the life expectance has doubled.

Social care is the service and the care which aged yet get from their

family and community as opposed to institutional care. Because of old age
and sometimes coupled with chronic illness, the aged are unable to carry

out some activities of daily living such as cooking, washing, cleaning etc.

the burden of care during illness and chronic disability is particularly heavy

on elderly members of family who are not on supportive service. This creates

dependence of the aged members of family on community based services.

However, acceptance of the concept of mutual inter-dependence varies

from society to society.

The older persons have to be provided with minimum assistance in

shopping and errands, escorts to hospitals and some help with management
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of their property and finances. The aged require home based services so as

to avoid instituionalisation of the aged. Chronically ill and disabled elders

require assistance and nursing care not only in their own home but also in

the institutions for the aged and the infirm. The service to aged should be

rendered with a minimum of psychological damage to their ego based upon

the norms of self-sufficiency and self-reliance. Whenever family members

are unable to provide necessary assistance to the older persons they seek

the help of institutions, which however is as yet very rare in India except in

the case of the homeless and disabled elderly people. In the process of helping

the aged, there is need for the Government  and voluntary agencies to evolve

a system of social assistance or old age pension.

In the next few years or so, the likelihood is that we will have a

much greater number of  the very old and, thus, many more very old

parents who will be dependent on elderly children, many of whom will be

themselves too debilitated or too pressed with financial or other

responsibities with their own adult children to add care for an aged,

deteriorating parents to their own burdens. If the typical age of those now

seeking institutional care is in the lower 80s. we can expect it to rise to the
late 80s in the next generation of the elderly. Regardless of what efforts are

made to prevent premature instituinalisation, a significant percentage

among the very old will require institutional care.

World population has been increasing since last 2 decades. Even

though there is not so much increase in birth rate, population is in the pave

to rapid growth. Life expectancy increases with period of time and the
average life expectancy in India is now ( 63.5 ). While comparing the

different age spectra of population, it can be seen that the elderly people

covers the major area. The trend of increasing hike in elderly is a world

wide phenomenon. ‘Improved health care’ has added ‘years to life’. The

age ‘65’ has been arbitrarily designated as old age and this is used as a
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parameter to differentiate the middle aged from the elderly. Just two or

three decades back, 50 had been arbitrarily considered as the age of old

age. The no of old aged people all over the world especially in our country

showing a rapid increase as a result of high standard of life and life extension

techniques developed by medicine. By the year 2020 more than 1000 million

of the world’s population will be over 60 years old.

It is interesting to go through the statistics of elderly population in

India over the last five decades.  The size of the elderly population was 20

million in 1951 and the size enlarged to 57 million in 1991. The elderly

population in India became about 84 million in 2001 and it extended up to

around 107 million in 2010 last. It is estimated that an expected rate of 198

million in 2030 and 326 million elderly people will dominate in the scenario

of Indian population. The same scenario exists in world’s population also.

If we goes through the statistics of different countries in the world, similar

phenomena predominates in the population survey. Currently 35 million

Americans are over the age of 65 years and the estimated is 71 million by

2030 (or 20% of the population).  By 2004, Thirteen percentage of the

Australians were 65 and above. A similar picture depicts while looking in
to the case of Canadians (13% of the population were over 65 age category

in 2006.

For many people, living longer is not living better. Adding years to

life is important. But adding life to the added years is even more important.

Old age can be described from a physical, mental or social perspective.

Majority of people in their sixties will be physically and psychologically fit
and would be like to participate both in economic and social activities.

They should be encouraged and supported so that they do lead a productive

life and also contribute to the national development. Senior citizens in their

seventies and beyond and those with health problems would require

assistance. So far, the families have borne major share in caring for the
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elderly. This will remain the ideal method. However there are growing no.

of elderly without family support. For them, alternative modes for caring

may have to be evolved and implemented. Improved health care has ‘added

years to life”. The social sectors have to make necessary provisions for

improving quality of life to these senior citizens, so that they truly add life

to years

Ageing is not only a personal concern for the individual and his/

her family, it is also a major social problem. The problem requires a major

move toward broad social planning for the aged and a considerable

extension of the range of services at the individual and community levels.

Elderly people at home contribute greatly to the family environment

enrichening the essence and spirit of existence. After a certain stage

however, they cannot contribute actively to the family and tend to think of

themselves as redundant. So not only do we have to cater to their physical

needs but also to their emotional needs. This requires a lot of patience,

immense understanding and the ability to keep cool and level headed at all

times.

In India, when there were joint families and people were not hard

pressed for time, there was always someone to take care of the elderly.

Now times have changed. The Indian elderly population is growing rapidly

because science and technology has created a revolution in the healthcare

system and the health care needs of the elderly Indian has increased. Poverty

and illiteracy have exacerbated the problem of elderly care and has rendered

them more vulnerable. In rural India, the problem is worse. In such a
situation, having to depend on their children to look after them brings a lot

of fundamental values and the principles of ethics into play. Morally one is

bound to look after one’s parents, but what happens when the children are

so poor that they cannot even take care of themselves. They are surrounded

by a sense of moral responsibility on one hand and an inability to look after
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on the other. The role of health insurance in India and the old age pension

schemes for the elderly are woefully inadequate. Hence in such a set up to

render elderly care without allowing the seniors to lose their sense of dignity

and independence is very difficult.     

In contrast to the better prospects of elderly people, majority of the
aged belong to the vulnerable group. The recent social changes like

urbanization, industrialization, introduction of nuclear family system and

migration of younger generation and changes in social values resulted in

the transition of ageing from the personal concern of the family to a social

problem. After a certain age, the aged people cannot contribute actively

anything to the family and the thought itself tend to consider themselves as

redundant. Besides this, the elderly have the psychological vulnerability

due to their forced dependency on others. The poor physical condition in

comparison with the past also contributes much to the emotional strain

and stress. The communication gap between different generations in the

family adds fuel to the family. So handling the helpless aged requires a lot

of patience, immense understanding, cool heartedness and empathetic

attitude. Psychiatric symptomatology among elderly is becoming more
common at present in comparison with the past. The major and most crucial

problem prevalent among the present day elderly is the presence of

dementia. Demean ting aged creates lots of problems to the family.

The major problems of the aged are:-

1. Economical dependency

2. Physical ailments like heart diseases, high BP, diabetics, urinary

problems7

3. Loneliness and dejection

4. Reduction of status- In older times, they were the leaders of the

family. While in modern times, they have become subservient to the

family and society.
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5. Psychological, Psychiatric and emotional problems-tension, anxiety,

depression, mania, insomnia, organic illness, Alzheimer’s dementia,

organic mood disorder etc.

6. Lack of recreational facilities and peer group

7. Poor family and social support

8. lack of psychological security

Remedial measures to overcome the problems.

1. Good family support

2. Medical aid for physical and psychiatric illness

3. Community services

4. Psychological nourishment to reduce their feeling of inability,

loneliness, dejection, isolation and to improve self esteem and role

identification with the past

5. Formation of peer group to enhance the social interaction of the

elderly

6. Counseling and awareness creation

7. Implementation of social policy for the elderly care

8. Ensuring the privileges for the senior citizens

9. Improved social support system

10. Improving the facilities for group gathering

11. Worldwide Psycho education

With the evolution of elderly problems from the family concern to

the social problem, the world wide attention has been focused on it. Since

it is a global phenomena, it has to be tackled and addressed effectively. The

aspect of elderly care gathers greater significance in the purview of social
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problems and it should be viewed in the light that the facts families are

becoming nuclear and want to stay with that way. The present generation

who stands back to the feelings of the aged are not aware that they will be

in the same situation in the future even in a worst condition that of

predecessor. Hence this is not only private concern but also a public one

where the state or social institutions come in to action.

Depression is a major public health programme. It is one of the most

frequent groups of disease, which a practitioner encounters, in everyday

practice. Depression in the elderly is an under diagnosed and under treated

disorder.   If all forms of depression are included, the prevalence is high as

15% in people over 60 years of age.

As the time progresses the aged themselves feel that they must not
be a burden for others during these times. As age increases physical strength

decreases.  They themselves are aware of this situation, which also leads to

institutionalization.

The concept of Elderly care or simply eldercare is the fulfillment

of the special needs and requirements that are unique to senior citizens.

Elder care, sometimes referred to as long-term care, includes a wide range

of services that are provided over an extended period of time to people
who need help to perform normal activities of daily living because of

cognitive impairment or loss of muscular strength or control. Elder care

can include rehabilitative therapies, skilled nursing care, palliative care,

and social services, as well as supervision and a wide range of supportive

personal care provided by family caregivers and/or home health care

agencies. Elder care may also include training to help older people adjust

to or overcome many of the limitations that often come with aging. Elder

care can be provided at home, in the community, or in various types of

facilities, including assisted living facilities and nursing homes.
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Elderly care policies vary from country depending on the culture,

traditions, and political culture. Socio-cultural context also influence the

levels of  the care. Southern European countries have reduced involvement

of the state and implicitly allocate the elder care responsibility to the family

by making it mandatory. In contrast to this, Nordic European countries

give stronger role for state in elderly care. Countries where the elder care

responsibility is minimal with family, make use of Home services, while in

countries where is provided mostly by family, this help is supplemented by

community services.

Elder care can be thought of as an umbrella of care and services for

the frail elderly. Frailty is the chronic functional impairment in one or more

of six activities of daily living (ADL’s) requiring the help of another person.

These ADL’s include bathing, dressing, grooming, eating, transferring and

toileting. Elder Care can be thought of as an umbrella of care and services

for the frail elderly. These include a broad range of services including Meals

(in-home or in congregate settings), Socialization ,Personal care, Light

housekeeping in the home ,Residential facilities (retirement homes, Board

and Care facilities, and nursing facilities), Adult day care, Transportation,
Telephone reassurance, Friendly visiting , Caregiver support, Respite care,

Emergency response systems such as Lifeline

GENERAL OBJECTIVE:

To study the causes that lead to institutionalization of the aged and

the problems faced by them.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES:

1. To study the socio-economic factors which leads to

institutionalization.

2. To study whether the educational level of children,  increases or

decreases institutionalization.
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3. To study the level of depression among the institutionalized aged.

4. To study the physical factors that lead to depression.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

In the earlier days, the number of older persons was small. With the

advancement of medical and social sciences, availability of medical, social

welfare and social security measures have resulted in increase in average
life expectancy and accordingly enabled a rise in the population of the

aged and chronic-ill. Therefore, in the modern society, care of the aged has

assumed greater importance than in past. In terms of age, economic and

health conditions, erosion of social values and breaking of joint family

systems, the aged have become socially vulnerable. They, therefore, need

society’s help in a variety of ways.

There has been no systematic study on old age in India till the very
recent times. The subject was totally neglected. It is recently that new

disciplines like Geriatrics and Gerontology have been added to the medical

and social sciences. For the first time in 1972, an encyclopedia of Old age

was published. The discipline of social sciences too have contributed precious

little to the needs and problems of the aged except in the context of the

study of the extended family or the generation gap where the aged

monopolized power, hi the west, elderly persons are living a life which is

independent of their children. In developing societies like India, where joint

family system existed, but is in the verge of disintegration. The aged feel

disengaged, bored and lonely. Depression in older people is an important

public health problem, which needs attention, as it has its root in the health,

social and psychological aspects of individual. In India, not much study
has been conducted in this regard especially among the institutionalization

of aged. This is an attempt by the investigator to know the level of depression,

the causes of institutionalization and the relationship between social and

health factors on depression.
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METHODOLOGY

Descriptive design was adopted for the study, the researcher used

simple random sampling method for selecting samples. Universe of the study

comprises of all old age institutions in Kozhikode district of Kerala state.

There are five Old age homes in Kozhikode. 10 samples were taken from
each institutions randomly. Simple random sampling was used to select

the samples. There are a total of 153 inmates in all 5 institutions (30 inmates

in each institution). Out of these 50 samples were selected by the researcher,

10 from each institutions randomly. The data were collected through

personal interview with the respondent. The interview schedule is used as

the tool for data collection together with an interview guide. The interview

schedule was exclusively constructed for the purpose of the study.

The interview schedule consists of 47 questions. It consists of the

face-sheet containing the name of research topic, name of the interviewer

and the personal data of the respondents. The second part of the interview

schedule contains the questions to know about the health profile.  The third

part contains  the questions to find out the level of depression which is a

standard scale formulated by Jerome Yesavage.

 Scoring to test the level of depression.

 1-9 shows low level of depression

 10-19 shows moderate level of depression.

 20-30 shows severe depression.

After the data collection, the data were coded, edited and tabulated.

Analysis of data was done by using appropriate statistical techniques. Chi

square test was used to measure the significant relation between dependent

and independent variables.
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FINDINGS

The major findings through the study are:

Socio-economic background of the respondents

The study reveals that 40% of respondents belong to high economic

class and in the rest 60%, 30% belongs to middle class and the other 30%

belongs to low class.

The study also reveals that 34% of the respondents are widow/

widower and 32%, 28% and 6% are married, unmarried and divorced

respectively. More than 60% of the respondents are Hindus, only 2% are

Muslims and the rest are Christians. This may be because of the fact that

Muslims are more religious and have more control over the

individuals. Institutionalization is seen more among the people of high

economic status. This may be because of that they have no one to take care

of them.

Through the study it is seen that 62% of the respondents are females

and the other 38% are males.   It is seen that majority of the institutionalized

aged were females.

Diseases and Disabilities

The study reveals that 66% of the respondents are suffering from

diseases, disabilities or both.

Reason for Institutionalization

42% of the respondents came to the institution because they have

no caregivers, 20% of the respondents came because they don’t like to be a

burden for others, and 14% of the respondents came because of adjustmental

problems with the family.
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Approach to the Institution

Majority of the respondents (56%) approached the institution

voluntarily. Only few that is (2%) were brought by force.

More than 75% have relatives, they prefer institutionalization may

be because they have adjustmental problems with their relatives or they

don’t like to stay with the family or don’t want to be a burden for others.

Old Age Assistance.

Majority of the respondents (90%) are not getting any old age

assistance. This may be due to the Government’ negligence towards the

welfare of the aged.

Depression

The study reveals that majority of the respondents (64%) have

depression in a moderate level, only 10% of the respondents have low level

of depression.

RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of factors that are identified throughout the study, the

researcher made certain suggestions. They are:

1. Government should take necessary steps to provide old age

assistance for the welfare of the aged, especially the aged in

institutions.

2. Now most of the institutions do not get any assistance from

Government for running such institutions. So Government should

provide financial and other assistance for running such institutions.

3. As it is found that as age increases, depression also increases, the

authorities of the institutions must provide necessary arrangements
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to lessen the depression of the inmates by engaging them in creative

activities.

4. As it is found that majority of the respondents have diseases or

disabilities, it is requested that necessary arrangements must be made

for the timely medical assistance.

5. Each individual has his own dignity and worth. Even though the

productive capacity and physical abilities have declined, they are

the creators of present generation. So the younger or present

generation have the responsibility to take care of the elder generation

in their declining age.

6.  Social workers can do following things for the welfare of the aged.

 Can act as a liason between the government and the

institutions for the aged or for the aged for getting proper
assistance from Government.

 Can act as a liason between the individual who need

institutional care and the institution.

CONCLUSION

Age old values are changing- adverse economic forces, the

misallocation of resources, the yearning of material things, the struggle for

self esteem and status- all these factors are overtaking the traditional positive

values as regards support for the elderly. In  the rapidly  changing world,
the  importance  for human relations is , declining, because of his fast life.

Between this he gets no time to take care of the aged even if it is his parents.

So the institutions for the aged is uprising day-by-day.  What is important

is that, in extreme old age, people should not lose interest in the joys of life.

For older persons to continue to be a resource for their families, their

communities and economy, it is essential that they be active physically,

socially and mentally. So healthy ageing is more important in the absence
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of social security and with in severe socio-economic constraints, a longer

and more productive life will depend on vigor, vitality and health throughout

childhood, youth and middle age.
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Human Rights such as right to life, liberty, freedom of Expression,
Freedom of Speech, right to livelihood human dignity are natural rights

conferred by -birth since from the creation by the God. Without these rights

human being has no meaning and can be treated as animals. These rights

are being taken away not only by the Communist, religious countries but

also by selfish land lords and capitalists for their selfish goals and by the

Government itself even in the democratic countries. But with the advent of

Modern communication system, human values and due to the pressure of

international community there is a trend for the realization and effective

implementation of these basic human rights.

In the year 1948; a charter on Human rights have been passed by

U.N.O. which contains Thirty (30) Articles, the earlier part of the charter

consists of civil and political rights while the later part contains mostly

economical and social rights.

In 1966 bill of Human rights divided and two separate covenants,

one on Economic, social and cultural rights other on civil and political rights

and they came in to force in the year 1976 January 3rd. Therefore the

International covenant on Economic, Social and cultural rights is an Integral

part of Human rights charter but repeated with special Emphasis and

analysation in order to meet the present needs and challenges of the s society.
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OBJECT OF ICESCR:

The object of ICESCR is to provide adequate means and scientific

methods to eradicate the starvation and to provide qualitative and

quantitative livelihood for each and everyone in the world, here Qualitative

means nutrative food with proteins and vitamins but not simply providing
rice and bread. It is also aims at preventing exploitation against child

women and the illiterate

The socio economic rights provided under ICESCR:

 Equal pay for equal work irrespective of sex1

 Right to work2

 Minimum wages for all workers, Fair wages, equal remuneration

for equal work, safe and healthy working conditions, Rest, leisure

and reasonable working hours and holiday with pay3

 Right to form Unions4

 Social Security and Insurance for all workers5

 Maternity Benefit and to prevent exploitation against children6

 Better standard of living and equitable distribution of food

throughout the world7

 Conservation of Environment and control of Birth and infant8

 Right to Education for every one9

 Right to enjoy the Benefits resulting scientific, literary or Artistic

production10

 Submission of reports by member states11
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INSEPARABILITY AND INTER DEPENDENCE OF ECONOMIC,
SOCIAL, CULTURAL CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS:

The Economic, social cultural, Civil and political rights are

supplementary, complementary to each other but they are not competitive

rights. If priority is given to anyone of their rights the total human rights
will be disturbed. For example, if a person is illegally detained by the state

his civil rights will be affected simultaneously his Economic and social

rights such as right to work, right to Dignity will be affected. In the same

manner providing right to Life without means of livelihood will become

futile. Therefore these economic, social, cultural civil and political rights

must go hand in hand in a balanced manner.

CONSTITUTION: OF INDIA AND ICESCR:

Constitution of India is Nation’s basic law and not only guarantees

Fundamental rights but also prescribes rules for executive, Legislature, and

judiciary for the realization and implementation of these rights. It not only

imposes restrictions on Executive, legislature and judiciary but also keeps

balance among them. ICESCR is International law and primly concern with

Economical, social and cultural rights of the people of the world.

Part-III of the Indian constitution guarantees fundamental Rights

such as right to equality12, right to life an liberty13 etc., Part-IV of constitution

provides Directive principles of state policy mostly consists Economic and

Social rights such as (1) Right to adequate means of livelihood (Art. 38 a,

(2) Right to the health and strength of workers (Art. 39(c), (3) Right to

work, to education and public assistance In cases of unemployment old

age, sickness, disablement and undeserved want (Art.41), (4) Right to living
wage for workers (Art. 43), (5) Right to decent standard of life and to raise

level of nutrition and to public health (Art. & 44), (6) Right to education

(Art. 45 & 46) and (7) Right to environment (Art. 48A) which are non-
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justiciable that means if any right contained in part IV is violated, people

have no access to seek redressel directly from the courts whereas the

Fundamental rights when they are denied people can seek relief directly by

approaching SC (Supreme Court) under Article 32 High courts under Article

226 of the Constitution. Therefore Economic and social rights contained in

ICESCR are not given priority in the constitution of India because socio

economic rights are included in the chapter on Directive principles of state

policy (DPSP) and made them judicially un-enforceable. But in order to

reach the goals set in the fundamental rights the directive principles are

only means.

ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY AND JUDICIAL ACTIVISM IN INDIA:

Though the process of courts is delayed and slow the courts have
been playing a dynamic role by bringing the Non-Judiciable rights (such

as right to work, living wage equal pay for equal work for both Man and

Woman)14 in to the fold of Part III of the Constitution which are

Fundamental rights (such as right to life and liberty, right to equality). For

instance in Randhjr Singh Vs. Union of India15. The Supreme Court held

Denial of equal pay to equal work provided under article 39 which is

unforceble at law can be read with article 14 (right to equality) and can be

allowed; as a writ petition under Article 14.

Coming to the later cases in Khedat Mazdoor Chetna Sangath Vs.

State of M.P16. It was held hand-cuffing of the members of the Voluntary

social service organisation who are fighting for the rights of the Tribals is a

clear violation of right to life (Art.21) because human dignity also inclusive

part of life and liberty.

The brief facts of this case are KMCS is a registered Union of Bhill,

Bhilala , Mankar and Naik tribals of Alirajpur Tehsil in Jhabua District of

M.P. The object of the Union was to protest against and prevent
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exploitations of triables. The Construction of sarovar Dam on the river

Narmada is another issue for them. If the Dam is constructed,193 villages

will be submerged either fully or -partially and they will be deprived of

their access to the forest resources for their livelihood.

Hence the Association along with the Adivasis protested the
Government Action. But the Government in order to continue the

programme of constructing the Dam the District Collector, Superintendent

of Police and other police officers colluded and registered false cases,

arrested the members of the organisation and they were brutally beaten

handcuffed and paraded openly throughout the town by the police. The

extra judicial activities, Lawlessness, inhuman behaviour of the Govt.

officials was noticed by Supreme Court and directed C.B.I. to investigate

and register cases and prosecute the officers, however they are high or

low. This shows the obligation of the State had been clearly violated by

Govt. officers themselves.

In another case Consumer Education and Research Centre and

others Vs. Union of India17. Supreme Court held that denial of equal pay

to equal work, Right to work, living wage amounts to clear violation of

Right to life which is a fundamental right enforceable straightway in the

Supreme Court and High Courts.

In Mohini Jain’s case [(1992) 3 SCC 666] and in Unnikrishnan Vs

State of AP [(1993)1 SCC 645] right to education was held to be a

fundamental right. In Delhi Transport Corpn. Case (AIR 1991 SC 101)

right to work was recognized as a fundamental right. In West Bengal Farm

Labourer’s Association Vs The Govt. of West Bengal [(1996) 4 SCC 37]

right to health was recognized as a fundamental right. And we have had

large number of cases on right to environment.
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Again in the case of education, after the T. M. A. Pai Foundation

Case, [(2002)8 SCC 481] higher education, particularly professional

education became the monopoly of the rich. The Supreme Court did not

even bother to consider the impact of their judgments on the question of

right of access to higher education as a human right.

As observed by Justice V.R.Krishna Iyer (The Hindu dt. 17 th

December, 2002) in reference, to T.M.A. Pai Foundation Case: “There is no

gainsaying the fact that social justice and equal opportunity for educational

excellence at all levels have gone by default. Of course, globalization,

liberalization, privatization and marketisation have captured the Court’s

notice and the Preamble to the Constitution is de facto judicially jettisoned.”

These observations aptly apply to all cases of violations of human rights.

By the above cases it is understood after recognising the importance

of social and Economic rights, provided in the part IV of the constitution

which is Non-Judiciable. The Judges on some pretext or the other always

bring Part IV in to ambit of Part III of the constitution with the help of

article 14 right to equality or article 21 right to life & personal liberty in

order to give a full meaning to human rights.

CONCLUSION:

1. We will find most of the rights of ICESCR are in the Part IV of the

Constitution under the Head of Directive Principles of State Policy

which are not enforceable at law. But during the judicial process the

judges brought the Directive principles into the Ambit of fundamental

rights and made Directive Principles available to the people by way

of filing writ petitions before the courts. Actually articles from 13 to
32 are justiciable and violation of which gives way to Supreme Court

and High Court. The other Articles contained in Directive Principles

of State Policy are even though important they cannot taken to the
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High Courts and Supreme Courts alone without the help of

fundamental rights Judges tried to mix directives with fundamental

rights in order to serve the real purpose of the constitution. This

process can be called as judicial activism.

2. It is painful that the Government instead of fulfilling the obligations
under the law is destroying the Civil economic and social rights of

down trodden people for the sake of proprietaries class.

3. The member states particularly developing countries though they

cannot totally implement the rights provided under ICESCR but they

have to keep in mind while framing laws. Whether a law could be

effectively implemented or no the very existence of a law would be

helpful in controlling of the people.
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Governments all over the world today have come to accept the health

of people as a public responsibility. Health is a very significant and vital

factor for the prosperity of a country. Health is one of the most important

indicators for socio-economic development. World Development Report

1993 says, “Improved health reduced production losses, permits the proper

utilization of natural resources, increases the ability to literate for the next

generation and frees the resources that would otherwise have to be spent

treating illness”. According to preamble of Constitution of the World Health

Organization, health is defined as “a state of complete physical, mental
and social well being and not merely an absence of disease or infirmity.

Nothing could be greater important than the health of the people in terms

of resources for socio-economic development”.

The dictionary meaning of public health is the science and practice

of protecting and improving the health of a community, as by preventive

medicine, health education, control of communicable diseases. In medical

term, public health is community health. It has been said, Health care is
vital to all of us some of the time, but public health is vital to all of us all the

time. The mission of public health is to fulfill the interest of society in

assuring conditions in which people can be healthy. Health according to

the Constitution of India is a state subject. The state Government assisted

by local bodies is responsible for providing health care facilities to its people.

This results in different policies and programmes of health care in various
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states. In the developing countries like India, the Government regulate and

maintain health standards, provide preventive and curative services and

build up the infrastructure for medical and health services.

Since independence, India has been moving progressively towards

developing an autonomous system of health care suited to her own needs.
Promotion of health is basic to national progress. Despite this realization,

80% of the people living in rural areas of India have little or no access to

modern medical and health care. Inevitably, this results in high rates of

morbidity and mortality from diseases. The health sector deals with the

preventive, promotive, curative and rehabilitative aspects of health care

activities and uses the services of Government, Private and voluntary

agencies, there is every need for careful planning and administrative

problems which account for the unsatisfactory working of the health

administration.

Health Insurance can be broadly recognized as a financial

mechanism that exists to provide protection to individual and households

from expenses incurred as a result of unexpected illness or injury. Under

this mechanism, the insurer agrees to compensate or guarantee the insured

person against loss insured party pays a premium. Health insurance usually

provides either direct payment of reimbursement for expenses associated

with illness and injuries.  The lost and range of protection provided by

health insurance depends on the insurance provider and policy purchased.

The Health Insurance provides the insurer an added advantage of getting

treated first with and without payment of fees. Under these schemes the
health of the society is taken care of which leads to a healthy nation and as

the saying of “Healthy, Wealthy and Wise” goes can be applied to the entire

nation as well. The Indian nation to prosper required effective health care

measures as majority of the population live in rural areas. It’s the same in

the state of Andhra Pradesh. The aim of this article is to study about the
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evaluation of Rajiv Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme in Andhra Pradesh

a case study of Vizianagaram District.

The Government of Andhra Pradesh has introduced the scheme

i.e., Rajiv Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme on 01-04-2007 in three

backward districts of Mahaboobnagar, Anantapur and Srikakulam on pilot
basis was subsequently extended to the entire state in phased manner to

cover 2.3 crore Below Poverty Line families in 23 districts from 17-07-2008.

Rajiv Aarogyasri is the flagship scheme of all health initiatives of the state

government with a mission to provide quality health care to the poor. The

aim of the Government is to achieve “Health for All” in Aarogyandhra

Pradesh (Healthy Andhra Pradesh state). In order to facilitate the effective

implementation of the scheme, the State Government set up the Aarogyasri

Health Care Trust under the chairmanship of the Chief Minister. The Trust

is administered by a Chief Executive Officer who is an IAS Officer. The

Trust, in consultation with the specialists in the field of insurance and health

care runs the scheme. The beneficiaries can call the Aarogyasri 24x7 customer

care toll free number (1800-474-7788), the state’s emergency medical service

(108) or the telemedicine service (104) to reach a network hospital where
another set of Aarogyamithras inform beneficiaries about their insurance

benefits.

Objectives of the Rajiv Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme:

 To increase access to health care

 To protect families from high medical expenditure

 To provide options in terms of health care providers

 To improve quality of public health care system

Health insurance is a safeguard against rising medical costs. The

burden of expenditure on health care indicates a potential for community

health insurance schemes for such sections of the society. It is estimated
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that the Indian workforce is covered by some of health insurance through

Central Government health schemes, State Government health schemes,

and medi-claim. The low level of health insurance coverage is due to the

fact that Government policies have been designed companies have paid

free very little attention to community health insurance because of low

profitability and high risk involved. Keeping the above scenario in mind,

the State Government of Andhra Pradesh in an effort to assist the Below

Poverty Line families (BPL) has decided to introduce health insurance for

treating the dreaded diseases. In order to facilitate the effective

implementation of the scheme, the Government has set up Aarogyasri Health

care Trust. The trust in consultation with the specialists in the field of
insurance and medical professionals has devised a tailor made insurance

scheme- The Rajiv Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme. It has been

selected through a competitive bidding process to implement the scheme

for all the five phases in the most backward districts of Andhra Pradesh.

Government has also decided to pay entire premium. Big successes under

this scheme have brought back the smile on the face of poor families. Let us

strive to make harithandra Pradesh as “Aarogyandra Pradesh”. Thus from

the past five years Rajiv Aarogyasri Scheme working in the state and provides

health insurance to Below Poverty Line, it is the right time to evaluate the

scheme and to offer suggestions to improve its performance. In this context

researcher selected Vizianagaram one of the backward district in Andhra

Pradesh to conduct an empirical study to known the implementation of
Rajiv Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme.

About the Study Area

This history of Vizianagaram district is connected with hoary past

of the Kalinga, one of the political divisions of ancient India. Only in modern

times, the upper part of Kalinga was gradually merged into Orissa State

and the lower part into Andhra Region. An important even in the history
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of the district is the war between the Rajas of Vizianagaram and Bobbili,

popularly known as Bobbili Yuddam. Another important event in the history

of the district is the war between the French and English fought at

Chandurthi in 1758. Vizianagaram district was formed on 1st June 1979

with headquarters at Vizianagaram as per G.O.Ms.No.700/revenue (U)

Department, dated 15th May 1979 with portions carved from Srikakulam

and Visakhapatnam Districts. Vizianagaram district is situated within the

geographical co-ordination of 170 151  and 190 151 of the latitude and 830 01

and 830 451 of the eastern longitude. The district is bounded on the east by

Srikakulam district on the west and south by Visakhapatnam district, on

the south East by the Bay of Bengal and North West by Orissa State.
Vizianagaram district extend over an area of 6,539 Sq. kms with a density

of 343 per Sq. KM covering 1,551 villages, out of which 66 are uninhabited.

The total population of the district is 23,42,868 as per 2011 census

consisting of 11,61,913 Males and 11,80,955 Females. According to 2011

census rural population of the district is 18.52 lakhs which comes 79.07%

of the total population and the urban population is 4.90 lakhs which comes

to 20.93% of the total population. Vizianagaram ranks second as a region
comprising of majority of people living in poverty next to Srikakulam. Out

of 23 districts in Andhra Pradesh, the core focus of researcher has been

focused on the region of Vizianagaram which consists of 34 mandals. With

the heterogeneity of beneficiaries hailing from Vizianagaram district, the

researcher selected this area using Purposive and convenient sampling

technique was used to selecting respondents. Simple random sampling has

been used to select 34 mandals and here by 10 beneficiaries from each

mandal. The current sample size undertaken for researcher is 340. Out of

the total selected beneficiaries only 300 was taken as sample by using

convenient sampling and they were responded and showed their willingness

to provide information for the present research study. Among these 300
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respondents 150 are from Government Hospitals and remaining the 150

from the Private Hospitals.

 As the present study is based upon an evaluation made by the

respondents of the Rajiv Aarogyasri scheme launched by the Government,

it is necessary to take note of the socio-economic profile of the respondents.
Social, cultural and economic factor have been widely recognized as playing

a significant role in determining the way in which people react to policy of

the Government. Hence, there is a close linkage between the socio-economic

status of the people and their evaluation of the scheme. In this study the

researcher have taken age, caste, educational qualifications, occupation

and income levels as variables of socio-economic profile of the sample

respondents. The age wise distribution of beneficiaries Rajiv Aarogyasri

indicates that majority i.e., 81% of beneficiaries in Government Hospitals

are between the age group of 25-35. And the remaining 19% belongs to the

other age groups. When comes to the Private Hospitals majority i.e., 65%

beneficiaries were between the age group of 45-55, followed by 22% between

the age group of 25-35 and the remaining 13% above 55 age group.

Regarding caste 34% of the total beneficiaries belong to SC community,
followed by 32.75% ST category, 8.25% OC category and 25% BC category

respectively. Then comes to educational qualifications of the sample

respondents nearly half 47.25%, were ill grates, followed by 26.75% having

school education, 12.75% Graduate and post Graduation. So far as

occupation is concerned more than 47.5% of the beneficiaries were daily

labour and coolie followed by 27.5% permanent nature of workers and the

remaining 25% not working anywhere. Regarding family income more than

half i.e, 55% of the beneficiaries are between the income groups of 35000-

45000 followed by 22% between 25000-35000, 15% are between 15000-

25000 and remaining 8% are between 45000-55000 respectively.
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 Researcher visited the selected villages and collected information

from 300 beneficiaries of Rajiv Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme. The

first question asked to the beneficiaries was whether they are having ration

card. For this question cent percent the respondents said that they are having

ration cards. Immediately the next question posed to them was which type

of card they are having and in which type of hospital they are getting

treatment. Among the total respondents majority i.e., 69% are having white

cards Anthodia and remaining 13% Annapurna cards. From the total

Annapurna card beneficiaries majority (62.7%) were in Government

Hospitals and 37.3% have joined in Private Hospitals. Majority of Anthodia

ration card holders (51.6%) were in Government Hospitals and the
remaining 48.4% were in Private Hospitals. The next question asked to the

beneficiaries was from where they got the information about Rajiv

Aarogyasri Scheme. An over whelming majority i.e., 74.2% of the

respondents in Government Hospitals and 25.8% in Private Hospitals

secured information about this scheme through media. Whereas 58.6% of

respondents in Private Hospitals and 41.4% in government Hospitals got

information through medical camps. Further 51.8% in of the respondents

Government Hospitals and 48.2% in Private Hospitals got information from

family or friends. The other question asked to them was since how long

they were beneficiaries of Rajiv Aarogyasri. Half of the beneficiaries are

getting treatment since 18-24 months in Private & Government Hospitals,

followed by 35% since 12-18 months, the remaining 15% since less than 6
months getting treatment in both Private and Government Hospitals. The

next question asked to the respondents was whether they are comfortable

with their Doctors. More than half i.e., 55% of the beneficiaries said that

they are least comfortable with their doctors in both Private as well as

Government Hospitals, followed by 25% neutral and the remaining 20%

comfortable with their doctors. The other question asked to them was

regarding the problems they have faced in hospitals. More than half i.e.,
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55.6% of the respondents getting treatment in both Government as well as

Private Hospitals said that they are waiting for doctors for a long time

where as 44.4% of the respondents expressed the view that they are facing

problem due to in proper supply of medicines. The immediate question

asked to the beneficiaries was with what disease they have approached

the doctors. Majority i.e., 60% of the respondents both in private & govt

hospitals approached the doctors with heart diseases, followed by 19%

kidney and brain problems 10% accidents and other diseases like liver, burn

injuries etc, with 11%. The other question asked to the respondents was

whether they are satisfied with Rajiv Aarogyasri 108 & 104 services. For

this question majority i.e., 60% of the beneficiaries in private hospitals and
40% respondents in govt hospitals said that the services provided through

Aarogyasri 108 & 104 are average. Whereas 20% in private hospitals said

that services provided are good, remaining 20% in private hospitals and

45% in govt hospitals felt that the services provided are bad. The next

question asked to the respondents was about the bed facility provided in

the hospitals. Majority i.e., 60% of the respondents in govt hospitals said

that the authorities are taking 1 week and more for allotment of beds,

followed by 2-4 days 15%, within 1 day 15%, and immediate 10% when

comes to private hospitals majority i.e., 55% of the beneficiaries said that

the hospitals authorities are allotting beds within 2-4 days, followed by

immediately 20%, 15% in 1 day and 10% is in one week or above. Other

question asked to beneficiaries was whether food & beverage facility
provided under the Rajiv Aarogyasri Scheme. In private hospitals majority

i.e, 60% of the respondents said that the authorities are providing food &

beverage facility. Whereas 40% viewed that they are not providing. When

comes to the govt hospitals majority that is 61% of the beneficiaries said

that they are not providing food & beverage facility, followed by 39%

providing. The next question asked to the respondents was whether they

got any complication after surgery. For this question majority that is 62%
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of the beneficiaries in govt hospitals said that they are getting complications

after surgery, followed by 38% no complication after surgery. In private

hospital majority that is 70% of the beneficiaries said they are not getting

any complications after surgery. Whereas the remaining 30% said that there

are getting complications. The next question posed to them was whether

the hospital authorities are supplying any medicines after discharge.

Majority i.e., 60% of the respondents in private hospitals said that the

hospitals authorities are supplying medicine after discharge followed by

40% not supplying .when comes to the govt hospitals majority i.e., 62% of

the respondents said that the authorities are not supplying any medicines,

followed by 38% said that they are supplying medicines after discharge.
The next question posed to the beneficiaries of Aarogyasri was regarding

behaviors of Aarogyamithra for this question majority i.e., 61% of the

beneficiaries in private hospitals said that the behavior of Aarogyamithra

is good, followed by 25% average and remaining 14% bad. In case of govt

hospitals majority i.e., 68% of the respondents said that the behavior is

average, followed by 25% good and 15% bad. The last question asked to

the respondents was whether Aarogymithra is collecting any charges from

them. Majority i.e., 67% of the beneficiaries in private hospitals said that

the Aarogyamithra is collecting charges 33% not collecting any charges. In

govt hospitals more than half i.e, 51% of the respondents said that the

Aarogyamithra is not collecting any charges, followed by 49% they are

collecting charges.

Findings of the Study

An overwhelming majority of beneficiaries between 25-35 age group

preferred govt hospitals contrary to this majority of the middle age i.e., 45-

55 preferred to join in private hospitals. So there is significant relationship

between age and selection of hospitals. Most of the P.G level educated

beneficiaries prefer Government hospitals and majority of the graduate level
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educated beneficiaries like to get treatment at private hospitals through

Rajiv Aarogyasri scheme. Hence there is a significant relation between the

education and selection of hospitals for treatment through Rajiv Aarogyasri

Scheme among the patients. More than 50% of BC and OC patients prefer

private hospitals and ST, SC patients are interested in govt hospitals for

treatment. Hence, there is a significant difference between the category

and selection of hospitals for treatment through Rajiv Aarogyasri scheme.

Employed and Unemployed patients preferred both private and govt

hospitals and there is no significant difference between selection of hospitals

and patient employment status for treatment through Rajiv Aarogyasri

Scheme. The study reports a significant relation between the income and
selection of hospitals for treatment through Rajiv Aarogyasri Scheme.

Hence, Income is one of the factor which influences selection of hospitals

for treatment among the beneficiaries. There is a significant relation between

the ration card and selection of hospital for treatment through Rajiv

Aarogyasri Scheme. It is found that beneficiaries prefer private hospitals.

Majority of the beneficiaries got information about Rajiv Aarogyasri through

media. More than half of the beneficiaries in both private and government

hospitals are comfortable with their doctors. Further majority of them also

said that they are waiting long time for doctors. Majority of the respondents

in both private and govt hospitals said that the services provided through

Rajiv Aarogyasri 108& 104 services are average. Majority of the respondents

who are taking treatment in govt hospital said that there are taking more
than 1 week for allotment of beds contrary to this in private hospitals

comparatively they are taking less time for allotment of beds. Then comes

to the food and beverage facilities majority of the respondents in private

hospitals said that they are providing .where as in govt hospitals majority

of them said that they are not providing. Majority of the beneficiaries said

that they are getting complications after surgery, in govt hospitals. Whereas

in private hospitals there are less complications. Majority of the respondents
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in both govt and private hospitals said that the hospital authorities are not

supplying any medicines after discharge. Regarding the behavior of the

Aarogyamithra majority of the respondents in both govt and private

hospitals said that they are satisfied and they also said that the

Aarogymithra is collecting some amount from beneficiaries.

Conclusion

Rajiv Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme is a dream of our beloved

former Chief Minister Dr.Y.S.Rajashekar Reddy. This scheme has been

introduced with good intention to solve the health need of below poverty

Line people but in action implementation there are several drawbacks. As

the beneficiaries of this scheme are more in number the capacity of beds in

the network hospitals should be increased. It has been personally observed
by the researcher that some of the network hospitals are not providing

food and beverages facilities to the patients which is utmost important for

the beneficiaries of below poverty line people. So greater care should to be

taken in supplying to them. In order to prevent post-operative complications

the network hospitals should provide well experienced doctors. Necessary

care should be taken in improving 108/104 services. The Government should

take measures to release funds to the network hospitals to provide services

to the beneficiaries more effectively. A strict supervision is necessary on

private hospitals because they are not providing required medicines to the

beneficiaries at the time of discharge. Above all the aspects commitment is

a prerequisite for the concerned authorities who are implementing this

scheme. By recognizing the importance of Rajiv Aarogyasri Health
Insurance Scheme. Government has announced on 27 June 2013 that it is

increasing the Aarogyasri package rates and it will come to effect from July

1st onwards. Further it also said that Health cards are going to be issued to

the Government Employees along with the people. Finally this Rajiv
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Aarogyasri Health Insurance Scheme is undoubtedly a boon to the below

poverty line people, if it is implemented properly.
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Introduction
The Right to Information Act has been one among the notable laws

passed by the UPA government. The Right to Information Bill was

introduced in the Parliament and was passed by the Lok Sabha on 11th

May 2005 and by the Rajya Sabha on 12th May 2005 and it received the

assent on 15th June 2005. It came on the Statute Book as THE RIGHT TO

INFORMATION ACT, 2005 (22 of 2005). This landmark legislation allows

every citizen of this country to ask for and get details of any publicly funded

institution, scheme or project. The Right to Information Act 2005 provides

effective access to information for citizens of India, which is under the

control of the public authorities. It promotes transparency and

accountability of every public authority. It extends to the whole of India

except the state of Jammu and Kashmir. With this backdrop, the information
about the act has to be transmitted across the nation and the teaching

community plays a vital role for it, as it is said that the teacher is the builder

of the nation. The teachers were trained/oriented on the RTI Act by the

concerned departments. Despite many programmes were organized on RTI,

even today there is no study as such which has tried out to find out the

awareness levels of teachers on the act. Hence an attempt has been made

to study the awareness levels of teachers on RTI Act, which would help in

making recommendations to the government for taking further action.

Objectives

1. To assess the awareness levels of the teachers on RTI Act in general.
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2. To find out whether there is any difference in the awareness levels of

teachers on RTI Act with respect to the following variables:

a) Sex

b) Age

c) Locality
d) Subject of teaching

e) Job experience

Hypotheses

Based on the objectives, the following hypotheses are formulated for testing.

1. There exists no significant difference in the awareness of male and

female teachers on RTI Act.

2. There is no significant difference in the awareness levels of teachers

of below 30 years and above 30 years.

3. There exists no significant difference in the awareness of rural and

urban teachers on RTI Act.

3. There is no significant difference in the awareness levels of teachers

on the basis of subject of teaching.

4. There exists no significant difference in the awareness levels of

teachers with 5 years of experience and above 5 years of experience
on RTI Act.

Methodology

Survey method was employed and the data was collected from 113

school teachers from the Training center of Warangal district applying

stratified random sampling technique. To collect the data, the investigator

has constructed close end questionnaire. The questionnaire consists of 30
items related to the RTI Act .The face validity and the test and retest reliability

were established and the value of the reliability was 0.75. The score allotted

for each correct answer was one and zero for wrong answer. Based on the
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scores obtained by the teachers the mean, SDs were calculated and the t

test was used to test the hypotheses.

Analysis and interpretation
The data was analyzed on the basis of scores obtained by the sample

teachers in the awareness test on RTI Act. The general properties of the

data revealed that the mean score of the respondents was 18.3 against the

maximum average score of 30.The ranks were also calculated on the basis

of the scores on each individual item included in the questionnaire. The

item-wise scores are shown in table: 1
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From the above table it could be observed that for the items 4,8 and
16 answered by many teachers as the ranks are of responses are in the
order of1, 3,2. The least scored items are 10 and 14. The trend of the
responses disclosed that there is a need to reorient the teachers on RTI. The
top ten items which majority of teachers have knowledge are: Within what
time should the information be provided in normal cases, Who appoint the
state information commissioner, Who are exempted for fee, Have you ever
heard of Right To Information Act, How many No of commissioners/
members appointed so for AP.GOVT, You are required to provide the reason
for asking information, What is the request fee for getting information, When
did the Right to information act come into force, What is the fee cost when
information is sought in A4 paper, Who appoints the Central chief
information commissioner.

The items, which are answered correctly by a least number of teachers,
are:

 What is the fee for getting C.D or Floppy?

 Who constitute the central chief information commission?
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The frequency table, which is given below, reveals that as many as
62 teachers fell in the marks range of 16-20 which means that the mean
score fell in this category.

From the above table it could be observed that the mean scores are

not able to bring any significant difference in their awareness levels on RTI

Act on the basis of the variables except in the case of sex where difference
is around 3 mean score points. Further there is a big gap between the

expected mean scores and the obtained mean scores of the groups.
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Testing of Hypotheses

To test the following hypotheses, the mean scores of the groups and

the respective SDs were calculated and the t/f test was employed to find

out the significant difference if any in the mean scores of the groups. The

results of the t/f test are shown in table: 4.

1. There exists no significant difference in the awareness of male and

female teachers on RTI Act.

2. There is no significant difference in the awareness levels of teachers

of below 30 years and above 30 years.

3. There exists no significant difference in the awareness of rural and

urban teachers on RTI Act.

4. There is no significant difference in the awareness levels of teachers

on the basis of subject of teaching.

5. There exists no significant difference in the awareness levels of teachers
with 5 years of experience and above 5 years of experience on RTI Act.
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From table: 4, it could be inferred that there is no significant

difference between/among the groups in respect of their awareness levels
except in case of sex as the calculated t values are not able to reach the

table value. Therefore the null hypotheses are accepted in case of age,

locality, subject and experience and the same hypothesis is rejected in case

of sex as the t value is significant even at 0.01 levels. Major difference is not

found in the mean awareness levels of the teachers. Overall mean awareness

score on RTI Act is 18 which is accounted for 60%.

Findings

The following are the findings of the study:

1. The mean awareness score of the teachers on RTI Act is18.3, which

is fallen short of around 12, mean points. This shows there is vast

scope for improvement.

2. There is no significant difference in the mean scores of different

groups on RTI Act except in case of sex

3. The variable sex is able to influence the awareness of the teachers,

as the mean awareness score of the males is 3 points above their

counterparts.

4. The top ten items which were answered by the majority of the

teachers are in the following order:

 Within what time should the information be provided in normal

cases?

 Who appoint the state information commissioner?

 Who are exempted for fee?

 Have you ever heard of Right to Information Act?
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 How many No of commissioners/ members appointed so for

AP.GOVT,

 You are required to provide the reason for asking information,

 What is the request fee for getting information?

 When did the Right to information act come into force?

 What is the fee cost when information is sought in A4 paper?

 Who appoints the Central chief information commissioner?

The items on which the teachers are not aware are:

 What is the fee for getting C.D or Floppy?

 Who constitutes the central chief information commission?

Conclusion

The Right to Information Act 2005 is a landmark piece of legislation.

If implemented well, it could be a major step towards more accountability

and transparency of government. However, it is imperative to recognize

that the road to implementation is a long one and there will be many hurdles

and roadblocks. Yet with proper governmental support and a willingness
to adapt, it is a golden opportunity for India to end the culture of

governmental secrecy and fulfill its potential as a truly great democracy.

Therefore the present study has thrown certain suggestions on the basis of

the results for strengthening the programmes on RTI Act by improving the

awareness levels of the teachers who are going to be the resource persons

in many of the programmes on RTI Act.

1. The teachers need to be trained once again on RTI Act, as they are not
aware of many issues included in the study

2. Study material may be supplied to all the teachers who are going to be

the Resource persons on RTI Act
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3. The teachers should also commit and pick up love to the task and that

forms learning habit and that increases their knowledge on any given task.

4.The teachers require knowledge in the items related to RTI act are:

 Instead of written information, can the applicant request for personal

examination of documents?

 The act which is reduced in power after the passing the RTI Act.

 Is it only the citizens of India can seek information?

 Can the PIO reject your request for disclosure of information

involving an infringement of copy right subsisting in a person other

than the state?

 Within what time should the information be provided in case of a

matter of life and personal liability?

 Is the RTI act applicable to High Court and Supreme Court?

 To whom can you request if you want information on more than

one through a single application?

  Who is the Chief information commissioner of A.P?

 A portion of information cannot be given?

 Which officer in the public authority provides information?

 Can the Govt. employee seek information from his own Dept?

 Is oral request sufficient to seek information?

 Within what time the second appeal should be filed?

 What is the fee for filing appeal?

  What is the fee for getting C.D or Floppy?

 Who constitute the central chief information commission?
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE ANXIETY: A   STUDY

Dr. J.Kiran Kumar
Department of English
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Visakhapatnam

 The use of English language in our country has been a unifying

factor. From educational point of view, English language plays a prominent

role. Good quality higher education and advanced studies in many areas
in science like medicine, engineering, technology etc, are not possible without

English language. All correspondence of industrial and commercial life of

our country is done mainly in English language. At present, in India, English

language is the widely taught second language, practically at all levels of

education. All the Indian universities, graduate colleges and junior colleges

have separate departments for the teaching of English language. But

unfortunately in these departments, a majority of students got no serious

exposure to English as a language.

The teachers are not trained at all in the basic methodology of

teaching language or in teaching the structure of English language. This

has created a serious pedagogical and educational problem. Teaching of

English language in India faces many problems. There are many good

teachers of this subject in the schools, but it is sad to note that there is

something wrong with the teaching of English language in Indian schools.

Pupils are taught English language for about six periods a week for six

years. But they hardly have the ability to speak and write in English

language with minimum errors. They do not know how to use the most

common structures of English language. The conditions under which English

language is being taught in schools are far from satisfactory.
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It is true to say that in many situations of language use, there is

some degree of mismatch between the knowledge possessed by someone

and the demands of the situation. But, if the degree of mismatch is too

great, one cannot progress further in language learning. In order to avoid

this type of problems, care should be taken to teach them the language

from the beginning stages.

It is very difficult to say which teaching behavior might improve

English language learning. This issue depends on the degree to which second

language is acquired through natural development and exposure to it in a

meaningful social environment which can contribute to effective learning.

It is known that an average second language learner is seldom able to engage

naturally and extensively in a target language environment because, the

learner either lives in the midst of English language speakers or is isolated

from full participation with other second language learners.

Thus, almost every student feels nervous when he/she learns a new

language. Particularly, the students are more anxious while learning English

language. Anxiety is the most crucial factor which affects the English

language learning. The principal concern in child guidance is not the

abolition of all anxiety producing circumstances, but the elimination of

needless anxiety is the need of the hour.

NEED AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

A school going child faces many problems in learning particularly,

in learning a second language. English language being a foreign language

has been introduced as a second language in India, poses many problems

to the learners in the process of learning.  As it is new and peculiar language,
the children face difficulties in learning the pronunciation, sentence

structure, grammar, vocabulary and other aspects of English language.

Regional tongue interference is the main problem for the children and it
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becomes very difficult for them to acquire the four skills of language i.e.

listening, speaking, reading and writing.

Researchers of foreign language education have investigated the

effects of language anxiety on learning. Anxiety has been recognized as an

important factor that influences the process of learning English language
(Mirjam & Stella 2005; Onwuegbuzie & Anthony 1998). These studies shed

some light on the role of anxiety in foreign language learning. They found

that the college students, who were more anxious, received significantly

lower final grades than less anxious students. They also give some useful

suggestions to reduce anxiety in the language classrooms.

The teachers of English or the enthusiastic researchers should take

initiative to take some remarkable work in this field and should introduce
innovative practices in teaching English language in an effective manner.

In this fast changing age of science and technology, research on the part of

teachers and researchers is very much essential. It is in this background,

that study of English language anxiety in relation to achievement was

undertaken

OBJECTIVES

1. To know the extent of English language anxiety among the high

school students of visakhapatnam city.

2. To know the relationship between English language anxiety and

the level of English achievement among the high school students of

visakhapatnam city.

SAMPLE

Sample was selected through multi-stage sampling technique. At

the first stage, 8 schools representing government, aided and un-aided high

schools located in the visakhapatnam city were selected through stratified

random sampling technique and in the second stage, a total number of 150
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students representing both boys and girls were selected through random

sampling technique.

TOOL

English Language Anxiety Scale and the School records were used as the

tool.

Construction of the English Language Anxiety Scale

Some of the anxiety scales were referred and some theories related

to language acquisition were analyzed to select the items. The test items

were written with suitable instructions to the students to make it easier to

answer and to facilitate scoring. While constructing the scale, the directions

to respond to each item were clearly given. All the items chosen were

appropriate to the age level of the students, and all the items were specific

and unambiguous. The items, thus pooled were scrutinized by the
investigator in consultation with the subject experts and experienced

teachers to see that whether the content validity is ensured.

There were total 25 draft items. English Language Anxiety Scale

was subjected to tryout on the total number of 30 students, selected randomly

from two government and two private aided schools of visakhapatnam

city, which follows the state syllabus. The answer sheets of all 30 students

were scored. The items were scrutinized in consultation with the guide,
subject experts and teacher educators. The test items were modified

according to the suggestions given by the subject experts. Most difficult

items, which were not attempted by most of the students, were modified to

ensure simplicity and clarity and some, repeated and unnecessary items

were deleted. Total 5 items were deleted out of 25 items, 20 items were

retained and the scale was finalized.

English Language Anxiety Scale consisted of 20 items, with three

alternatives to respond as ‘Always’,’ Sometimes’ and ‘Never’. The maximum
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score could be 60 as the total numbers of items were 20 and the minimum

score could be 20. Mean and S.D. were calculated and the students were

divided into three groups as High Anxiety (Mean + 1 ? ) Moderate Anxiety

( Mean ± 1 ?) and Low Anxiety (Mean - 1 ? ) groups.

ANALYSIS AND MAJOR FINDINGS

With respect to the objective number 1 a research question was

formulated and the answers were found out as given in the following table.

Table 1 :Details of the extent of English Language
Anxiety among High school students

As it is indicated in the table 1, as high as 56 per cent of the students

have moderate English language anxiety and 24 per cent of the students

have High anxiety and only 20 percent of them have low extent of Anxi-

ety. The ‘r’ test was used to test the significant relationship between the

extent of English Language Anxiety and English Achievement among the

high school students and the details are given in the table 2.

Table 2 : Details of the ‘r’ test for Hi

As indicated in the table 2, the obtained ‘r’ value -.316 is significant
at 0.01 levels. So, the null hypothesis is rejected and it is concluded that

there is significant relationship between Anxiety and English Achievement
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among the high school students of Visakhapatnam  city. The negative value

(-.316) indicates the negative relationship.

CONCLUSION

The findings of the present study have the following implications

on the present context of India in which English language is treated as a

second language. The anxiety should be reduced to improve the level of

English achievement among the High school students. English should be

taught in a stress free atmosphere. There should not be any fear for the

learners in English language classrooms. Remedial treatment is very much

necessary to improve achievement level of students in English. Bridge

courses should be taken in schools to make them learn the second language

effectively.

Teachers should be sensitive to the levels and needs of the second

language learners. Teacher should help the children to develop good attitude

towards language learning. Some of the innovative programmes of teaching

English language should be adopted at the elementary level of education.
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Introduction

The ability of media marketing to influence adolescents in today’s

scenario has evolved through various means. Digital editing and electronic
media has created a false world for the youth of the nation and world,

which is hard to achieve. Celebrities, good or bad, have been made “role-

models” and are presented as people that should be imitated by all. Media

marketing has taken a negative toll on many aspects of adolescent lives. It

is not only influencing with entertainment, fashion, and music making

rather it is next to impossible to differentiate reality from fantasy. Teen-age

girls, who viewed commercials depicting women who modeled the

unrealistically zero figure beauty have caused adolescent girls to feel less

confident, angrier, and more dissatisfied with their weight and appearance

(Hargreaves, 2002). According to the Personality and Social Psychology

Bulletin, sociocultural norms for ideal appearance lead women to base their

self-worth more strongly on appearance than on character. This study was
conducted to focus on the effects that media marketing has on influencing

adolescent girls’ day to day lives.

Media’s Impact on Body Image

The popular media has increasingly held up a thinner and thinner

body (and now ever more physically fit) image, as the ideal body for women

(National Institute on Media and the Family). In a study of fifth graders,
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ten-year-old girls and boys told researchers they were dissatisfied with their

own bodies after watching a music video by Britney Spears or a clip from

the TV show “Friends” (Mundell, 2002). Also, one of the study found that

the amount of time an adolescent watches soaps, movies, and music videos,

it is more associated with their degree of body dissatisfaction and desire to

be thin (Tiggemann & Pickering, 1996). Adolescents are affected by role

models that are set before them; whether the outlet is magazine models,

celebrity influence and gossip, or music videos and the adolescent girls try

to imitate them.

Adolescent girls: A Big Experimental Lot

Adolescent girls have become a prime target as they are young and

inexperienced consumers. They are the impulsive buyers as they want the
stuff that is in fashion, the moment they see it. They are in the process of

learning their values and roles and developing their self-concepts (Kilbourne,

1999). Advertisers are aware of their role and do not hesitate to take

advantage of the insecurities and anxieties of young people, usually in the

guise of offering solutions (Kilbourne, 1999). A cigarette provides a symbol

of independence, while a pair of designer jeans or sneakers conveys status

and the right perfume or beer resolves doubts about femininity or masculinity

(Kilbourne, 1999).

Marketing strategies and advertising becomes too strategic in the

battle for capturing the consumers. A study at Stanford University found

that about seventy percent of college girls say that they feel worse about

their own looks after reading women’s magazines (Kilbourne, 1999). Not

only are the girls influenced by images of other girls, but they are especially

influenced of women, because they learn from these images what is expected

from them and what they are to become (Kilbourne, 1999). Expectations

put upon adolescent girls are promoted for the sole purpose of making

money.
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Setting and Framing: Agenda for Media

Media is in a unique position to get people thinking and talking

about specific issues, while keeping away other issues from the public eye

(Brown, 2002). Agenda setting and framing theories propose that media

tell people both, first, what is important in the world around them and
second, how to think about the events and people who influence that world

(Kosicki, 1993). People use the stories they see both in the news and in

entertainment media as reference points about what’s important and to

compare what they already know, or think they know, about what’s good

and bad and what should be done about problems (Brown, 2002). The

result often reinforces stereotypes and helps define what is considered

appropriate and inappropriate behavior in the culture (Iyengar, 1991).

Influence of Advertising

Most people do not think that advertising has any influence on them.

This is what advertisers want the general population to believe; however,

if that were true, why would companies spend over $200 billion a year on

advertising (Kilbourne, 1999)? Why would companies be willing to spend

over $250,000 to produce an average television commercial and another

$250,000 to air it (Kilbourne, 1999)? The Oscar ceremony, known as the
Super bowl for women, is able to command one million dollars for a thirty-

second spot because it can deliver over sixty percent of the nation’s women

to advertisers (Kilbourne, 1999).

Advertising is the most important aspect of the mass media and is a

multi-billion dollar business (Kilbourne, 1999). Reports conclude that

advertising supports more than sixty percent of magazine and newspaper
production and almost one hundred percent of the electronic media

(Kilbourne, 1999). From the media’s point of view, television and radio

programs are simply fillers for the space between commercials.
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Method

The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of media

marketing on adolescent girls between the age group of 16-19 years. The

survey was conducted by a questionnaire using five point scale, which

helped in determining the impact of media marketing on adolescent girls
between the age group of 16-19 years. How much the media influence is

on adolescent girls? A personal data sheet requested demographic data in

addition to the responses to survey questions. The survey was conducted

by distributing and collecting the data of the prepared questionnaire to the

students, who were enrolled at various educational institutes of Jaipur,

Rajashtan, during the academic session 2012-13.

Statistical Procedures

The data was collected by the use of questionnaire through survey

method which comprised of eight questions. The Chi-square statistical test

was employed because it is “most often used with nominal data” (Joseph

& Joseph, 1986). Data retrieved from the demographic portion of the survey

instrument were reported in statements and figures.

Results

The subjects sampled for this study were students who were enrolled

at various educational institutes of Jaipur, Rajashtan, during the academic
session 2012-13.The survey was completed in April, 2013. Twenty-five copies

of the questionnare were distributed, filled by the girls of various educational

institutes of Jaipur and were used in this study. The data collected from the

twenty-five subjects (Table 1) are discussed in subsequent sections,

commencing with the report of the demographic findings. Participants were

asked to list age to determine at what stage of adolescence they were.
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Findings

Chi-square statistical test was employed because it “analyzes the

discrepancy, if any, between frequencies observed in the sample of subjects

measured and frequencies expected according to the stated hypothesis”

(Joseph & Joseph, 1986). Nominal data were assumed, which can be

identified by “a number, a name, a symbol of some type, a letter, or any

device that indicates the various categories” (Joseph & Joseph, 1986). The

tables located in the appendix of Research Methods in Human Development

were utilized to compare the calculated values derived from the statistical

analysis of the research questions with their respective tabled values.

Analysis of the data is as follows:

Discussion

According to the purpose and findings of this study, the following

conclusions appeared. Media marketing does influence adolescent girls to

a great extent. Celebrities influence adolescent girls in opposite ways, either
inviting a repulsive reaction or creating a star status view in their mind.

The majority of the responses indicate that the participants either strongly
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agreed, or strongly disagreed, that media marketing had an effect on their

lives. The surveyed adolescent girls had strong opinions that either sided

with the hypothesis that media marketing did influence them or the

opposite. Media marketing plays an active role in influencing style. No matter

what the opinion of adolescent girls is, the media impacts their lives in a

multitude of ways.

Each person imitates something. Everybody is influenced by someone

else or have a role model to whom they follow, either negatively or positively.

The major concentration of media is to make money. Unfortunately, media

marketing’s main concern is not influencing its consumers for the betterment

of society but rather selling products that the population will like and want

to use or buy. Whether adolescent girls choose to accept the fact that media

marketing influences them, it will remain a constant factor in their lifestyle

and how they interact with society.

Limitations of the Study

There are certain limitations to this study. The sample population

consisted of adolescent girl students between 16-19 years of age of various

educational institutes of Jaipur.  Although the findings for this study pertain

mainly to adolescent girls studying in various educational institutes of Jaipur
in the academic session 2012-13, a general trend may be observed and

conclusions are drawn.

Recommendations for Further Study

The study do provides some information regarding the influences

that media marketing has on the adolescent girls. A positive approach i.e.

how the media marketing influences youth in positive manner can also be

considered for future studies; thus, the following recommendations for

further research and study are offered:
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1. This study can be replicated by using a more diverse population

other than girls.

2. Not only adolescents but, middle age group of both the genders can

be taken for future studies.

3. A positive approach i.e. how the media marketing influences youth

in positive manner can also be considered for future studies.

4. Further study on the influence of advertising and subconscious

marketing on adolescent s should be conducted to add more depth

to concurrent research.
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INTRODUCTION:

 D. H. Lawrence was influenced by the new ideas of 20th century.

His entitled Sons and Lovers was written in 1913 in England in the modern

era of English literary. The story was based on the writer’s childhood.

Lawrence wrote a series of realistic novels, some of which aroused great

storms of dispute both in England and in America for their frank depiction

of sexual matters, both normal and otherwise. In the 20th century, the society

in England and America was ruled by the church powerfully. It included

the society rule of the relationship between a man and a woman. It was

not acceptable if a man and a woman made kissing in public area or having
sex before marriage. On the other hand, Lawrence explored about sexual

matters sensibly. So, of course he got storm of protest from the society. It

can be seen in his other works, such as Rainbow (1915) and Women in

Love (1921). Lawrence was a writer, an artist, a novelist and a critical

thinker. His essays are a complex mixture of theoretical and psychoanalytical

stances. We have no pretension to discuss the writer’s work as art or aesthetic

creation but through this paper we try to understand what Lawrence wants

to say in his novel Sons and Lovers. Sons and Lovers has always been

Lawrence’s most popular novel and in studying it we try to trace in its

curves the shape of Lawrence’s own experience of the world, exploring the

hypothetical idea that the novel is about his problems, his own personal

problems.  Our concern is with the importance of women in Sons and

Lovers. The aim of this work is to find the effect of women in Paul’s life.
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This paper deals with an intensive psychological analysis of the three most

important women in the novel and particularly the inner meanings of their

close relationships with Paul Morel. Paul is more delicate and calm with

his pale faces, than any other children and looks older than the other children

at the same age. So his illness tends to further his mother’s love upon him

still more. He is very conscious of what other people feel, mainly his mother.

When she worried, he can understand her, and can’t keep himself calm at

the same time. He seems always to be centralized to her. Three women

affect his life firstly, Mrs. Morel, the mother, who will be evaluated as lover,

secondly Miriam, the lover who proved rather to be measured as the

symbolic mother and finally Clara who appears as the sexual initiator. In
the novel, the hero- Paul’s, Mrs. Morel- his mother, Miriam- his first lover,

Clara—his second lover. These three women constitute a firm support from

soul, spirit, and flesh, support Paul to chase his so-called perfect humanity,

to become a real man. We meet in Sons and Lovers the “unsatisfied woman”

because the most important three women in the novel are highly frustrated

and never seem to realize any satisfaction in their lives.  Nevertheless, all of

them seek to escape the narrow bounds of their existence, either through,

religion, political, education, activity or through men.

Mrs. Morel - mother as a lover

Shortly afterwards Paul learns his mother has cancer. He attends to

his ill mother, knowing that she is going to die and that the bond, which

has till now held them together must break. So as soon as she has been

overcome by death, he falls into a sentimental lover like relationship with
her. After his mother’s death, at the end of the novel, we remark that Paul’s

final rejection of Miriam represents then his irreversible commitment to his

mother and recognition of his son-lover ship. Out of the ashes of his mother’s

memory, he will construct his future, diminished as it must be, but he will

never render unto any living woman what he has irrevocably pledged to
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the dead: his physical, emotional and spiritual loyalty. Mrs. Morel is an

educated woman. However, in D.H. Lawrence’s Sons and Lovers, she is a

mesmerizing compound of faults and virtues. Her virtues are hardworking,

thrifty and most importantly, possessing cleverness and strength of will,

Gertrude Morel makes most of the difficult situation in which she finds

herself. Most of all, Morel devote herself passionately to her children.

Through this aspect, Mrs. Morel proved to be possessive, towards all men

in the family. She succeeded in making her boys succeed, but the negative

effects of strong possession also affect her sons. In the “Foreword” of Sons

and Lovers, Lawrence says: “The woman must find another man and he

another woman; if the law does not permit it, then he will destroy himself,
perhaps with drinking, and she may turn to a son…and his wife in her

despair shall hope for sons, that she may have her lover in her hour.” She

fails to establish them, as a mother should make her children independent

and self-governing individuals, and enable them ability of living their own

lives and loving. However Mrs. Morel puts her strong possession from her

husband Walter Morel to William. Before William goes out to work, he is a

mother’s lovely boy. His mother loves him very much, in this “Oedipus

Complex”, perhaps Paul did not love his mother so much. He loved her

only because he wanted to get some profits. In other words, Paul skillfully

took advantage of his mother. Mrs. Morel knew that it was hard to be a

woman, so she dreamt of becoming a man, but she could not understand

man’s position in society, she did not see through man’s ways to make use
of woman.       When William is only one year old, his mother is proud of

him, he was so pretty. She was not well off now, but she makes her sons

appear to be respectable. One time Mr. Morel wanted to cut William’s hair,

but Mrs. Morel wanted to kill Mr. Morel. She holds her two fists tightly

then lifts them. Mrs. Morel protects William from her husband after a

neighbor’s complaint and with a terrible and aware fixity of purpose she

shuts Mr. Morel out of the family life, not only by ignoring him, but by
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inflexibly pursuing the right course for her children. Mrs. Morel’s existence

was the only support to Paul’s life road to become an artist. We can say

that without Mrs. Morel’s support, Paul’s dream could not come true.

Miriam - lover as mother

Miriam’s nature is developed throughout the novel on the

psychological as well as the mythological level. From the psychological level,

Miriam’s character is more interesting and complex than either Paul Morel

or the narrator will allow in their description of her. Miriam did not want

to follow the same old terrible road of average village girls; she looked

forward to making life meaningful. Miriam is depicted as a girl who prefers

the life of the imagination to the ordinary aspects of everyday reality. She

loves reading books and has a pantheistic worship of the natural world.
But it was this tragic girl who was Paul’s bosom friend to his art natural

gift and ability. Miriam herself had artist’s ability, so she could arouse Paul’s

creative motivation. Like Mrs. Morel, Miriam kept an eye on Paul’s art

creation, but the mother paid more attention to the achievement and fame

that brought by art. Miriam focused on her lover’s deeper things of nature,

the great enthusiasm to art. Miriam is often irritable about the limitations

of being a girl. Miriam, who is little more than a servant to her numerous

brothers, tells Paul that she does not want to live at home. She has difficulty

in understanding herself because she does not like her lot as a girl. Paul did

not seem to know that Miriam’s exist as a woman. He never entered her

world, even never wanted to try.

Clara - as flesh love

In Sons and Lovers, it is Clara who symbolizes the current rush of
feminist revolts which relates to his early work using young women who

consistently expressed feminist or near feminist views and ideas as to their

status or their belief of life. Clara was the very clever woman. A friend of
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Miriam’s, she is a suffragette, who is separated from her husband. She

becomes Paul’s second love, and they have a passionate affair. Lawrence

molded Clara as opposite figure of Miriam. To Paul, if Miriam was a spirit

symbol, then Clara was a flesh symbol. Clara is an older women separated

from her husband, Baxter Dawes. Unlike the intellectual Miriam, Clara

seems to represent the body. Her sensuality attracts Paul, as does her

ambiguity and strangeness. However, she loses this ambiguity as their affair

continues, and Paul feels she has always “belonged” to her husband. Paul

and Clara have an affair. She satisfies his sensuality                without

breaking his attachment to his mother. But Clara, like Miriam, wants to

make their relationship permanent.

Conclusion

With this tragedy of the Victorian era the author wants to

demonstrate that the freedom of women is far away. In D. H. Laurence’s

Sons and Lovers we got three type of love: Paul and his mother- maternal

love, Paul and Miriam- spiritual love and Paul and Clara- flesh love.

Lawrence describes all these three love as women power and their role in

men’s life. We meet in Sons and Lovers the “unsatisfied woman” because

the most important three women in the novel are highly frustrated and

never seem to realize any satisfaction in their lives. All these three women

are centered to the character of Paul. These three women are full of

consciousness, hostility, initial awakening and the essence of failure. They

all have chosen wrong ways which resulted to the same failure. Paul has

made full use of all three women and also spoiled them, but Mrs. Morel,
Miriam and Clara should be responsible for their own tragedy. At the end

we can say that this paper leads to the critical analysis of women of that

era in political, sociology, and literariness.
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Introduction

Jammu and Kashmir is faced with a conflict situation since past 24

years. Hundreds and thousands of people have been killed in the mindless

violence in the border state and almost every single life has been impacted

by the armed conflict. Though the rough statistics suggest that over one

lakh people have been killed in the last 24 years of armed conflict in the

border state, official figures show that between 1990 and May 2012, 43,000

people including 16,000 civilians lost their lives in J&K. Of these, 3600 civilians

have fallen prey to bullets of the central and state forces in these years,

3655 civilians were killed while maintaining law & order (civilians killed in

incidents not related to militancy) and 13,246 civilians were killed in militant

violence. Besides, a total of 21,449 militants were killed in the state during

past two decades, while the number of forces personnel killed in J&K is

5396. The deceased forces personnel include 3866 from Army and

paramilitary forces, 922 police personnel, 477 Special Police Officers (SPOs)

and 131 Village Defence Committee (VDC) men.

Village Defence Committees (VDCs): A tool for self defence and

countering militancy

The insurgency started in Kashmir valley in 1989 and soon the entire

valley was caught in the conflict. The situation however continued to be
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peaceful in south of Pir Panjal mountains, i.e., in Jammu province. However,

when the arc of militancy was extended to peaceful Jammu region, a series

of massacres of minority community took place which broke the peace in

Pir Panjal mountains. Most of such massacres took place in Doda district,

an extremely mountainous area, with little hamlets scattered over vast,

treacherous and thickly forested slopes, in the late nineties. With its huge

geographical area of 11,691 sq km of high mountains and thick forests and

larger than the entire Kashmir Valley, Doda became a serious security

challenges for the forces in J&K.  As it was impossible for the Army and the

police to provide security to every small hamlet, the decision was taken to

set up Village Defence Committees (VDCs) by arming villagers themselves

to counter militant attacks till the security forces could arrive.

Before the setting up of the VDCs, militants would kidnap people,

torture them to death, commit massacres, resort to rapes/gang rapes etc.

The topography of the region hampered the movement of security forces in

the areas especially in Doda, Udhampur, Rajouri, Poonch etc. The first

VDC was set up in Doda followed by other militancy-affected parts of

Jammu including Rajouri, Poonch and some areas in the Udhampur district.

In the later years, women Village defence committees were also set up for

self defence and protection of their home and hearths.

VDCs- the statistics

The data released by J&K government shows that over 26,500

persons were working with the Village Defense Committees (VDCs). A

total of 26,567 persons were working with the VDCs in 10 districts of Jammu

division and Leh district of Ladakh. There are no VDCs in Kashmir Valley.

The highest number of VDC volunteers- 5818 -were working in Rajouri

district followed by Reasi with 5730 volunteers and Doda with 4822 VDC
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volunteers. The lowest number of 37 volunteers is engaged in Leh. The

engagement of the persons is purely voluntary and no remuneration was

paid to them.

Violence, women and conflict

Women and children have remained the worst sufferers of conflict

in Jammu and Kashmir. Hundreds of women have become widows of the

conflict, having lost their husbands to the mindless violence; there are a

significant number of women who have become half-widows- the women

whose husbands have gone missing and they do not know anything about

their whereabouts. Things were quite bad in the initial years when women

suffered both on the hands of the terrorists and the security forces.

The rural women of Jammu and Kashmir also faced the threat of

terror in the state as well. Left to protect their homes in remote villages

where the presence of security forces was minimal, they would very well

know that they were quite vulnerable to terrorist attacks especially in

summers when there is an increased threats of attack due to melting of the

snow and opening up of more passes leaving them more exposed to the

demands, threats and violence of the militants. The village women from

the remote mountainous areas of Jammu faced a lot during the peak of

militancy in the border state. However, after the successful example of male

Village Defence Committees (VDCs) in many parts of Jammu province, the

women of the region also decided to give a tough resistance to the militants

and thus formed women VDCs.

Objectives of the study

1. To study the women village defence committees set up in J& K.

2. To study and identify the problems faced by women living in hilly

mountain areas of Jammu province due to militancy.
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3. To understand the role of women in Jammu and Kashmir in women

VDCs in Jammu province.

4. To study women’s desire for peace and their role in peace building

and conflict transformation in J&K.

Methodology

The data for the present study has been taken from both primary

and secondary sources in Jammu and Kashmir. The researcher visited the

twin villages of Marah-Kulali in the foothills of Hill Kaka in Surankote in

Poonch district situated close to the Line of Control in Jammu province

where the first all women VDC was setup of Gujjar Muslim women.

Extensive interviews were conducted with the women members of first all-

women VDC in the area. The researcher also interviewed the villager

leaders, elders and sarpanches about the setting up of women VDCs and

their role in peace building in the area. The primary sources also included

the officers of J&K police, Indian army etc. A detailed questionnaire was

used for primary sources who were interviewed for the present study.

Besides, the secondary sources including various government documents,

reports, books, magazines and periodicals were consulted thoroughly for

the present study.

Limitations of the study

The present study which is based on both primary and secondary

sources could have been broadened by including more information and

data regarding more women VDCs in Jammu province but due to paucity

of time and highly inaccessible terrain in the mountains, it could not be

done. More data could have been collected from other women VDCs in

Naushera and other areas of Jammu and Kashmir.
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Women, violence and resistance in Pir Panjal

Since past one and a half decade of terrorism, the Kashmiri women

faced the burnt and remained its worst victim in the Pir Panjal mountain

ranges in Jammu province. When the men would be away in the fields or

out on the jobs, the terrorists operating in these areas, mostly foreigners,

would swoop on their villages looking for food, shelter and other worldly

comforts in the Pir Panjal ranges. The women who tried to resist the militants

had to face the consequences. For example in village Katha in Poonch,

militants killed twelve women and children. Many incidents of sexual assaults

and torture of many women and young girls were also reported. Thus, the

women folk of the area were the “mute sufferers of terrorism”

Things were really bad in the Hill Kaka ranges in Surankote Tehsil,

located near the Line of Control in the border district of Poonch in Jammu

province. Hill Kaka was used as a route to enter the Kashmir Valley in the

early 1990s. During the peak of the militancy, the terrorists had set up

huge concrete bases in Hill Kaka area below Marah Valley including

communication centres, stores and even a makeshift hospital to treat the

sick and injured terrorists. Their growing extortion and abuse directed at

Gujjar women in the twin villages of Marah-Kulali in Surankote was known

to everybody in the area. Militants would force them to provide shelter,

food and at times to entertain them physically. If they opposed them they

would commit rapes or kill their family members. They wanted to confront

them and the only way to do it was to acquaint themselves with the basic

functioning of guns and grenades. The men of the area typically work in

Gulf countries, leaving women, children and the elderly alone in remote

mountainous regions.
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Terrorists were also forcing many locals to work as porters without

any payment and utilizing the money, assets and resources of locals for

their own use. When this became too intolerable, the local residents set up

Pir Panjal Scouts with the objective to hit back, worked as Special Police

Officers and informally assisted J&K Police and Indian army. In the year

2003, the Indian army had to launch a massive military operation named

as “Operation Sarpvinash” to flush terrorists out of Hill Kaka who had

ensconced themselves well in the biggest militant hideouts ever discovered

in the 20-year long insurgency in Jammu and Kashmir. The gravity of the

situation could well be gauged from the fact that army had to use artillery

fire in this operation in which at least 150 foreign militants were killed.

However, the yearning for peace and the desire to lead tranquil

lives without terrorist violence made the Muslim Gujjar women of Marah-

Kulali to make up their mind to fight against the terrorists and pick up

guns against them. They showed their willingness to get weapons and

training from the security forces to protect themselves and their children

from militants’ excesses and save their honour and dignity. These Muslim

women took up arms for self-protection in the remote village against militants

who had been preying on them and thus the all women brigade - the first

women Village Defence Committee (VDC) was set up in the twin villages

of Marah and Kulali bordering district Poonch.

Till now, the VDC members were only men in arms doing their

routine work and had some defense power against terrorists. During day

most of them would remain outside their homes to earn livelihood, leaving

female and children besides the old persons. But now, women had also

joined the men in these VDCs.
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Women VDCs of Jammu province: A success story

The first women Village Defence Committee of Marah-Kulali has

proved to be quite successful in countering terrorists’ attacks and bringing

about peace in their area. It is more than a mere organization of women,

but a potent force to reckon with. In addition to being looked up to as a role

model as an effective local force, this Women VDC is now part of the security

grid built to fight terrorism in the villages close to the Line of Control, where

there is considerable infiltration and movement of terrorists from across

the border. The women VDC members have been successful in repulsing

terrorist attacks on their village. Militants were reluctant to enter villages

that had VDCs and in some such villages VDC members engaged in gun-

battles with militants, forcing them to flee. This all-women VDC organizes

security on its own for any civil gathering or a national or political event,

keeps track of any strange and unauthorized person entering the village

and keeps a check on his activities. These women warriors get together

from cluster of houses and lay ambushes on common ingress routes to their

homes to ensure there are no civilian killings. Traversing through woods,

the armed village women can be seen escorting their fellow villagers to the

water mill nearby to grind the grains.

Operating shoulder to shoulder with the Police and Defence Forces

to secure their homes and hearths, this all-women Village Defence

Committee, like all other VDCs, is well-trained, has excellent fighting

capabilities and is familiar with the local terrain. All the women warriors

here are trained in handling weapons. Equipped with arms and ammunition

like .303 rifles, Self Loading Rifles and Bolt Action Rifles, the VDC in Marah-

Kulali consists of roughly eight members, each of whom is given a weapon

by the authorities. Marah-Kulali has 171-members in VDCs including both
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the male-female VDCs.Members of a VDC have been selected voluntarily.

Their duties consist of patrolling the village, defending it from militants

and providing the authorities with information on the militants’ movements.

The gun-toting women have often repulsed many a militant attack.

Munira Begum a resident of the twin villages was once cooking at home

when the terrorists arrived. She fired and they ran away. On another

occasion, a group of ultras swooped down on the village. There were only

five or six women in the village at the time but they successfully repulsed

the terrorists’ attack. One terrorist was injured in the attack.

Prior to this incident, two years ago, militants attacked a family in

the Teli Katha, Surankote after the men folk had left for work. To their

surprise, three women stood their ground for over an hour, forcing the

militants to flee. Though thirteen civilians were killed, the women saved

the lives of many children and elderly.

The training of VDC members is organized at a regular basis at

security force company posts and the members are given weapon training

which includes firing, basic handling and cleaning of weapon, tactical

training including minor tactics, battle craft and field craft drills to including

stalking, crawling, fire and move.

An inspiration for others

Women Village Defence Committees of Marah-Kulali are not just

simple organization but is a new force to reckon with. The VDC Marah

now has become a role model for others. They have shown the people the

path to living with dignity and honour, without compromises. The women

in South of Pir Panjal mountains have, undoubtedly, given a new dimension

to anti-militancy operations through the all-women VDC.
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Women are now increasingly taking matters into their own hands

and picking up guns to protect their homes. Following the successful example

of the first all-female armed Village Defence Committee, founded nine years

ago in Marah and Kulali villages of Surankote, the women of Jhangar,

Sariya, Pogla and other adjoining villages in Rajouri district, close to the

Line of Control in Jammu, have also joined the VDCs and are ready to

fight. The original female VDC, made up of Muslim women, joined the

Indian army to patrol their villages and surrounding areas.

In Jhangar area in Nowshera the army battalion Dashmesh has given

self-defence training to women. The Village Defence Committees of Jhangar,

Sariya, Pogla and other adjoining villages have been rejuvenated and both

male and female members, who came forward to join the VDCs, have been

trained. The initiative is a joint effort between the civil population and men

in uniform, which is the biggest hurdle in the militant’s endeavors. The

army has trained women in the art of self-defence and use of firearms in

several army camps organized in the area. The aim of such training camps

by Indian army in the border area is to enable women and girls to defend

themselves against attacks by terrorists. All the women of the region need

to learn how to handle and use a gun. This is to ensure their safety and the

security of their loved ones from the rising extremism and militancy. Women

across remote and inaccessible hamlets of J&K’s Poonch, Rajouri and Doda-

Kishtwar belt have taken to the gun, to train as shooters and ambush

militants which can help bring peace to the region.

Conclusion and suggestions

The experience of women village defence committees in fighting

insurgency in Jammu province has clearly shown that these VDCs have

contributed significantly to security situation in the violence-hit state
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especially in its remote areas where the presence of security forces is very

less. However, the VDCs are working voluntarily. Initially though some

money was given to them but now there is no remuneration. The

government needs to formulate a plan for the welfare of VDCs who fought

militants and saved the lives of people in remote hamlets of the state. Identity

cards can be provided to the committee members and they can be inducted

into regular service.

In the wake of ceasefire violations at the international border and

Line of Control many times in 2012 and 2013, the fear is palpable in the

border villages and the VDCs provide some sense of security to the villagers

living on the borders of Jammu and Kashmir. They guard their village

through the night from any possible infiltrators or militants. The VDCs

which were even termed as the “new or voluntary sentinels of J&K villages”,

took upon themselves the challenge of fighting militants in inaccessible and

isolated pockets. They constituted a backbone for fighting the Pak sponsored

militants and generating self-confidence among the people in the remote

areas where presence of police/security forces was negligible. The VDCs

emerged as an organized fighting arm of the state. Though there had been

some talk of disbanding VDCs in the past, clearly, it is not possible to disband

the VDCs who have and are continuing to anti-militancy efforts in J&K.

Already, the BJP is demanding the Central Government to introduce a bill

in the Parliament to convert these VDCs and SPOs into proper Security

Force.

Under the recently drafted Jammu and Kashmir Police Bill-2013,

the J&K government had proposed to provide a legal cover to the VDCs.

However, the Government had to shelve the introduction of the Bill

following objections by civil society and human rights organizations over
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certain clauses. Besides many objections, there was also an opposition to

the provision of giving a legal cover to VDCs. Keeping in view the fact that

the majority of the VDCs have fought and repulsed terror attacks valiantly;

the government needs to take some measures to strengthen the VDCs. Since

the violence shows resurgence, there is a need to keep these committees in

the villages though some rationalization can be done.

In the context of Marah-Kulali, both the male-female VDCs which

have 171-members have played a significant role in anti-militancy and

bringing peace in the area. Four village defence committee members of the

area had also sacrificed their lives while fighting militancy. The village

defence committee members were on the forefront in all anti-militancy

operations. Special police recruitment drive need to be launched in the area.

Training of VDC members at regular interval need to be organized which

would imbibe a sense of self-confidence and boost their confidence in dealing

with an adverse situation.

For the women of Marah-Kulali and other areas in the villages of

Jammu province, peace means life without any sexual assaults, torture,

rapes and the killing of their men folk; all due to the women VDCs.  Peace

also means schools for their children and jobs for their unemployed. A

beginning in this direction has already been made as the Army has provided

employment to the son of a VDC member Reshma Bi, in the Territorial

Army Battalion. A road has been constructed connecting these inaccessible

villages to Surankote, a playground has been constructed and an army

school might soon be opened here. The women of Marah-Kulali have

succeeded in bringing peace to the area and this has been an example for

the other terrorism-affected areas of Jammu and Kashmir where the idea

of setting up more Women VDCs is fast catching on.
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1. Introduction

  Insurance sector is functioning   with two ways such as life

insurance and non-life insurance /General Insurance. With a huge

population and large untapped market, insurance happens to be a big

opportunity in the country is Bull Run in the world. Life Insurance made

its Debut in India well over 100 years ago. Today, it is widely accepted as

one of the most attractive financial instruments in an individual’s portfolio

that provides an assurance of security with attractive returns. India’s

insurance industry is regulated by the Insurance Act, 1938 and the Insurance

Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) Act 1999. The government

is considering the merging of the two acts into single insurance act to

simplify insurance regulation. The average Indian now spends 5.4 times as

much on life insurance as what s/he did seven years ago when the industry

was yet to be opened up for private participation nearly 245 insurers.

2. Objectives

The paper analyses growth and prospects of insurance sector

including life and non-life insurance sector in India in the era of

globalization.  State of Global Insurance is also interpreted while analyzing

the penetration of the sector.  Secondary source of information is used in

the analysis of the paper.

3. State of World insurance
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Global insurance market is estimated to be worth US $ 3424.71 billion

in 2005.  Global insurance sector recorded a nominal growth rate of 4.9

percent in 2006 and real growth rate of 2.9 percent for the same period.

Penetration levels of insurance are high in the developed countries as

compare to developing and under developed countries. In 2005, worldwide

insurance premiums amounted to US $ 3426 billion, 57.6 percent accounted

for life and rest 42.4 percent accounted for non life insurance segment while

the life premiums was increased by 3.9 percent, non life premiums increased

by 0.6 percent. High economic growth, moderate inflation, low interest

rates and favorable stock markets in Europe, Japan and in the emerging

markets contributed to the growth in the insurance industry.  Size of the

life and non life market in India is estimated to be Rs.127213.7 crores.

With the largest number of life insurance policies in force in the

world, India’s insurance sector accounted for 4.1 per cent of GDP in 2009-

10, up from 1.2 per cent in 1999-2000, far ahead of China where insurance

accounts for just 1.7 per cent of the GDP and even the US where insurance

penetration stands at 4 per cent of the GDP. Total premiums collected were

equivalent to 3.17 percent of GDP   as compare to 9.15 percent in US, 7.78

percent in Europe, 6.83 percent in Asia and 4.8 percent in Africa

 It can be said that the insurance penetration as ratio of premiums

to GDP of the world nations’ were varied basing on their economies. The

insurance density is measured as ratio (in %) of premium to total population

has also varying among the countries.  India is 22.7 and the highest is

recorded in UK by 4599.

4. Indian Insurance Sector- Market penetration of Insurers

According to RBI estimates, insurance sector now contributes 14.2

percent of the financial savings and contributes 2.4 percent to the GDP of
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the country. At present, there are 16 life and 15 non life insurance

companies. In life insurance segment, there is one govt. owned insurer

namely LIC and rest are private life insurers. In non life segment, there are

6 govt. insurers and 9 private sector insurers. LIC is the public sector giant

in the life businesses. Four subsidiaries of GIC (General Insurance

Corporation of India Ltd) which were spun of from the parent company

namely the National Insurance Company Ltd, the New India Assurance

Company Ltd, the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd and the United India

Insurance Company Ltd, together with the Agricultural Insurance

Company of India and Export Credit Guarantee Corporation Ltd are the

six public sector companies in the non life sector.

The Union Government had opened up the insurance sector for

private participation in 1999, also allowing the private companies to have

foreign equity up to 26 per cent. 12 private sector companies have entered

the life insurance business. Apart from the HDFC, which has foreign equity

of 18.6percentage, all the other private companies have foreign equity of

26 per cent. In general insurance 8 private companies have entered, 6 of

which have foreign equity of 26 per cent. Among the private players in

general insurance, Reliance and Coramandel does not have any foreign

equity.
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a. Life insurance market- Life Insurance Corporation

The business of life insurance in India in its existing form started in

India in the year 1818 with the establishment of the Oriental Life Insurance

Company in Calcutta.  Some of the important milestones in the life insurance

business in India are:

 1912: The Indian Life Assurance Companies Act enacted as the first

statute to regulate the life insurance business.

 1928: The Indian Insurance Companies Act enacted to enable the

government to collect statistical information about both life and non-

life insurance businesses.

 1938: Earlier legislation consolidated and amended to by the

Insurance Act with the objective of protecting the interests of the

insuring public.

 1956: 245 Indian and foreign insurers and provident societies taken

over by the central government and nationalized. LIC formed by

an Act of Parliament, viz. LIC Act, 1956, with a capital contribution

of Rs. 5 crore from the Government of India.

Indians are now setting aside a larger chunk of their income on life

insurance when measured as a percentage of GDP. They are allocating a

small amount of their take-home to buy insurance products given their

rising equated monthly installment (EMI) payments for home mortgage

and other loans.

The insurance sector in India has completed six years in a liberalized

environment with an average annual growth of 37 percent in the first

premiums in the life segment and 15.7 percent in the non life segment,

together with the largest number of life insurance policies in force, the
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potential of Indian industry is still very large. Despite of robust growth in

the premiums, insurance penetration in India is still very low as compare

to other countries globally. As said above, the total premiums collected

were equivalent to 3.17 percent of GDP   as compare to 9.15 percent in US,

7.78 percent in Europe, 6.83 percent in Asia and 4.8 percent in Africa.

Life insurance industry is capital intensive and insurers are required

to inject capital at frequent intervals to achieve growth in premium income.

Given the high rate of commissions payable in the first year, expenses

towards setting up operations, training costs incurred towards developing

the agency force, creating a niche for its products, achieving reasonable

levels of persistency, providing for policy liabilities and maintaining the

solvency margin, make it difficult for the insurers to earn profits in the

initial five to seven years of their operations.

SBI Life Insurance Company is the first private sector company to

turnaround with net profit of Rs.2.03 crores in 2005-06.

LIC dominates three quarters of life market; the nimble private sector

is fast increasing its share of a rapidly growing pie in India,.  Life insurance

penetration in India - which was less than 1 per cent till 1990-91 - increased

to 2.53 per cent in 2005, and to 3 per cent in 2006-07. The impetus for

growth has come from both public and private insurers. Also, the number

of players in this segment has also increased to 17 (16 in private sector),

with Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) being the dominant player (market

share of about 74 per cent). Led by the Life Insurance Corporation (LIC),

the life insurance industry registered a growth of 110 per cent in fiscal

2006-07, taking the total business to US$ 19.2 billion from the previous

year’s US$ 9.1 billion. LIC got net profits by Rs 1313 crores in 2011-12. The

life insurance market has grown rapidly over the past six years, with new
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business premiums growing at over 40 per cent per year owing to the entry

of a host of new players with significant growth aspirations and capital

commitments.

b. Post-liberalization/globalization period- life insurance

The post-liberalization period has been witness to tremendous

growth in the insurance industry, more particularly so in the life segment.

However, in 2008-09, on account of the financial meltdown, the life

insurance segment saw a downward trend. The first-year premium, which

is a measure of new business secured, underwritten by the life insurers

during 2008-09 was Rs 87,006 crore as compared to Rs 93,713 crore in

2007-08, registering a negative growth of 7.2 per cent. In terms of linked

and non-linked business during the year 2008-09, 50.9 per cent of the first-

year premium was underwritten in the linked segment while 49.1 per cent

was in the non-linked segment as against 75:25 in the previous year. The

shift towards the traditional segment is significant during the year 2008-

2009. The net profits of insurance companies were Rsc5974 crores in 2011-

12.

Besides high level of household savings of the growing middle class,

one of the main drivers of private sector growth is introduction of Unit

Linked Insurance Plans (ULIPs). ULIPs have been possibly the single largest

innovation in the field of life insurance.

c. Non life insurance market- General Insurance

The General insurance business in India, on the other hand, can

trace its roots to the Triton Insurance Company Ltd., the first general

insurance company established in the year 1850 in Calcutta by the British.
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Some of the important milestones in the general insurance business in

India are:

 1907: The Indian Mercantile Insurance Ltd. set up, the first company

to transact all classes of general insurance business.

 1957: General Insurance Council, a wing of the Insurance

Association of India, frames a code of conduct for ensuring fair

conduct and sound business practices.

 1968: The Insurance Act amended to regulate investments and set

minimum solvency margins and the Tariff Advisory Committee set

up.

 1972: The General Insurance Business (Nationalisation) Act, 1972

nationalised the general insurance business in India with effect from

1st January 1973.

 107 insurers amalgamated and grouped into four companies viz.

the National Insurance Company Ltd., the New India Assurance

Company Ltd., the Oriental Insurance Company Ltd. and the United

India Insurance Company Ltd. GIC incorporated as a company.

The non life insurance market, dominated by six public sector

players, has undergone sea change in the last five years. Since it was

liberalized 2/3 of the market of the non life market is regulated by the

tariffs.  India is the 5th largest market in Asia by premium, following Japan,

Korea, China and Taiwan.

The non life insurance industry reported premium income within

India of Rs.20359 crores in 2005-06 as against 17480.6 crores during 2004-

05, exhibiting growth of 16.5 percent. The market share of private insurers

has increased to 26.34 percent from 20.07 percent in 2004-05.  Nevertheless,
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the private sector players are gaining market share at the expense of the

public sector companies by offering various innovative products.

The general insurance industry grew 12.63 per cent during 2007-08

driven a robust performances by private players. The 13 non-life insurers

collected US$ 2.63 billion in premium during 2007-08, against US$ 2.04

billion in 2006-07. Consequently, total non-life premium collections totaled

US$ 6.59 billion in 2007-08, against US$ 5.85 billion collected in 2006-07.

The total premium was Rs 12558 crores in 2011-12 increased by 19.45

percent compared to 2010-11.

While the public sector could increase its premiums by just 3.94 per

cent, 13 private sector players clocked premium growth of 28.85 per cent.

Private sector players’ market share has grown to about 40 per cent in FY

2008 as compared to the public sector’s 60 per cent. And as India continues

to revamp its infrastructure, the flow-on effects will ensure ongoing growth

of Commercial insurance.

The net profits of non-life insurer of public sector were Rs1152.48

cr. But it was minus level in case of private sector ( Rs -1120.19 cr) in 2011-

12.

5. Market Share – Redistribution of non-life insurance

Due to the effectiveness of private marketing strategies, the market

share of public insurers has consistently declined. Given a faster growth

rate, the market share of the private sector is catching that of the public

sector and the two will likely converge over the medium term. In the past,

private insurers had aggressively targeted the more profitable (and tariffed)

corporate fire and engineering businesses by combining them with

discounted offers on de-tariffed products, for example, personal accident

& health, marine cargo and hulls. The inherent operational flexibility of
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the private players – such as through aggressive pricing — has allowed

them to capture a greater share of large corporate accounts. But such strong

penetration of large corporate clients makes future growth in this segment

more difficult.

The non-life insurers (excluding specialized institutions like the

Export Credit Guarantee Corporation and Agriculture Insurance

Corporation and the standalone health insurance companies) underwrote

premium of Rs 30,352 crore in 2008-09 in India, as against Rs 27,824 crore

in 2007-08.

6. Investment Profits

The general insurance companies have to follow overall investment

policy as prescribed by IRDA (Insurance Regulatory body). IRDA guidelines

require the appreciation in Equity investments (vis-à-vis the acquisition cost)

to be parked in a separate Fair Value Change account, to be accounted in

Profit and Loss account only on realization. The Fair Value Change account

is thus an indicator of the additional realizable profits of the insurance

companies.
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The above table clearly highlights the latent strength of the balance

sheets of the public sector insurance companies and their ability to

recompense the impact of unfavorable underwriting results through

investment income. However, the recent slump in the stock markets also

highlights the vulnerability of the profit margins of the public sector

companies. The share of investment income was Rs 56.10.2 crore in 2005-

06 and rose to Rs 6247.5 crore in 2007-2008 under public sector. It was Rs

742426 crores in  2011-12.

The similar trend has recorded in private sector also. It was recorded

Rs. 269.7 crore and 742.1 crore during the said period.

7. FDI   in insurance sector

The Government has embarked upon increasing the foreign direct

investment (FDI) in the insurance sector to 49 per cent, at a time when the

developed countries like USA, Japan and Europe are enmeshed in an

unprecedented financial crisis and their giant insurance companies and

banks are facing bankruptcy. The government’s move to further liberalize

and privatize the insurance sector will allow the foreign multinational

insurance companies to have a greater access and control over domestic

servings and grab the profitable public sector insurance

 The total life insurance premiums market in India could grow from

Rs 16,8600 Crore (Nearly US$ 42.85 Billion, Rs 1 = US$ 0.0254146)

in 2006-07 to Rs 1,230,000 Crore (Nearly US$ 312.6 Billion, Rs 1 =

US$ 0.0254146) by 2010-11.

 The total non-life insurance premium is expected to increase at nearly

24.7 percentage for the period spanning from 2007-08 to 2010-11.it

is 25.37 per cent in 2011-12.
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 With the entry of several low cost airlines along with fleet expansions

by existing ones and increasing corporate aircraft ownership, the

Indian aviation insurance market is all set to boom in a big way in

coming few years.

  The home insurance segment is set to achieve a 100 percentage

growth as latest inclusion by financial institutions have made home

insurance obligatory for housing loan approval. 

  Health insurance is poised to become the second largest business

for non-life insurers in the next three years after motor insurance.

 - A booming life insurance market has propelled the Indian life

insurance agents into the top 10 country list in terms of membership

to the Million Dollar Round

8. Government Initiatives

The Government has taken many proactive steps to give a boost to this

sector.”

Foreign direct investment up to 26 per cent is permitted under the

automatic route subject to obtaining a license from the IRDA. IRDA has

removed administered pricing mechanism, i.e. de-tariffing in respect of fire

and engineering along with motor insurance of general insurance for

premium, effective from 1 January, 2007.  The control rates on fire,

engineering and workmen’s compensation insurance classes have been

removed from 1 September, 2007.

Some state governments have also taken a dynamic role in this sector.

The Government of Andhra Pradesh after piloting the ‘Arogya Sri’ health

insurance scheme in three districts plans to issue health cards to 18 million

BPL (below the poverty line) families. As a result, about 60 million of the
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State’s 80 million people will have insurance cover. The Karnataka

Government has partnered with the private sector to provide coverage at a

low cost in the Yeshaswini Insurance scheme. Launched in 2002, the scheme

provides coverage for major surgical operations, including those pertaining

to pre-existing conditions, to Indian farmers who previously had no access

to insurance. As a results India’s thriving insurance sector is all set to grow

from Rs.500 billion to Rs.2 trillion ($50.7 billion) by 2010, says the Associated

Chambers of Commerce and Industry of India (ASSOCHAM). The main reasons

for such a major growth would be the coming of private players and

aggressive marketing. However, the insurance sector more or less, facing

the problem of economic recession and caused to flections in its growth

around the world.

9.  Conclusions

With a huge population and large untapped market, insurance

happens to be a big opportunity in the country is Bull Run along with the

world. With the largest number of life insurance policies in force in the

world, India’s insurance sector accounted for 4.1 per cent, China where

insurance accounts for just 1.7 per cent,  and even the US where insurance

penetration stands at 4 per cent of their GDP.  The public insurance and

pension was not affected by the recession because their reign was not in

the hands of any American country despite the fact that public pension

worth two trillion dollar was wiped off from the market. But the proposed

move of Pension Regulatory Fund Development bill (PFRD) would have

brought this situation in the country as well, had the central and State

government employees not opposed it. The government’s move to further

liberalize and privatize the insurance sector will allow the foreign

multinational insurance companies to have a greater access and control
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over domestic servings and grab the profitable public sector insurance. The

Government has embarked upon increasing the foreign direct investment

(FDI) in the insurance sector to 49 per cent, at a time when the developed

countries like USA, Japan and Europe are enmeshed in an unprecedented

financial crisis and their giant insurance companies and banks are facing

bankruptcy. Thus there is a scope to expand this sector. However, efficient

supervising is essential to protect the customers as the mission of IRDA

without fail to create belief on the foreign companies.
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INTRODUCTION

Principal is the key person in the educational institutions. She is

both the academic and executive head of the school as well as a real source

of inspiration for teachers through constant flow of information between

him and teachers. She set targets and motivates people to achieve these

targets. In order to meet these targets, the way that a supervisor or a principal

influence his subordinates is termed as his leadership behavior. Sometimes,

this behavior or style may create tension, and dissatisfaction among teachers.

Teachers become frustrated and start ignoring the work and orders given

by Principals, in order to face such type of problems and incorporate the

changes in her behavior, a Principal should be Emotionally Intelligent. The

need of students, parents and staff in schools today vary from those of the

same groups even a few years ago. Dynamic combinations, of emotional

intelligence competencies inform cognition and guides leadership behavior.

OCCUPATIONAL STRESS

Occupational stress is a term used to define ongoing stress that is

related to the workplace. The stress may have to do with the responsibilities

associated with the work itself, or be caused by conditions that are based in

the corporate culture or personality conflicts. As with other forms of tension,

occupation stress can eventually affect both physical and emotional well

being if not managed effectively.
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Stress is an inherent factor in any type of vocation or career. At its

best, the presence of stress can be a motivator that urges the individual to

strive for excellence. However, excess amounts of stress can lead to a lack

of productivity, a loss of confidence, and the inability to perform routine

tasks. As a result, quality employees lose their enthusiasm for their work

and eventually withdraw from the company.

When left unchecked, occupational stress can lead to emotional and

physical disorders that began to impact personal as well as professional

lives. The individual may develop a level of tension that interferes with

sleep, making relaxing outside the workplace impossible. Over time,

the stress can trigger emotional disorders such as anxiety, depression and

in some cases various phobias that further inhibit the ability to enjoy any

aspect of living.

A workplace that provides frequently changing workloads to

employees, or does not appear to be interested in career development or

offering employees opportunities for advancement, is a frequent source

of occupational stress. Unsafe working environments, or even simply

unpleasant working environments that are noisy, or otherwise not

conducive to productive work, may also cause job-related stress.

In educational sector, stress is increasing day by day because

teaching today’s young people is not only arduous work, but can be

dangerously stressful. Anxiety due to school reform efforts, minimal

administrative support, poor working circumstances, lack of involvement

in school decision making and lack of resources have been identified as

factors that can cause stress among educators.

A certain amount of stress in education is predictable, even

constructive. According to Botwinik (2007), it is easy for an educator to

become overstressed.
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Dimensions of Occupational Stress

According to Osipow (1998) there are six major dimensions of occupational

stress. These dimensions are as follows:-

q Role overload - “measures the extent to which job demands exceed

resources (personal and workplace) and the extent to which the

individual is able to accomplish workloads.”

q Role ambiguity  – “measures the extent to which priorities,

expectations and evaluation criteria are clear to the individual.”

q Role insufficiency – “measures the extent to which the individual’s

training, education, skills and experience are appropriate to job

requirements”

q Role boundary – “measures the extent to which the individual is

experiencing conflicting role demands and loyalties in the work

setting”

q Responsibility - “measures the extent to which the individual has a

great deal of responsibility for the performance and welfare of others

on the job.”

q Physical environment- “measures the extent to which the individual

is exposed to high levels of environmental toxins or extreme physical

conditions.

LEADERSHIP BEHAVIOR

The concept of Leadership has captivated observers and researchers

of both oral and written histories. The concept of leadership is a social

notion. It was formally developed during the 1960’s to emphasize the ability

of the leader to influence the people in his organizational goals.
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Conceptualized from managerial to militant, to political, formal to

informal, transcendental to transformational leadership is very much

essential for effective organizational outcomes. Persons in different

leadership positions engage themselves in different specific behavior.

Leadership behavior means the behavior of a leader towards the followers.

Effective leadership behavior will create inspiring and stimulating climate

for the workers so that they can enjoy a higher level of morale and are

motivated to receive new ideas. Chen and Chen (2005) conducted a study

on “Leadership Styles and Teachers’ Job Satisfaction” and found that

teachers who perceived transformational leadership were the most satisfied

with their jobs. In contrast, teachers who perceived transactional leadership

reported less job satisfaction.

The behavior of a leader is the inspiring force that begets healthy

climate. This is true in context of educational institutions as well. The role

of a leader should be flexible and adaptable to the problems at hand.

Leadership is also concerned with the development of a climate within an

organization, which ultimately influence the motivation of followers.

Leadership requires confidence in oneself as well as in others. As a leader,

it is his responsibility to see that objectives of education are being effectively

realized through cooperative planning and execution.

Dimensions of Leadership Behavior

They are:

q Emotional stabilizer- It is capable of providing emotional stability

to ones employees. Motivating, inspiring and encouraging them to

overcome major socio-economic hurdles.
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q Team builder- It  is able to have proper alliance, clear

communication with members of the team so as to motivate them

to work for a vision with dedication.

q Performance orientor- shows concern for accomplishment of tasks

in stipulated time by instituting strategies that are adaptable to

change for enhancing overall organizational performance.

q Potential Extractor- Focuses on development and utilization of skills

and abilities of individuals. The capabilities of a leader should lie in

exploring and channelizing the latent potentialities in a proper

manner so that fuller utilization is entrusted.

q Socially Intelligent- Develops relationships based on empathy,

support, challenge and respect.

EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE

Emotional intelligence is an ability to perceive, assess, and manage

the emotions of yourself and others. Daniel Goleman’s groundbreaking

work on emotional intelligence groups leadership competencies into four

buckets: self awareness, self management, social awareness, and relationship

management. He introduced the importance of emotional quotient in

workplace, noting that intelligence quotient is a less powerful predictor of

outstanding leadership than emotional quotient.  Emotional Intelligence is

an ability to recognize the meanings of emotions and their relationships to

reason and problem-solving on the basis of them. Singh (2007) in a study

on “Emotional intelligence and Organizational leadership: A gender study

in Indian context” indicate a positive and significant relationship for both

genders.
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Dimensions of Emotional Intelligence

They are:

Self awareness is being aware of oneself.

Empathy is feeling and understanding the other person.

Self-motivation is being motivated internally.

Emotional stability is to stay composed in all situations.

Managing relations is to handle relationship with others.

Integrity is awareness of one’s weakness, strengths and beliefs.

Value orientation is to maintain ethical standards.

Commitment is to keep promises.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Azman et.al. (2009) found that emotional intelligence has mediated the

effect of occupational stress on job performance in the organizational sector.

Gardner (2005) concluded that emotional intelligence was relating to the

experience of occupational stress and outcomes of it, indicates that employee

who reported using emotional intelligence were less likely to report feelings

of stress, ill health and higher satisfaction and commitment as compared to

those who reported less using of it.

Recent studies on leadership suggest that the presence or absence

of emotional intelligence competencies and the ability to manage them is

what distinguishes effective leaders from ineffective ones. Palmer,

Donaldson and Stough (2002) found that higher emotional intelligence

was a predictor of life satisfaction. Leaders high in emotional intelligence

will build a real social fabric within an organization, whereas those low in
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emotional intelligence may tend to create problems for organization through

their individual behavior (Goleman, 1997).

Moos (2001) found positive relationship between emotional intelligence

and leadership style. Researchers suggest that the presence or absence of

emotional intelligence competencies is what distinguishes effective leaders

from ineffective ones based on the extensive research.

After Review of Related Literature, it has been found that the

research in business sector indicates that leaders with high level of emotional

intelligence are more successful in leading their companies. It is also helpful

in mediating the effect of occupational stress on job performance. Teachers

who are emotionally intelligent showed low score in occupational stress

and higher in job satisfaction. Goleman also posits that leaders high in

emotional intelligence are key to organizational success.

Given the paucity of research that investigated the relationship

between Occupational Stress and EI in education in India, there is a need

to fill the organizational and geographical gaps by examining the outcomes

of EI on occupational stress. Thus the present study set out to investigate

the relationship between occupational stress and Emotional Intelligence of

Principals in Schools so that the need for well developed EI Intervention

Programmes for them could be emphasized.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It can be stated as: “Occupational stress and leadership behavior of

Principals in relation to their emotional intelligence.”

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY

 To study the occupational stress of the Principals
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 To study the leadership behavior of the Principals

 To study the emotional intelligence of the Principals

 To study the relationship between dimensions of occupational stress

and emotional intelligence of Principals in total.

 To study the relationship between dimensions of leadership behavior

and emotional intelligence of Principals in total.

HYPOTHESIS

 There exists significant negative relationship between occupational

stress and emotional intelligence of the Principals.

 There exists significant positive relationship between leadership

behavior and emotional intelligence of the Principals.

 There exists negative relationship between dimensions of

occupational stress with the dimensions of emotional intelligence.

 There exists significant positive relationship between dimensions of

leadership behavior with the dimensions of emotional intelligence.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The present study is based on Descriptive survey method

Sample

The study will be based on a sample of 50 Secondary and Senior

secondary school Principals from South Delhi.

Method of data collection

Occupational stress inventory (OSI-R) developed by Osipow has

three sub scales; in this study Occupational Role Questionnaire will be used.

Prior to the administration of tests in different schools, investigator took
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permission and cooperation of head of institution. All Principals of these

schools were assured that the information will be kept strictly confidential

and be used only for research purpose. After seeking their consent, different

tests were administered on Principals. All the three questionnaires were

given to them.

Tools used

 Occupational stress inventory (OSI-R) developed by Osipow (1998)

 Leadership behavior scale developed by Asha Hinger (2005)

 Emotional intelligence scale developed by Anakool and Sanjoy (2002)

Statistical techniques used

In order to fulfill the objectives of the study appropriate statistical

techniques were used to analyze the data.

DELIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The study was delimited to :

 50 Principals only

 South Delhi area only

 Three variables only i.e occupational stress, leadership behavior and

emotional intelligence

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The more complex is the job, the more important is emotional

intelligence for a deficiency in these abilities can hinder the use of whatever

technical expertise or intellect a person may have. Researchers have been

making efforts to understand how EQ and IQ complement one another,

for instance, how a person’s ability to handle stress affects his/her ability
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to concentrate and put his/her intelligence to use. Lam and Kirby found

evidence through their research to support that overall emotional

intelligence contributes to cognitive performance in reasoning tasks. In this

study also Emotional Intelligence was a significant predictor of Occupational

Stress. Results clarify the importance of EI and its usefulness in stress

management; hence there is a need to promote Emotional Intelligence of

Principals for better efficiency. EI has a moderating effect on occupational

stress.

CONCLUSION

Principals are individuals who worked within educational

organization and lead teachers. In addition, the principal is typically the

person held accountable for all decisions within a school. Moreover, there

is relationship between the effective leadership behaviors and academic

success of school. Accordingly, success is higher in schools where principal’s

emotional intelligence is developed. One of the important subjects affected

by emotional intelligence is behavioral styles of leaders. According to the

results got from this research, as long as the level of school principal’s

emotional intelligence and its sub-scales increase, it becomes an increase

tendency also in transformational leadership style.

It may well be that emotional intelligence is a prerequisite to enabling

principal leadership. Self and social awareness as well as management of

self and others are critical aspects of the principal’s behavior that enable

the development of supportive principal action and open interpersonal

processes in schools. Thus principal emotional intelligence is essential in

fostering the openness of school climate as well as facilitating enabling

principal leadership.
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Ultimately, the structure and functions of the school need to facilitate

higher levels of student achievement. The preliminary findings of this inquiry

support the notion that enabling leadership of the principal will promote

enabling school structure. When such structures are combined with

openness in interpersonal functions, it seems reasonable to expect that a

culture of academic optimism is not only possible, but likely, and that such

a culture can overcome the drag of low socio-economic status and promote

higher levels of student achievement. Of course, the latter conclusion remains

an untested hypothesis, which is suggested by the findings of the present

research. Such is the nature of exploratory research. It frames, refines, and

extends more focused theoretical models.

Hence it can be assumed that if the Principals have better EI, they

will feel less stressed and will eventually have better leadership performance

especially when we talk about Secondary and Senior Secondary Schools

where the demand and expectations of the students, parents and

management are very high. The present study revealed a strong correlation

between emotional intelligence and occupational stress of the Principals.
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Introduction

India is considered one of the fastest growing aviation markets in

the world. With rapid liberalization of the Indian aviation policy, growth

in air travel per capita and boom in the business/tourism sectors, the need

for internationally benchmarked airports is greater than ever. It is fact that

the growth of the organisation depends on the employee productivity /

service returns. Thus, Companies that utilize effective employee retention

strategies know that wages and benefits are not the most crucial factors in

determining whether a worker will stay or leave. Instead, employees want

to feel that they are valued contributors. Three components to a successful

employee retention program are selecting the right talent, leaving a good

first impression and showing respect. Besides, employee welfare measures

or retention strategy measures need to strengthen the organisation.

Welfare is a broad concept referring to a state of an individual or a

group, in a desirable relationship with the total environment, ecological,

economic and social. Employee welfare implies the setting up to minimum

desirable standards and the provisions of facilities like health, food, clothing,

housing, medical assistance, education, insurance, job security, recreation,

etc. such facilities enable the worker and his family to lead a good work

life, family life & social life. Employee welfare measures are an effort

towards revolving the industrial worker of his worries and making them
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happy. According to the Oxford dictionary ‘Employee welfare means “the

efforts to make life worth living for workmen.”   The need for labour

welfare was strongly felt by the committee of Royal Commission on

Labour as far back as in 1931. The resolution passed by the Indian

National Congress for Fundamental Right and economic programme,

in 1931 emphasized that the state should safeguard the interest of

employee welfare. The Planning Commission also realized the necessity

of Labour Welfare. Therefore, proper organization and administration

welfare facilities can play a vital role in promoting better working

conditions and living standards for industrial workers and also increase

their productivity especially in developing countries ((http://

www.scribd.com).

Employee Retention Measures

A wide varieties of service and benefit programs. Viz., health

programs, safety programs pension plan, recreational programs and other

beneficial services are commonly following as employee retention strategies

adopting by GMR International Airport at Hyderabad. However, it is

important to note that whether all these programs are found in the

organization or not. Thus, it has to know how the employees perceive about

the adequacy of these retention benefits providing by their employer. In

this context, an attempt is made to study the levels these facilities providing

by a large, well recognized government enterprise, namely the GMR

Hyderabad International Airport Limited (GHIAL).  Now it is called ‘The

Rajiv Gandhi International Airport (RGIA).

Importance of employee retention strategies

Employee retention strategies are in the interest of the employee,

the employer and the society as a whole.  The employee welfare measures
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improve the loyalty and morale of the employees. It reduces labor turnover

and absenteeism. Retention/welfare measures help to improve the goodwill

and public image of the enterprise. It helps to improve industrial relations

and industrial peace and improve employee productivity. Keeping this in

mind, the present study is conducted with the following objectives.

Objectives of the Study

1. To study the welfare facilities offered in RGIA

2. To identify the possible difference in the opinion of employees

of various department regarding the welfare facilities of  RGIA

3. To identify the satisfaction levels of the employees regarding

employee retention measures at RGIA

4. To examine the relationship between the perception of welfare

facilities (welfare scores) and personal variables of employees

and

5. To offer viable suggestions to improve the welfare facilities of

AFT based on the opinion and expectations of the employees.

 Methodology

The sample was chosen from a large well established RGIA.   The

information for the study has been obtained mainly by Primary data collected

for Project report and modified for publication. About 100 employees (50

members each from executives and non-executives) of RGIA were selected

by convenient sampling technique. Data was collected with help of pre-

designed questionnaire constructed on 5 point scale (highly satisfied,

satisfied, no opinion, dissatisfied, and highly dissatisfied). Statement of

rating scale score is given to these five points is is 2, 1, 0, -1 and -2 respectively.

Keeping the objective in mind, discussion was made with officials of the
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RGIA. In order to analyze the above said objectives – some statistical

techniques like percentage and Chi-square test and measure of knowledge

index were applied.

Hypothesis of the Study

Towards fulfilling the objective few working hypothesis were

framed:

H1 -No significant relationship between age and the welfare/retention score

H2- Sex will not have any attitudinal difference towards the score of

welfare/retention measures.

Limitations of the Study

The study is limited to only some of the department in the

organization; hence it may not be universally applied to the organization

as a whole. Considering the nature of the study and the complexity involved

in the study sufficient time was not available, time factor is also one of the

limitations to the study. It is assumed that answer given by the employees

are true and adequate, therefore the study is a representative of the

employees perceptions.

Analysis and Interpretations

About the Rajiv Gandhi International Airport

RGIA is a joint venture company promoted by the GMR Group (63

percent) in partnership with government of India (13 percent), government

of Andhra Pradesh (13 percent) and Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad

(11 percent).  The project is based on the Public Private Partnership (PPP)

model and is structured on a Build, Own, Operate and Transfer (BOOT)

basic. It   was inaugurated on March 14, 2008.   The Company was
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incorporated to design, finance, build, operate and maintain a world class

Greenfield airport at Shamshabad, Hyderabad. Located strategically at the

geographical centre of India within a two hour flying time to all the major

cities in India, Hyderabad is well positioned and within a four hour radius

from all major cities in the Middle East and South East Asia.

Employee Retention facilities:

Some of the employee retention facilities providing by the GHIAL/

RGIA as shown in table -1 is taken into consideration for the study. RGIA

established a modern canteen with good quality food, timely lunch, hot

snacks tea coffee and fruit juice are providing all the time to the staff

members. Both north Indian & South Indian stuff are serving. The large air

condition dining hall with clean furniture is attractive.  Recreation is also

available through the 42 inch LCD TV fitted in pre-lunch and post lunch

time. Amenities such has liquid soap tissue paper perfumed water are

abundant in the dinning hall.

RGIA provides uniforms to its ARFF, airport operation employees.

Two pairs of uniform, one pair of shoe and 2 pairs of socks in every year of

beginning is proving to the permanent employees.   One travel bag and

laptop bag is also provided for staff members up to M7 grade employees.

The company is provided housing facilities by all its employees. Depending

on the employee grade, one handset with phone bill is also provided.

Transport and educational facilities to employees& their children are also

satisfactory level.

 To encourage team spirit among the group and create a sense of

belongingness, the company contributes Rs. 2,500 per employee (including

the family members) for the purpose of Picnic.  Collection of books such as

management, HR, Airport management training performance management,
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quality assurance, legal and reference books on technical subjects are

maintaining in the library.   Group medical insurance has also common to

the employees.

GHIAL/ RGIA maintains a good dispensary with a qualified medical

fractioned. In addition, employees’ perceptions regarding the retention

facilities are   presented in Table 1.

From the table-1, one can infer that there is general satisfaction with

the overall organization welfare facilities as per the perception of the

executives of RGIA. In overall 29.31 percent were highly satisfied and 35.68

percent were satisfied with the employee retention facilities provided by

RGIA. Transport and housing facilities have highest measure of value (highly

satisfied) followed by Educational facilities, Insurance Scheme, Leave

facilities, Training& development Facilities occupied by  satisfied level.

Interestingly, about 27.43 percent of the employees are expressed no opinion

in this regard.
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Similar trend has found in case of non-executive employees. It is

found from the table-2 that majority of the respondents equaling to 43.21

percent are satisfied the employee retention measures (ERM) of the company

and 31.49 percent are highly satisfied to the overall score. About 18.51

percent of the employees have no opinion about the facilities.

Measure of retention facility Knowledge index

The differences in perceptions of executive and non-executives are

varied regarding ERM. The satisfactory levels are higher in non-executive

employees than the executive. The variation of highly satisfied level ERM

between the two cadres is-
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 1.    Non-Executive employees highly satisfied score is     = 31.49 ——(1)

     Executive employees highly satisfied score is                = 32.41———(2)

                     Thus, Variation is              (above 1-2)         = -0.92

2.  In case of satisfied score of non- Executive employees  = 43.21—— (1)

     Score Executive employees                                      =37.07—— (2)

Thus, Variation is                                          (1-2)   = 6.14

Measure of retention facility Knowledge index at highly satisfied level:

 Knowledge index of executives on employee (highly satisfied)

retention measures at 2 points score = 1102/1800 = 64.82.

 Incase of non-executives retention measures at 2 points score = 1470/

1800=81.67

Thus variation between executive and non-executives =81.67-64.82=16.85

It indicates the non-executive scored more points than executives.

Measure of retention facility Knowledge index at satisfied level:

 Knowledge index of executives on employee retention measures at1

point score = 6 30/900  x 100= 70 percent

 Incase of non-executives retention measures at 1 point score = 735/

900 x 100 =81.67 percent

Thus, variation between executive and non-executives: 70.0-81.70=

11.70. It indicates the non-executive scored more points than executives in

this regard.

Interestingly, more number of executives compared to the non-

executives is perceived no opinion regarding retention measures taken by

RGIA, Hyderabad.
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Sex and the Score of the Welfare Measure

An attempt has been made in table-3 to find out the impact of age

level on the scores of welfare facilities. In order to analyze the above nul

hypothesis was framed - No significant relationship between sex and score

of the welfare measure.

Basing on the data, calculated value is .46443; Critical value of chi-

square is 3.84, D.F. 1, Level of significance 5 percent. The above table is

framed to find out whether the scores of welfare measure have any impact

on the sex. So as to analyze this hypothesis was framed “sex will not have

attitudinal different towards the scores of welfare measures” Calculated

value is .46443.The critical value is 3.84 for 1 degree of freedom at 5 percent

level of significant. Since the calculated value is less that the critical value

the hypothesis is accepted.
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Summary of Findings

 From the foregoing analyses the study brings to light some important

findings. Majority of the executives and non-executive employees are highly

satisfied with the housing facilities recorded by 52 percent and 56 percent.

More than 40 percent of executives are highly satisfied with transport

facilities next by insurance, working conditions, drinking water facilities.

About 40 percent and above 40 percent of non executives are highly

satisfied the welfare/retention measures of medical, leave provisions,

working conditions, drinking water facilities and insurance facilities.

Similarly about 40 percent of them are felt that the employer is treating the

employee harmoniously. The similar perception has recorded in case of

satisfied rating of scale.

Employees are highly satisfied with the training facilities in the

organization.  Most of the employees agree that the appraisal process and

grievance handling followed in the organization is un-biased. Majority of

the employees opined that the human resource environment in the

organization is good.  Most of the employees agreed that the appraisal

process and grievance handling followed in the organization is un-biased.

Majority of the employees opined that the Human resource environment

in the organization is good. There is well co-operation among the

management and employees. There is a harmonious relation among the

employees so they think that, this organization will achieve top position in

India.

Suggestions

It is necessary to improve total quality in all spheres with respect to

innovation and creativity. As per the perception of the employees, the

management should effectively utilize the training aids. Due to steam
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cooking, in the canteen large number of employees are facing gastric problem.

This should be avoided by adopting alternative method of cooking

immediately. About 26.35 percent of executives and 18.51 percent of non-

executives to total score showed   no opinion regarding the facilities. It may

be lack of proper guidance or disappoint on the management. Thus, there

should be a need of utmost care of every employee for successes the company

goals.  Some of the employees are dissatisfied about the management

treatment and promotion procedure. Thus, proper suggestions of employees

must be taken in this regard.
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Introduction:

With the dawn of independence, India set before itself the objective

of fostering entrepreneurship and creation of employment through the

promotion and development of large and small scale industries. In order to

develop the necessary industrial base, adequate credit support measures

were also initiated in the country. The Industrial Finance Corporation of

India (IFCI) was set up in 1948 to provide financial assistance to large

industry. The State Financial Corporations Act, 1951 paved the way for

establishment of State Financial Corporations to support Small and Medium

Scale Industries (SMIs) in the respective States. Andhra Pradesh State was

formed on 1st November, 1956. On the same day, the Andhra Pradesh State

Financial Corporation (APSFC) came into existence with the amalgamation

of the erstwhile Andhra State Financial Corporation and Hyderabad State

Financial Corporation with the mandate to promote and develop small

and medium industries in the State of Andhra Pradesh.  In the light of this

background, at attempt is made in this paper to examine the role of APSFC

in the industrial development of the State of Andhra Pradesh, and its capital

structure growth in the sanctions, disbursements, recoveries, and profits.

The study is based on the secondary data. The data collected from various

annual reports of APSFC and reports of SIDBI.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE:

APSFC started with paid-up equity capital of Rs. 1.50 crores in 1956

which now stands at Rs. 92.22 crores against an authorized capital of Rs.

500 crores. The Government of Andhra Pradesh holds 68.40 per cent and

IDBI 31.31 per cent equity while, the remaining share of 0.29 per cent is

held by LIC and individual shareholders.

REACH AND OUTREACH:

The Corporation with its Head office at Hyderabad in 1956 had

only one Branch at Vijayawada. During 1972-73, the Corporation opened

two more branches at Visakhapatnam and Tirupati. In 1975-76, the

Corporation opened 6 one man Offices in 6 districts. Now it has a network

of 25 branches covering all the 23 districts of Andhra Pradesh and one

extra branch each in Rangareddy and Medak Districts. It new Head Office

building i.e., North Block was constructed during 1976 and South Block

constructed during 1978 in Chirag Ali Lane, Hyderabad. The location and

scope for further expansion will enable the Corporation to undertake new

activities for the development of Small and Medium Enterprises (SME) Sector.

The Corporation introduced computerization in 1980-81 which initiative

has paid good returns. Today, all the Branches are computerized and

connected through dedicated 64 Kpbs lines. Customized software

seamlessly provides good service.

 IMPRESSIVE TERM LOANS:

APSFC generally gives term loan assistance up to Rs. 2 crores for

sole proprietary and partnership firms, up to Rs. 5 crores to companies and

co-operative societies. Small Scale Industrial Development Bank of India

(SIDBI) has permitted the Corporation to extend loans up to Rs. 20 crores

under special circumstances.
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AN ENGINE OF GROWTH:

In the first year of its operations (1956), APSFC sanctioned Rs. 91.15

lakhs to 51 units and disbursed Rs. 33.00 lakhs with focus on tiny and

small scale units and employment-oriented SSI units. By the end of 1976,

the sanctions rose to Rs. 60.89 crores covering 4,079 units. By the year 1988-

89, the cumulative sanctions reached Rs. 1000 crore mark, benefiting 38,389

industrial and service enterprises. The cumulative sanctions crossed Rs.

5,500 crores mark in 2004-05 with the number of assisted units crossing

85,000. By assisting in the capital formation of over Rs. 12,000 crores and

generating employment for 8.50 lakh persons, the Corporation created a

golden record in the State. During the year 2005-06, while the sanctions

stood at Rs. 58,596.93 lakhs, the disbursements accounted for Rs. 42,172.45

lakhs. The Corporation has given priority to the sectors of the state economy

which have good growth prospects, competitive advantage and can create

employment and beneficial multiplier effect.

BALANCED REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

The Corporation also seeks to play the role of a facilitator and catalyst

in encouraging entrepreneurship and securing balanced regional

development. As such, the highest number of sanctions was made to the

Telangana region, which was considered to be a backward region in the

State of Andhra Pradesh. In 1976, the units set up in Telangana accounted

for 47 per cent of the total sanctioned amount. This figure rose to 55 per

cent during 1986 and by the year 2000 it was 57 per cent. Up to 2005 this

trend continued.

 PROVISIONING NORMS AND TRANSITIONAL WOES:

In the wake of economic reforms, provisioning norms were

introduced with effect from 1993-94. The Corporation was required to
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provide Rs. 105.22 crores towards provisioning as on 31st March, 1994.

Though, APSFC was continuously earning operating profits the net-profits

slipped into the red.  It took time for the Corporation to recover from the

setback as the State Government in the meantime had stopped equity

support amidst the talk of privatization and closure of public sector

enterprises.

ATTUNING TO THE TIMES FOR A TURN-AROUND:

The 21st Century cannot be tackled with the technology, tools and

techniques of the 20th century.  The Corporation attuned itself to the 2K

mode and made a ‘de novo’ attempt to effectively turn around the

Corporation with a series of well-coordinated steps with sharp focus, team-

work, networking and better customer relationships. The professional

background of the employees, coupled with their knowledge of industries

and entrepreneurship and their determined efforts ensured the success of

the turnaround.

VISION, MISSION AND PASSION CONVERGE:

With the amendments of SFCs Act in 2000, with the support of the

Government of Andhra Pradesh and SIDBI, the Board was reconstituted.

A revised strategy comprising good governance policies and best practices

was put into effect. The Corporation was able to galvanize and harmonize

the dynamic leadership of the Managing Directors with the enthusiastic

and dedicated efforts of the employees to bring about a remarkable turn-

around.

A TRADITION OF OPERATING PROFITS:

The Corporation was a continuously profit making public sector

organization for 37 years from 1956-57 to 1992-93 which is a creditable
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record indeed. The profit of Rs. 4.32 lakhs in the maiden year 1956-57 went

up to Rs. 102.24 lakhs in 1976-77 and to Rs. 546.90 lakhs by the end of

1985-86. Consequent upon the introduction of provisioning norms, the

Corporation could not make profits between 1993-94 and 2001-02.

However, the Corporation slowly gained momentum and posted a net profit

of Rs. 783.63 lakhs by 2005-06. The corporation’s sanctions registered a

growth of 18.82 per cent from Rs 885.67 crore in the year 2009 to Rs 1,052.28

crore in 2010. It is increased disbursed amount from Rs 685.70 crore to Rs

707.99  crore in the same period.

THE SCENARIO CHANGES – PROFITS INCREASE:

The Corporation recorded a net profit of Rs. 2.36 crores in the year

2002-03 after a long lapse of 9 years. Prepayments of high cost loans was

done and recoveries improved. Subsequently, the Non-Performing Assets

were also reduced. Sanctions and disbursements registered an impressive

increase. In the next year, profit increased to Rs. 10.10 crores, and in the

following year (2004-05), profits reached a record of Rs. 13.15 crores. Its

turnaround was remarkable despite the fact that there was no capital

infusion except for an equity contribution of Rs. 2.00 crores from the State

Government during the year 2003-04 and Rs. 2.50 crores during the year

2004-05. Recoveries grew 19.30 per cent to Rs 758.12 crore, in 2010 from

Rs 658.08 crore in the 2009. Despite the increasing trend of non-

performing assets (NPAs) in general due to spillover effects of the recession

witnessed in the previous year, APSFC could reduce the net NPAs to

5.53 per cent from 5.99 per cent during the same period. The Corporation

earned a net profit of Rs 67.68 crore for the financial year ending March

2010, as compared with Rs 42.85 crore in the previous year, a growth of

58 per cent.
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APSFC became the lead SFC among the 18 SFCs in the country in

2001-02 in respect of sanctions, disbursements and recovery percentage. It

has since maintained the position for 4 years in a row with increased net

profits. The Corporation has learnt the secret of doing homework, putting

in hard work, smart work, teamwork and above all the required network.

ELIGIBLE AND CREDITABLE INSTITUTION:

APSFC now has an enviable record of five decades of prompt

repayment of all its loans to its lenders and a solid reputation for credit

worthiness and professional management. This has prompted the Small

Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) to enter into a Memorandum

of Understanding (MoU) with the Corporation and offer refinance at lower

rates of interest to assist Small Scale industries. It has also made APSFC an

eligible institution to draw amounts from the Small and Medium Enterprises

Fund. The Government of Andhra Pradesh has also declared the

Corporation as an eligible institution for accepting deposits under its fixed

deposits scheme from Government Departments, Quasi Government Bodies

and Public Sector Undertakings. The Corporation has been receiving

enthusiastic support from all its depositors.

 PART OF LIFE AND INDUSTRY IN ANDHRA PRADESH:

APSFC has been a part of life and Industry in Andhra Pradesh for

three generations. It is visualizing an even a greater role and as such keen

to play a larger part in industrial development as partner in progress and

prosperity. APSFC renews its pledge of selfless service to the Small and

Medium Industries to secure a golden future for industrial and economic

growth and usher in prosperity.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP:

APSFC has been playing a dynamic role in encouraging

entrepreneurship, perceiving opportunities and helping entrepreneurs.

Playing the role of a Coach, Mentor and Catalyst with consummate ease

and grace, it has guided many First Generation Entrepreneurs to achieve

success. APSFC believes that “when preparation meets opportunity, success

follows”. That is the key to fostering good entrepreneurship. APSFC had

an uncanny knack of picking up and honouring entrepreneurs with promise

by giving “Parishramika Vijetha Awards”. APSFC swells with pride when

its entrepreneurs, who start small, grow fast and become big and emerge

as global players.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS:

To maintain long term customer relationships, it has categorized its

customers as ‘Good’, ‘Senior Successful’ and ‘Super Entrepreneurs’, based

on their track record and is offering special concessions. As a result of its

thoughtful and customer-oriented schemes, APSFC has become the truly

investor-friendly financier. The feedback of our customers has been our

feed-forward in policy formulation and implementation. It is an article of

faith with APSFC that it should “not merely lend, but comprehend and

tend” the customer and the industry. This has been the secret of its success.

It has been conducting “One Day Entrepreneurs Awareness Seminars”

(ODEAS) in all important towns in the State to mobilize and advise

entrepreneurs on the prospects for industry in different districts and in

rural areas since 1998.  The ODEAS programme is now being emulated by

other SFCs and Banks in other states of India. This pioneering role continues

in all its activities and has resulted in focused customer orientation. Its ‘forte’

has been the development of entrepreneurship in Andhra Pradesh, which
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has now become the prime mover of economic growth and definer of a

golden future.

APSFC issued a Citizen’s Charter in prescribing time limits for

clearance of applications and for redressing grievances, anticipating the

needs of its clients as now envisaged in the Right to Information Act. Regular

feed-back received from the customers indicates growing confidence in the

ability to deliver and making APSFC the cynosure of other SFCs.

THE HOLY GRAIL - COMMITMENT TO QUALITY STANDARDS:

APSFC was the first SFC and the first State Public Sector Enterprise

to secure ISO 9002-1994 in the year 2001, which was soon upgraded in the

year 2002 to ISO 9001-2000 for all its activities and offices indicating its

commitment and adherence to standards in products and processes. Thus,

it has become the standard-bearer and path-setter for promotion of the

quality movement among small and medium industries in Andhra Pradesh.

It also provides interest concession for ISO certified clients.

KNOWLEDGE – THE DRIVER OF GROWTH:

APSFC believes that creation of knowledge must lead to its fast

dissemination and more importantly, its faster application. All its records

and accounts are computerized leading to faster sanctions, disbursements

and recoveries. A massive programme of training has made its staff not

only computer literate but computer savvy. APSFC has gladly shared its

experience and encouraged sister SFCs in the matter of standardization of

systems, methods and good practices. APSFC believes in long-term

customer-relationship, which is reflected in the retentiveness of customers,

many of whom are repeat customers for the Corporation.
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ONE STOP FINANCE SHOP:

To provide all financial facilities under one roof, APSFC has become

a “One Stop Finance Shop” and sells insurance products and Government

of India Relief Bonds. The Corporation also secured Corporate Agency for

Insurance from IFFCO-TOKIO General Insurance Company to grow a new

line of business. Though APSFC has learned to survive, to strive and to

thrive, it has to traverse many a mile more. It is gearing itself to meet the

needs, expectations, aspirations and global ambitions of its entrepreneurs

and to keep pace with and be ahead of the Industrial Investment Promotion

Policy (2005-2010) of the State Government.

SFC ACT:

The State Financial Corporation Act is specially incorporated to

strengthen state financial corporations in India to assist the small and

medium scale units.  All state financial corporations have been function

according to this Act. The Act has been amended from time to time to suit

the requirements of SSIs and MSIs.  With this Act, the state financial

corporations have been expanding their unprecedented operations to small

and medium scale industries in respective states. The Act also states the

procedures for appointing of Board of Directors, voting process of the share

holders, payment of amounts etc. Some of the salient features of the SFC

Act have been presented below.

MANAGEMENT:

     The general superintendence, direction and management of the affairs

and business of the Financial Corporation shall vest in a Board of Directors,

which may exercise all powers and do all such acts and things, as may be

exercised or done by the Financial Corporation. The Board may direct that

any power exercisable by it under this Act shall also be exercisable in such
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cases and subject to such conditions, if any, as may be specified by it, by

the chairman, managing director or the whole-time director.

The Board of directors shall consist of the following, namely:-

    (I) A Director to be nominated as Chairman (II) Two Directors nominated

by the State Government of whom one director shall be a person who has

special knowledge of or experience in small-scale industries:

    The Act provides that in the case of a Joint Financial Corporation,

the number of directors shall be such as the State Governments of the

participating States may, by agreement among themselves, think fit to

nominate each participating State Government, nominating not more than

two directors. Further, that in the case of a Joint Financial Corporation, the

director, who shall have special knowledge of, or experience in small-scale

industries, shall be nominated by that participating State, which according

to the terms of agreement between the participating States is entitled to

make such nomination.

CONCLUSION:

APSFC has completed more than of 50 years of dedicated service

and has the satisfaction of having served well and built a durable and

resilient organization with a strong corporate culture, work ethic and value

system. Its longevity relevance and service is a result of pervasive

professionalism, good customer relationship, sense of Corporate Social

Responsibility and adoption of the best tenets of Corporate Governance.

Sustainable development has emerged as a new paradigm of development

in the context of over exploitation of natural environment for economic

prosperity. APSFC being the major source of financial investment for small

and medium scale industries, it should consider environmentally responsible

units at the time of sanctions and disbursements. This will be mutually
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beneficial to the Corporation, industries and to the economy. It will not

only ensure the greening of the industries but also will facilitate in improving

the asset quality of the corporation in future. The Corporation has been

assuming a leadership role by being a part of the exciting growth phase of

the nation and a strong contributor in the dimensions of our development.
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Introduction:

Children are the assets of any nation. They are the future of the

society and hence their care and nurture is the responsibility of all

concerned. However, most of the time children are the most neglected section

of society. Even though families play a crucial role in their upbringing,

most of the time, they are unable to nurture their children into normal

adulthood. Several factors may contribute to this situation, due to which

children are led into difficult circumstances. Children in these circumstances

are categorized as street children, working children, the sexually exploited,

beggars and others. Whatever nomenclature may be given to them, they all
suffer from various problems. Even though several acts have been

formulated from time to time for the welfare of children they do not reach

those in need.

Of all, the visibility of young children on streets and their ever-

growing numbers with a lifestyle that endangered their very existence do

attract a major concern. Children living on streets are one such highly

vulnerable group that demands attention of all. The phrase street children
are used simultaneously along with the neglected, working children and

all these phrases are often used synonymously. Street children are often a

product of massive migration from rural areas, rapid and unplanned

urbanization, poverty and unemployment.
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Definition of street children:

“Street children are girls and boys for whom the street has become their

home and / or source of livelihood, and who are inadequately protected or

supervised by responsible adults.”

-The United Nations

“Street children are those for whom the street is more than their family has
become their real home, a situation in which there is no protection,

supervision or direction from responsible adults.”

-UNICEF

“A street child can be any child under the age of 18 years, having left his/

her home due to conflict with parents and/or siblings, or escape ill-treatment

of family members, or assessed the inability of parents to provide adequate

means of life or having fascination for city life, nurturing hopes and

wonderful dreams of better life, whether working or not, living on streets

without any shelter and care, losing his/her child hood, struggling for

survival and protecting himself/herself from adult exploitations and

carrying a stigma.”

- Hyderabad Council of Human Welfare.

Categories of street children: UNICEF has categorized street children into

3 categories based on their contacts with family.

1. Children on the street: The largest of the three categories and consists

primarily of working children who still have family connections of a more

or less regular.

2. Children of the street: This group is smaller but more complex children

in this group they see the street as their home and it is there, that they seek

shelter, food and a sense of family among companions. Family ties exist but

are remote.
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3. Abandoned children: These are the children on the streets that have no

contact at all with their families. They include orphans, runaways and

refugees.

Magnitude of the problem:

This phenomenon of street children is not only reported from

developing countries but is a world wide experience. There are efforts made

to estimate the magnitude of the street children, as this population is not

adequately covered by national census.

Depending on the definition used, estimates of the number of street

children range from 10-100 million the majority of them are located in major

urban areas of developing countries & boys predominate (71-79%) among

street children population (WHO report, 1992). It has been estimated that,

there are nearly 1,00,000 street children in Delhi, more than 50,000 in

Bombay and 40,000 in Hyderabad 45,000 in Bengaluru. In the other states

and cities the problem is not acute although it is catching up quite fort.

Causes of street children: The main reason, which prompts these children

to run away from home, is their family background, social structure and

economic problems. The specific causes include:

· Broken families and irresponsible parents

· Torture by family members and step parents

· Excessive control by parents

· Large family size

· Poverty

· Less wages or low income

· Father’s drunkenness

· Disinterest in studies
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· Parent’s illicit relationship, actions and practices

· Anxiety to earn and spend lavishly, according to their whims and fancies.

· Desire to live in towns and cities

· Desire to do things independently without restriction.

Occupations the street children engaged:- Typically street children engage

in various odd jobs, some of the common ones are described below:

· Rag-picking

· Porters

· Hotel labor

· Begging

· Odd jobs (Petty hawkers, peddlers, messenger boys, shoe shiners, helpers

in shops and establishments.

Problems of street children: They inevitably suffer from consequences of

lack of sanitation and clean water, occupational accidents, sexually

transmitted diseases, drug abuse, crime and all other effects of striving to

cope alone, resulting in a dup sense of insecurity and emotional conflict.
They are exposed to dirt, smoke, sun, rain and cold and are denied bathing,

toilet and medical facilities. Other problems like malnutrition, infections

due to unhygienic living and working conditions & habits, lack of access to

safe drinking water drug abuse is a common feature.

Review of the literature:

Studies in major cities indicate that street children in India are of

moderate health status, suffering from various chronic diseases and

undernourishment. Street children throughout the world are subject to

physical abuse and torture by the police. Children are frequently detained

arbitrarily (simply because they are homeless) and criminally charged with
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vague offences such as loitering, vagrancy and petty theft. There have been

also incidents reported by girls where in they were sexually abused, coerced

into sexual acts or raped by police.

Human Rights Watch (1994) has reiterated that police violence

against street children is pervasive and impunity is the norm in several
countries including India. The Human Rights Watch further reports that,

Indian street children are routinely detained illegally, beaten, tortured and

sometimes killed by the police. The National Police Commission Act in 1979

issued a devastating indictment of police behaviour with regard to custodial

abuse including abuse of children. In spite of it, police continue to detain

torture and extract money from children without fear of punishment.

Of late, HIV/AIDS has emerged as one of the largest threats for
these children and the biggest challenge for NPOs to deal with. 20 percent

of the street children at the New Delhi Railway Station have been diagnosed

suffering with tuberculosis. Sexual exploitation and rape of both boys and

girls at the stations are very common making it impossible to enforce the

practice of safe sex.

In a survey carried out by Dr. George of Salam Balak Trust in Delhi,

80 percent of children (mainly boys) interviewed admitted to indulgence in
homosexual behavior.

They know of condoms but do not want to use them. A sample

survey of 14 children, all aged 14 years in 1994 revealed two HIV Positive;

two infected with Hepatitis-B and another two infected with syphilis. In

another STI detection Camp organized by HCHW in Hyderabad, 93

children (out of 300 children) have been found carrying sexually transmitted
infections. The less number of girls on streets can be attributed to the fact

that most of them would be taken away by touts and sold in brothels or

employed to provide sex to the gangs of boys and men in station in return
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for protection against police and other touts. Not a single girl is spared

here, says a street educator of Karma Marg (an NPO working exclusively

with homeless girls in Delhi).

Another study reported that pregnancy rates are very high among street

girls and fetus is usually aborted with ‘tambi’ (a traditional method of
abortion’). It is also to be noted that rape is a weapon on rather a form of

punishment inflicted by the dominant over less resistant boys and girls for

not obeying them.

Need for the study:

Considering all the available literature on street children, the

researcher felt that the issues or street children received less attention by

the Govt., NGOs, policy makers and researchers. As these children are away

from parental care and support they are exposed to various problems like

physical, psychological, social, economic and health. The researcher strongly

felt that there is a urgent need to protect these children from preventable

diseases including HIV/AIDS and promoting habits to maintain good health.

Objective of the study

The major aim of the study is to empower the street children in

health aspects. The specific objectives are as follows:-

· To understand the living conditions of the respondents

· To identify the health needs of the respondents

· To provide necessary intervention in the area of health by using group

work approach.

Research setting: Tirupati (urban) town in Chittoor district of Andhra

Pradesh is a well known pilligrim centre which is well connected to all

major towns and cities in India. Migratory population is also more in
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Tirupati from near by villages and other parts of the state as well as near by

status. Street children population is also more in Tirupati.

Methodology:

The present study is descriptive in nature and a sample of 10 street

children are selected purposively for the study as the total population of

street children in Tirupati are not known. The sample size was restricted to

10 members since the present study is an intervention based study. Socio-

demographic data sheet and self anchored questionnaire was utilized to

collect the data from the sample respondents.

One of the objectives of this study was assess the effectiveness of

group work approach in promoting awareness about health aspects among

street children. As such, for this study pre-test, post-test design was adopted.

Researcher used the group work model proposed by Kathleen ell and Helen

Northen (1990).

Group work scenarios:

A summary of the content of group sessions that were conducted to

promote awareness on health aspect to the group members is as follows.

Size of the group: 10 Members; Duration of each session: one hour.
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Analysis: Descriptive statistics in the form of percentages was used to

explain the background details. The pre and post intervention scores

obtained on the tool were compared by using t- test.

Profile of Street Children under present study in Tirupati:

The profile of street children covers the sex, age, religion, caste, family

background, and the working living conditions.

Sex: The majority (96.67 Per cent) of street children are boys. Street girls

are very less and it is difficult to trace them. But they are the most vulnerable

of street kids.
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Age: A look at the age-composition of street children reveals that they are

in the formative years of life. The majority (78.33 per cent) belong to the

age group of 10-15 years followed by the age group of 5-10 years (21.67 per

cent).

Caste: The percentage of children from different caste groups is more or

less similar. They are upper castes (21.66 per cent), Other Backward Classes

(26.66 per cent), Scheduled Castes (25 per cent), Scheduled Tribes (15 per

cent) and Others (11.66 per cent).

Religion: Majority (81.66 per cent) of the street children are Hindus whereas

Christians and Muslims constitute 6.66 per cent and 6 per cent respectively.

Family Background of the respondents

Majority (63.33 per cent) of the street children are having rare

contacts with their families. It means they are neglected by the family. 18.33

per cent regular contacts with their families and another 18.33 per cent are

orphans. With regard to the family size, majority (71.66 per cent) of the

street children have more than six members in the family.

It was also found that the socio-economic conditions of these families

are very poor. A vast number (66.66 per cent) of children belong to low

income group families with an income of less than Rs. 4000/- per month.

Factors Leading to Live on the Street

Obviously poverty is the main cause for a majority of children living

on the street. It is the nature of their employment that makes them live on

the street. However, not all poor children become street children.

Unsatisfactory home conditions, unhappy relations with their families, peer

group influence, curiosity about street life, scholastic backwardness, etc.

are the other factors which made the children to come on the streets.
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Living and Working Conditions of the respondents

A majority (66.66 per cent) of the street children sleep at night in

Snehalaya, a voluntary organization. Others live in Railway station (16.66

per cent), RTC Bus Complex (8.33 per cent) and T.T.D. choultries (8.33 per

cent).

With regard to the work aspect of street children, a majority (43.33

per cent) are engaged in sweeping the train bogies and begging. 21.66 per

cent are working as cleaners in hotels and tea stalls, 16.66 per cent engage

in rag picking. The remaining 9.99 per cent are working in mechanical

workshops.

More of the street children work for a long period of time i.e. 66.66

per cent work for 10 to 12 hours a day while the remaining (33.33 per cent)

work for 6-8 hours per day. Their earnings range from Rs. 200/- to 500/-

per month. These children are deprived of basic human needs of health,

nutrition, education, training and recreation. The study also reveals that

most of them are not getting adequate food and the quality of food is very

poor.

Health conditions of the respondents

Most of the street children are exposed to dirt, smoke and other

environmental hazards. They are constantly exposed to sun, rain and cold.

The study found that a majority of the children are suffering with skin

diseases, cuts and wounds. The general health condition of these children

is poor.

Harassment and Exploitation experienced by the respondents

Street children are generally subjects to harassment. From the present

study, it was found that majority (66.7 per cent) complained of harassment

by local as well as railway police.
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The study further reveals that these children are exploited by

employers in many ways like inadequate pay, overwork, physical abuse

etc.

Paired t-test for

Pre and Post Intervention Scores of the respondents

The above table shows the difference in scores of the sample

respondents before and after the intervention. The above table clearly shows

the difference in the scores.

The results presented in the above table indicate the significant

difference in the awareness level of the respondents before and after

intervention. The difference between before and after intervention scores

in the group was significant (at 1 percent level). The total mean scores of

the respondents have increased from 40.17 (base line) to 82.05 after the

intervention. Thus, on the whole it can be observed that there has been a

significant change in the awareness levels of the respondents after they

exposed to Health education programme.

Conclusion:

The street children must be educated on the care of their health in

general and about HIV in particular. They need information on HIV-AIDS
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and its prevention. The professional social worker has to help the street

children to have identity cards to help them avoid arrests by police on the

grounds of suspicion. Special intervention is needed in the case of the girl

child who faces a lot of abuse and neglect but generally continues to stay at

home.

Personality development camps must be organized under the

guidance and supervision of a professional social worker to develop

balanced growth of personality with the assistance of governmental and

non-governmental organizations. Professional social workers should become

instrumental in the establishment of community centers for street children

so as to help them organize themselves through social meetings, reading

newspapers or watching T.V. which would increase their awareness and

skills.
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CHANGING HORIZONS OF INSURANCE BUSINESS IN INDIA ;
A STUDY OF LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL TRENDS

Dr. Kailash Kumar
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Haryana

The insurance industry in India has changed rapidly in the

challenging economic environment throughout the world. In the current

scenario, Indian insurance companies have become competitive in nature

and are providing appropriate distribution channels to get the maximum

benefit and serve customers in manifold ways.

Indian Insurance industry has big opportunity to expand, given the

large population and untapped potential. The insurance market in India

has witnessed dynamic changes including entry of a number of global

insurers. Most of the private insurance companies are joint ventures with

recognized foreign institutions across the globe. Saturation of markets in

many developed economies has made the Indian market even more

attractive for global insurance majors.

What is Insurance

Insurance is a co-operative device to spread the loss caused by a

particular risk over a number of persons who are exposed to it and who

agree to insure themselves against the risk.  Thus it is essentially a method

to spread the loss perceived in any venture.1

The aim of all insurance is to protect the owner from a variety of

risks which he anticipates.  He who seeks this protection is called the assured

or insured and the other person who takes the risk by undertaking to protect
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that other from loss is called the underwriter or insurer and he does this for

a small consideration called the premium.  So a contract of insurance may

be defined as a contract whereby one person, called the ‘insurer’ undertakes,

in return for the agreed consideration, called the premium, to pay to another

person, called the assured, a sum of money or its equivalent on the

happening of a specified event.  The happening of the specified event must

involve some loss to the assured or at least should expose him to adversity

which is in the law of insurance commonly called the risk.  Thus the nature

of insurance depends upon the nature of the risk sought to be protected.2

History of Insurance

Almost 4,500 years ago, in the ancient land of Babylonia, traders used to

bear risk of the caravan trade by giving loans that had to be later repaid

with interest when the goods arrived safely. In 2100 BC, the Code of

Hammurabi granted legal status to the practice.     That, perhaps, was how

insurance made its beginning.3

Insurance as we know it today owes its existence to 17th century

England. In fact, it began taking shape in 1688 at a rather interesting place

called Lloyd’s Coffee House in London, where merchants, ship-owners and

underwriters met to discuss and transact business. By the end of the 18th

century, Lloyd’s had brewed enough business to become one of the first

modern insurance companies. In 1693, astronomer Edmond Halley

constructed the first mortality table to provide a link between the life

insurance premium and the average life spans based on statistical laws of

mortality and compound interest. In 1756, Joseph Dodson reworked the

table, linking premium rate to age.

The 18th century saw the entry of stock companies into the insurance

business.  The first stock companies to get into the business of insurance
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were chartered in England in 1720. The year 1735 saw the birth of the first

insurance company in the American colonies in Charleston, SC.   In 1759,

the Presbyterian Synod of Philadelphia sponsored the first life insurance

corporation in America for the benefit of ministers and their dependents.

However, it was after 1840 that life insurance really took off in a big way.

The 19th century saw huge developments in the field of insurance, with

newer products being devised to meet the growing needs of urbanization

and industrialization.

Pre and Post Legislation of insurance business

There are so many Pre and post legislations which played a very

important role at that time when these insurance Laws were in force. Some

of them are described as under.

The Indian Life Assurance Act, 1912

This Act was enacted as Act 6 of 1912, this small piece of legislation

achieved much more than its volume.  It had, at least on paper, removed

the discrimination that existed between the foreign and the just initiated

Indian companies.  But more important than this is the authoritative

recording of Indian insurance that it made mandatory.  The legislation

made it compulsory for every player in the industry to submit a signed

statement periodically recording the returns of the company.  Such returns

submitted by the company shall be published by the Government of India

after verification.  Experts in the field felt that this regulation ensured the

presence of some level of governmental control, even if its minimal.  The

limited purpose served by this legislation was that it allowed parity for

Indian players in the sector along with the British, and it brought some

faith to the sector which was plagued with fraud and fraudulent figures.
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Most importantly an authoritative recording of Indian insurance began

with this legislative effort.

The Indian Insurance Act, 1928

In 1925, a comprehensive piece of insurance legislation was to be

passed but it was postponed because the Government of India thought it

necessary to understand the working of the legislation on insurance law in

England.  Mr. AC Clauson, K.C. was appointed to revise the insurance

legislation in that country.4  While the report of the Clauson committee

could not be acted upon in a legislative effort, attempts were still on to

review the working and performance of this sector.  The government of

India passed legislation in 1928 called the Indian Insurance companies Act

for the purpose collecting statistics regarding insurance sector so that the

information collected would be of value when a comprehensive legislation

would be enacted.5 This act of the government goes to prove that the

government was seriously concerned with the regulation of the insurance

business activity in India.

The Insurance Act, 1938

The next legislative effort was in 1938, based on the report submitted

by Shri SC Sen, appointed by the government to investigate and suggest

reforms in insurance law.  Shri Sen’s report was further supplemented by

the Shri NN Sircar committee which examined the report of Shri Sen.  A

draft insurance bill was introduced in 1937 and it resulted in being approved

and enacted as the Insurance Act, 1938.6  The basic objective of this legislation

is to protect the interests of the general public contracting insurance policies

from fraud and maladministration by the insurance companies.  The

legislation was the first example of an authentic statutory definition for life

insurance business in India.  It defined life insurance business as “life
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insurance business” means the business of effecting contracts of insurance

upon human life, including any contract whereby the payment of money

is assured on death (except death by accident only) or the happening of

any contingency dependent on any human life, and any contract which is

subject to the payment of premiums for a term 7dependent upon human

life and shall be deemed to include,

The Nationalization of the Insurance Industry

All the above mentioned reasons played a  role in convincing the

government to undertake major structural changes in the insurance industry,

and not mere legislative efforts aimed at regulating any one or a few

maladies affecting the industry.  On the 19 th of January, 1956, the

Government of India issued an ordinance nationalizing the life insurance

business in India.  About 250 companies catering to the life insurance and

provident fund securities needs of the population were taken over by the

State8 and brought under uniform administration and regulation through

the creation of a public sector government controlled corporation in the

same year.

It established a new institution catering to the life insurance needs

of every sector of the population, the Life Insurance Corporation of India.

The LIC absorbed 154 Indian, 16 non-Indian insurers and 75 provident

securities.9

One of the difficult tasks of nationalization was with regard to the

future of the non-Indian life insurers.  They constituted a major chunk of

the life insurance business in India, especially the non-Indian life offices.10

Also there were the small provident fund societies, which catered to the

social security needs with small premiums and pension funds for people of

small means.11
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Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority Act (1999)

On December 7, 1999, the government passed the Insurance

Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) Act. This Act repealed the

monopoly conferred to the Life Insurance Corporation in 1956 and to the

General Insurance Corporation in 1972. An Act to provide for the

establishment of an Authority to protect the interests of holders of insurance

policies, to regulate, promote and ensure orderly growth of the insurance

industry and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto and

further to amend the Insurance Act, 1938, the Life Insurance Corporation

Act, 1956 and the General Insurance Business (Nationalization) Act, 1972

The Insurance Amendment Bill, 2008

The Insurance Laws (Amendment) Bill, 2008 was introduced on

Dec 22, 2008 in the Rajya Sabha. The Bill was referred to the Standing

Committee on Finance (Chairperson: Shri Ananth Kumar), which is

scheduled to submit its report by the first day of the next session. The Bill

amends three Acts: the Insurance Act, 1938; the General Insurance Business

(Nationalization) Act, 1972; and the Insurance Regulatory and

Development Authority (IRDA) Act, 1999. The amendments include raising

the maximum limit for foreign equity in Indian insurance companies,

permitting foreign re-insurers to open branches and providing for permanent

registration of the insurers.

The Insurance Amendment Bill,

 Some major highlights of the Insurance Amendment Bill which

passed by the Parliament recently on dated 5th October 2012 are as below:-

1. FDI has been hiked 26% to 49% which will allow foreign companies

to increase their stake in Indian joint venture. It will also help the

Indian partner to raise money to beef up operations
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2. The capital requirement for standalone health insurance companies

has been lowered to Rs.50 crore so that more companies can be

attracted into the sector.

3. The insurance regulator to check wasteful expenses by firms so that

policyholders get better returns.

4. Norms for the stopping rebating in insurance industry. Insurers to

be held responsible for the conduct of their agents and Rs.10 lakh

fine is proposed on agents trying to offer money to the clients.

5. A Separate law is being proposed to regulate motor insurance which

shall address the concerns over third-party insurance.

Judicial Opinion

Also new standards of behaviour in their dealing with their

customers, the policy holders and developing a new insurance jurisprudence

have been set up by the judiciary in India.  Courts in India imposed on the

Life Insurance Corporations as part of their duties to act in consonance

with the principles laid down in the directive principles in the Constitution.

They have been equated to sovereign instrumentalities.  In Asha Goel v.

LIC,12  Kantharia, J., observed:

“The business activities of the LIC are not of a purely commercial

nature.  LIC is a statutory corporation being an ‘Authority’ or an

‘Instrumentality’ of the State within Article 12 of the Constitution, the

contract of the life insurance entered into by the Life Insurance Corporation

are for the welfare and benefit of the society as it is the primary goal of the

LIC to promote the welfare of the people.”13  Hence a writ under Article

226 can lie against the LIC for enforcement of its liability though contractual.
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Even in conducting litigation the judiciary kept the state and its

instrumentalities on a higher pedestal than a common litigant.  It has been

said that the obligation on the part of the state or its instrumentality like

the LIC or GIC to act fairly can never be over-emphasized. The court

emphasized that the corporations should not behave like cantankerous

litigants. In a series of cases the judges reiterated their strong disapproval

of state undertakings like the ESIC,LIC,GIC,STRC etc raising technical pleas

to defeat honest claims of victims of accidents by legally permissible but

marginally unjust contentions including narrow limitation.14

In another case15 the question arise before the Court that the revival

of lapsed policy and commencement of period of 2 years.

Whether the revival of a lapsed policy constitutes a new contract or

not for other purposes, it is clear from the wording of the operative part of

S. 45 that the period of two years for the purpose of the Section has to be

calculated from the date on which the policy was originally affected.

In another case16 whether a legal person can claim for mental

harassment or not?

The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India held that the National Commission

did not commit any error in accepting the surveyor’ report dated May 15,

2000 as the assessment made there under is proper and is accordance with

the provisions of the policy. The Supreme Court relied upon the decision in

New India Assurance Company Limited v. Pardeep Kumar as to

interpretation of Section 64- UM (2) of the Insurance Act, 1938. Further,

the Court observed that a claim of Rs. 1,000, 000 made by the appellant for

mental harassment is wholly misconceived and untenable. The appellant

was a company and therefore, claim for mental harassment was not legally
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permissible. It is only a natural person who can claim damages for mental

harassment and not a corporate entity.

 Conclusion

The researcher wants to show in his research paper that Parliament

has passed the Insurance Amendment Bill 2012 on dated 5th October 2012,

now what should be the role of Insurance Regulatory Development

Authority? According to IRDA, Act 1999 the main function of the Insurance

Regulatory Development Authority is to see the regulatory mechanism over

insurance business in India whether it may be public sector or private sector.

In the present scenario the policy holders are scared about their investments

in insurance business so they are facing so many problems after taking the

insurance policies.
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INTRODUCTION

The world is beginning to realize that the comforts provided to us

by modern science and technology do not necessarily always make life

happier. In fact apart from stress and tension, more and more unknown

diseases, untold anxiety and fear are caused by the highly polluted

environment and ecological imbalances. This is raised alarm bells for

rethinking and changing the life style and mode of healthy management.

In the present circumstances, youth as well as children are facing difficulties

in life. These difficulties are giving rise to many psychosomatic problems

such as anxiety, tensions, frustrations and emotional upsets in day today

life. .

         Pandit Shriram Sharma Acharya, an eminent seer-sage of the present

era had pioneered reinvestigation of the Vedic sciences in constructive

collaboration with the modern sciences. Apart from giving new directions

to the natural, social and spiritual science for global welfare on multiple

fronts of life, his grass-root visionary approach specifically focused at total

health –physical, mental, emotional well-being of the ailing human society

today. He guided Nada Yoga as a promising mode of healing and enhancing

vital spiritual energy and vigor of the mind-body system.

In various psychological problems, the emotional maturity and

psychological well-being are most important to these problems solving. Nada

Yoga also increasing the level of emotional maturity and psychological well-
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being.  “Music therapy has a long history and various researches show

that the Bliss of music is a latent food for all living being. According to prof

. Allen(2001), Music is the best medicine for a broken heart. Dr. Barbara

brown has Shown by his study that the rhythm of heart beat rapidly adjust

itself to the tune of music. Dr. Laurel, T., Takako ,F.(2007) states in his

book ‘The Gland regulatory Personality’ that music puts a tremendous effect

on the functioning of the Gland secretions. Music therapy based on classical

instrumental music is being Used these days for the treatment of insomnia,

migraine, hypertension, Headache, anxiety, stress etc. A lot of research

work isdone on the physical and psychological aspects of  health  but very

less work has been indicated towards physiological aspect and emotional

maturity.

That is why I have chosen to see the effect of Nada Yoga on

psychological Well being and emotional maturity level.

METHODOLOGY

The subject’s age ranged between 20-24 years, they all were selected

accidently from DSVV,Hridwar. All of  them were girls and boys of

P.G.Course  (M.A.psycho final yr.).  and  the experts has made two groups

of 50 subjects taken for this study. 25 subjects in control group and 25

subjects in experimental group. The test was administered for pre-data

collection on dated 15th February and then the subject daily attends Nada

Yoga for 30 days. After complete the duration of practice, the post data

was collected through the same questioner administered on date 15th march

on both the groups.  The experts used questionnaires of EMS (Emotional

maturity scale) Constructed by Dr. Yashvir Singh (Agra)and Dr.Mahesh

Bhargava (Agra)  and the PGI GWBM (Psychological well-being)

Constructed by S. K. Verma (chandigarh) and  Amit Verma (chandigarh)

in (1988); For the evaluation of questionnaire Two Sample T-test was used.
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Table (1), shows the calculated mean value are 96.44 for control group and

77 for experimental group and the t-value is 3.23 on df=48 at 0.01 level.

The tabulated t-value is 2.68 on df= 48 at 0.01 level. This proves that result

is significant and hypothesis 1 has been proved.
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Table (2), shows the calculated mean value are 13.4 for control group and

16.7 for experimental group and the t-value is 3.63 at df = 48 on 0.01 level.

The tabulated t-value is 2.68 at df=48 on 0.01 level. This proves that result

is significant and hypothesis 2 has been proved.

         The result explore that nada yoga increases the level of emotional

maturity and psychological wellbeing in both female and male subjects.

The experiment group subjects were found more increment in both emotional

maturity and psychological wellbeing and control group was quite less

because there were free to do and experimental group were under control

observation.  Throughout the ages, sound and music, originally a highly

developed science in the ancient mystery schools, have been used as vehicles
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for healing. This healing was based on concepts of life that recognized

vibration as the fundamental creative force.

CONCLUSIONS

               In this statistical analysis show the significant result I concluded

that the nada yoga plays a significant role in increasing emotional maturity

and psychological Well-being. This practice was done by students in both

girls and boys. This practice show significant increase the level of emotional

maturity and psychological well-being. India has the longest history of a

rich music culture and heritage and the most resourceful healing traditions

like Raga - Chikitsa, Nada Yoga and Vedic recitals which places sound

and music at the centre stage of healing processes. To take this concept, I

am trying to find out the effect of Nada Yoga on emotional maturity and

psychological well -being.
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Introduction

This paper on the basis of existing studies tries to analyze about the

instrumentality of Grass-roots Democracy in the inclusion of the excluded

groups. Generally the power structure in Gram panchayats is in favour of

the upper castes and locally dominant castes in the society, besides this

there is very much existence of male domination at grass-roots level. The

emergence of such type of power structure not only defeats the basic

implications of democratic decentralization but also the aim of rural

development with social justice. In this context, reservation provides a scope

for women and for the members of SC and ST community to have

participation in Panchayats. Before the 73rd constitutional Amendment Act

came into operation there was no effective participation for the weaker

sections. These institutions also provide opportunities for the marginalized

and socially excluded groups to participate in decision making.

Panchyati Raj Institutions have always been considered as a means

to good governance and 73rd Constitutional Amendment was effected with

the hope that it would lead to better governance and provide political space

to the disadvantage section of the society like schedule caste, schedule tribes

and women. The 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act, 1992 conferred

Constitutional status on the Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRls). It envisages
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the establishment of a democratic decentralized development process

through people’s participation in decision-making, implementation and

delivery. In order to achieve this objective, the Constitution provides for

devolution of powers and responsibilities upon panchayats at appropriate

levels, 29 Subjects listed in the Eleventh Schedule of the Constitution have

been identified for devolution to the Panchayti Raj Institutions.

For the last few decades, the village panchayats have served as a

system of democratic governance and as an institutional framework for

the empowerment of the people by giving them ‘lot only the voice, but also

the power of choice as well, in order to shape the development they feel is

appropriate to their situation. It implies maximum decentralisation of

powers to the elected bodies to function as autonomous units with adequate

authority, resources and power to discharge the basic responsibility of

bringing about economic development and social justice. Decentralisation

of development planning and implementation has been central to the

PanchayatiRaj Institution and in the past two decades, the panchayat system

has brought much change in the Indian system of governance. The most

important development has been that the democratic base of the Indian

polity has become very wide. Rajasthan was the first State to set

uppanchayats. The first one was formed in Nagaur in 1959. By mid- 1960s,

the system was operative in all the states. Now the PanchayatiRaj system

has got a stronger base with the elected representatives of 233251 village

panchayats, 6105 taluq panchayats and 539 zilla panchayats. No country

in the world has such a wide democratic base of elected representatives. It,

in fact, is the true foundation of Indian democracy.

Rural decentralization through Panchayati Raj system has provided

a strong platform for political participation and mobilization and no doubt,
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this has aroused the political awareness of the people of all sections including

the the marginalized and the socially excluded groups. This has also

considerably contributed for strengthening their political organizations and

capacity for effective bargaining for better delivery of goods and services.

It is assumed that in future, decentralization and democratization would

strengthen the capacity of every section of the society specially the weaker

sections to make the political system at all levels accountable and responsive

to the needs of the people and to respond better to their demands. This will

in turn make the public services more efficient and democratic. In

developing countries in particular, decentralisation has been a palliative

for a large number of governance problems. Rural decentralization is

expected to achieve higher economic efficiency, better accountability, better

resource mobilization, lower cost of service provision and higher satisfaction

of local preferences. The panchayati Raj system has brought in another far

reaching development in political process and decision-making.

Grass-roots Democracy and Women

About one million women representatives from village, block and

district panchayats are now members of these institutions. Most of these

women are young in the age group of 25-45 and about 80% of them do not

have political background. This large number of rural women has been

empowered with political powers that they never expected and heard

before.

The 73rd constitutional amendment spelt a sea change in the arena

of women’s representation in PRl. It brought in a total departure from the

erstwhile system of token nomination or co-option of one or two women in

panchayats as advised by B. R. Mehta Committee (1957) and Ashok Mehta

Committee (1978).
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Further, it also partially complied with the recommendation of the

Committee on the status of Women which, way back in 1974 mentioned

that earnest efforts should be taken for” ... establishment of statutory

women’s panchayats at the village level with autonomy and resources of

their own for the management and administration of welfare and

development programmes for women and children, as a transition measure,

to break through the traditional attitudes that inhibit most women from

articulating their problems and participating actively in the existing local

bodies” (as cited in India Panchyati Raj Report  2001).

In a study of village Panchayats in Orissa, Snehalata Panda, (1996)

found that women entered into politics due to the mandatory provision .of

reservation, Most of the women are from non-political background and

entered into politics due to persuasion by their family members or pressure

from the village community. The important aspect of her study is that the

women who reluctantly entered into politics showed great, maturity in

outlook, enthusiasm, increasing political consciousness and increasing

perception of their role and responsibility. In another study in 1999, Panda

brought out an interesting point en her field study. There’ prevails strong

caste feelings and women belonging to upper castes have not come forward

to representing the Panchayat. This has provided an opportunity to women

from the labour and lower castes to emerge as a potential force in village

politics.

Devaki Jain (1996) found that usually these are young women of

25-45 years of age. 20% of the women had previous political experience.

The pattern of caste representation was the same as before the constitutional

change, 60% of the elected representative whether men or women were

from dominant castes. Most of the women elected were illiterate and above
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all the majority of women declared themselves as homemakers. She found

that women’s experience of Panchayat Raj institutions has transformed

many of them. The elements of this transformation include empowerment,

self-confidence, political awareness and affirmation of information.

A study on the impact of the 73rd amendment in Orissa (Mohanty,

2000) maintains that about 80-90% of women attend Panchayat meetings

regularly. This indicates that democracy has become more participatory

than before, at least at the grass roots level. The study observed that the

majority of these women come from the lower income group particularly

at the village Panchayat level has not been lowered because of women’s

reservation. It also found that the standard of political institutions at the

grass roots level has not been lowered because of women’s reservation.

Since many of the women representatives are first timers and illiterate,

they do initially depend upon their men folk for conducting the Panchayat

activities. Gradually, however, they become independent. Therefore, the

73rd Amendment has an empowering impact on women.

S. Govinda Gowda and others (1996), in their study of Karnataka

women elected to Panchayats, found that the women members of developed

taluks played E better developmental role than their counterparts in the

backward taluks. The study reveals that among the social-economic

attributes such as age, education, caste, annual household income and land-

holding of women leaders, only education and annual household income

had a highly significant and positive relationship with their developmental

role performance. The findings of the study reveal that women members of

the Panchayat. Raj institutions could play an effective developmental role

if they are given adequate recognition and encouragement.
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O.P Bohra (1997) in his case study of a Tamil Nadu Panchayat

observed that even though women electorate constitute half of the voters

candidates including female candidates do hardly have interest in

campaigning to seek women’s support. Indian Institute of Social Science

(2000), in a study of Panchayat Raj in Haryana has reviewed the progress

of some hundred elected women in four districts; majorities of the elected

women panches including younger women were illiterate when elected to

office. After two years in office, they demanded literary skills and generally

felt the need of education for their daughters. K. Jayalakshmil (1997), in

her study conducted in the Nalgonda district, Andhra Pradesh, states that

reservation in Panchayats ensures entry for all sections and thus visualizes

as the harbinger of equality and social justice.

In his study of Tamil Nadu, G. Palanthurai (2001) observed that

women have come to positions in the local bodies as provisions have been

made in the Constitution. The attitude outlook of society towards women

has started changing. The author from his experience suggests that women

need orientation, sensitization, capacity building, information and

counselling continuously through organizations. The ongoing experiments

and experiences suggest that periodical training, orientation and

sensitization can help women leaders to perform the assigned roles in a

better way. He argues that the Government will respond to the needs of

these women leaders only when social organization and groups support

them.

Nirmala Buch, (2000), states that earlier studies of women

representatives in Panchayats before the 73rd Amendment noted the major

presence of women form the dominant sections e.g. from Marathas and

families owing more than 20 acres of land in Maharashtra and Lingyats
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and Vokkaligas in Karnataka. But the profile of the new women in post

73’d Amendment Panchayats showed that majorities were illiterate and

large percentages were from families in the lower socio-economic strata.

They were comparatively younger than the earlier entrants and were

predominantly first generation entrant; to the public political life. She further

stated that, a study of 12 all-women Panchayats in Maharashtra

documented how female members support women’s coming into

Panchayats: but such supports were’ tentative and interspersed with typical

anxieties expressed in such comments as ‘who will make the chapattis?

Studies have also shown that inhibitions around women’s

participation in public life are slowly diminishing and many of these women

have begun to get autonomy with the gain of political experience. A recent

study found that in Haryana relatively younger women have begun to

replace older ones. Reservation of women has led to formal empowerment

of women in panchayats and the emergence of new women’s leadership.

These women have been able to participate considerably in deciding day-

to-day activities. Women in Karnataka have shown that they are capable

of providing leadership to the people if they are given time, support,

resources, training and freedom from men. Participation of women in PRIs

in Andhra Pradesh has resulted in social identities and development of

political awareness. It has created an urge to become a fact of mainstream

political, economic and social’ life. In spite of many social and cultural

limitations, women have proved better leaders than their male counterparts.

According to S. Narasimhan, women in the state have been able to

do commendable work despite illiteracy and inexperience: They have started

coming forward to participate in the Gram Sabba and have started raising

voices and making their perspective felt in decision-making, leading to a
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more meaningful, equitable and democratic social matrix. The representation

of women in PRIs in Rajasthan has enabled them to participate in the

democratic process of the country. The number of women participating at

the level of Gram Sabha has increased. The active role of women in these

institutions has led to a situation where they have become power sharers

and consequently have become more confident and assertive.

Participation of women in Panchayats has been a fascinating and

flawed story. Fascinating because it has shown that even deprived, illiterate,

marginalised women can become competent and concerned elected

representatives, At the same time, it is also flawed because the women

have to function in. a society that will not accept that they can think

independently, understand matters of governance and take responsibility

outside the four walls of their homes. Thus, to every success story there are

many more we men who confront ambitious men.

Women representatives face many social constraints - including

restrictions on going out of the house; lack of literacy and education, the

household chores of fetching water and fodder, cooking and raising children

- that affect their performance in office. It is true that many women have

been nominated by their husbands, fathers and fathers-in-law to take

advantage of the quota which made it difficult for the men to contest the

election themselves. It is also not unusual to find that election materials -

banners, posters, etc, are made in the name of the man rather than the

woman who is the official candidate, and that the man tends to assume

the role of the pradhan or sarpanch, attending and even chairing the meeting

in place of the selected woman representative. The phenomenon of proxy

or surrogate representation is a familiar one, though over time women have

become increasingly aware, conscious and assertive of their rights.
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Grass-roots Democracy and Dalits

The Panchayati Raj Institutions would help the lower castes to move

up in governing their own affairs in villages (Gangrade 1991).So it is

necessary to give more importance to the awareness of the common people

about this system (Palanithurai 1996). Ajit Kumar (2004) in his study of

Nagpur founds that village politics has gone to considerable changes since

the 1960s when the Panchayati Raj system was introduced. In the early

years caste considerations strongly influenced most Panchayat decisions,

but now institutional politics had a broader base including many caste

categories. Regarding political empowerment of Dalits at grass root level, a

study (Vijay 1989) of Scheduled Caste Panchayat Pradhans in Western

Uttar Pradesh has analysed the impact of political socialization on their

political outlook, the pattern of their recruitment and their performance.

Based on the analysis of the village panchayat elections of 1982 in Uttar

Pradesh, the study suggests that the election had brought a major change

‘political socialization’, ‘recruitment’, and ‘performance’ of the Dalit leaders

at the grass root level of democracy in the rural setting. Quite a few pradhans

(heads of the village council) from the higher castes had held earlier the

office of the panchayats. However, in one block of the Ghaziabad district

seven of the pradhans were elected from amongst the Dalits, even without

reservation, which was not a mean achievement. Their performance was

also said to be far satisfactory in comparison to the upper caste pradhans

of these areas. Thus, the presence of the Dalit leaders in the Panchayati Raj

Institutions has proved to be helpful to the Dalits in solving their day to

day problems.

The 73rd Constitutional Amendment while granting reservation to

Dalits has made it compulsory that one-third of the seats reserved for them
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be filled by Dalit women. The conformity legislations in the states have also

reiterated this provision. Existing studies suggest that the impact of

reservation has been differential .In states where the social status of women

has traditionally been better and levels of literacy, status in society and

participation in the workforce are higher, women have been able to take

advantage of this measure. Quite a few studies had pointed out the

difference those women members made to the nature of the decisions and

the process by which they are formulated. Power meant giving priority to

issues like drinking water supply, installation of hand pumps, construction

of toilets, village wells and roads, appointment of teachers, closing of liquor

shops etc. There were instances, as in Vitner village in Jalgao district

(Maharashtra), where women got playgrounds built, land transferred to

127 women from their husband’s share and toilets constructed in the Dalit

areas. Women in Pidghara(MP) went for a 27-point action plan that took

up the building of educational and other community-based infrastructure.

The experience and action agenda of the seven-member panchayat of

Brahmanghar of Pune was also similar (Kaushik 1995).In such states; the

granting of reservations has helped strengthen the position of Dalit women.

In other parts of the country, where women’s position in the family

and society and participation in public affairs has traditionally been low as

in the states in the northern plains, the reservation measure has not caused

much change. The impact of this measure has been has been much slower.

A study argues that reservation alone cannot change the status of women

and enable their participation in local bodies. The position of women and

the perception that they have little knowledge about, and are incapable of

taking part in public affairs, even of independent voting, remains strong.

The pradhanis in the study were mere namesake representatives of the

male members of the household (Pai 2000).
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In some states, there has been little or no acceptance of reservation

for the lower castes by the upper castes in the village. This has resulted in

atrocities against panchayat members including women. Four case studies

from Madhya Pradesh reveal that the power structure in villages in this

state remains oppressive. Dalit women who stood for election were beaten,

raped and ill-treated and their land grabbed by members of the higher

castes who were not prepared to relinquish power to the lower castes .An

easier method to retain power is to put up proxy candidates but keep the

control in the hands of the dominant castes, always men. The incapacity of

women, particularly Dalit women, to assert their rights is at the root of the

problem. The study showed that reservation for Dalits, particularly for

women, is accepted in form but seldom in substance. Any change in the

status quo is resisted, sometimes violently (Mathew and Nayak 1996). This

point to the limitations as well as the possibilities of state intervention

without the necessary concurrent social support systems. Similar

experiences have been reported from Tamil Nadu, Rajasthan, Bihar

(Mathew 2004; Nayak 1996).

Dalit women have also faced many problems in performing their

duties due to illiteracy, lack of information and dependency on the male

members of their families. An important obstacle is no-confidence motions

against Dalit women pradhans by the dominant sections who are unable

to accept that power has been given into the hands of the poorer and

disadvantaged women (Mahipal 1998).

One of the distinct changes that have come out as a result of

democratic decentralization is the emergence of Dalits leadership in the

Panchayats. The traditional caste Panchayats which were decision-making

bodies of the villages denied access to the Dalits. The rural socio-political
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life was upper caste dominated and Dalits were mere voiceless spectators.

It is believed that the long standing tradition of democratic demonstration

and radical provisions of reservation for Dalits have drastically changed

the socio-political scenario in rural India.

Grass-roots Democracy and Scheduled Tribes

India has the largest concentration of tribal people anywhere in the

world except perhaps in Africa. The tribals are children of nature and their

lifestyle is conditioned by the ecosystem. India, with a variety of ecosystems,

presents a varied tribal population throughout its length and breadth .

The areas inhabited by the tribals constitute a significant part of the

underdeveloped areas of the country. The tribals live mostly in isolated

villages or hamlets. A smaller portion of their population has now settled

in permanent villages as well as in towns and cities. On the whole, as per

rough estimates, the prominent tribal areas constitute about 15 percent of

the total geographical area of the country.

The main concentration of tribal people is in the central tribal belt

in the middle part of the country and in the north-eastern states. However,

they have their presence in all states and Union Territories except the states

of Haryana, Punjab, Delhi and Chandigarh. The predominantly tribal states

of the country (tribal population more than 50 per cent of the total

population) are: Arunachal Pradesh, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland and

the Union Territories of Dadra and Nagar Haveli and, Lakshadweep.

There are 533 tribes (with many overlapping types in more than

one state) as per notified Schedule under Article 342 of the Constitution of

India, in different states and Union Territories of the country, with the

largest number of 62 being in the State of Orissa. The tribals remain the

most backward ethnic group in India, They figure very low on the three
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most important indicators of development: health, education and income.

The tribals are most backward not only compared with the general

population, but also compared to the Scheduled Caste (Dalits) and the other

backward social groups with constitutional protection.

For the predominantly tribal Scheduled V area of Central India, the

Government had passed an Act. The provisions of the Panchayats

(Extension to the Scheduled Areas) Act, 1996 (PESA). It came into force on

the 24th December 1996 and is currently in force in nine states – Andhra

Pradesh, Jharkhand, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Maharashtra, Madhya

Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, Orissa and Rajasthan. The Act intends to enable

tribal society to assume control over their own destiny to preserve and and

conserve their traditional rights over natural resources. PESA is

unprecedented in that it gives radical self-governance powers to the tribal

community and recognizes its traditional community rights over natural

resources. As Kothari (2007) points out, among many tribal communities,

land and such other natural resources are owned jointly by the community,

and their use by individuals is sanctioned by it.

In reality, however, the passage of the PESA Act has not led to the

kind of tribal empowerment that it envisaged. A study conducted in Odisha

found a considerable gap between the principle and the practice of self-

governance in tribal panchayats (Ratho 2007).

Although Article 243(1) of the Constitutions prohibits extension of

provision of the 73rd  Constitutional Amendment Act 1992 to tribal areas

and Scheduled Areas referred in Article 244 Clause (1) and (2) of the

Constitution, Article 243M(4) (b) empowers the parliament to make laws

to ‘extend the provisions of the Act to these Areas subject to certain

conditions. But without making a law by the Parliament, the states like
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Andhra Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh and Rajasthan have extended 73rd

Amendment Act to the Scheduled Areas. This was an unconstitutional

step on the part of the states. Tribal leaders considered it another step by

the state against the autonomy of the tribal people. They mobilized tribals

around this issue. The matter was also taken up with the Andhra Pradesh

High Court by the tribals and by some activists, which had termed State

Act ultravires to the Constitution. Keeping in view of the agitation by the

tribals and judicial verdict of the Andhra Pradesh High Court, a need was

felt for extending the provisions of part IX of the Constitution to the

Scheduled Areas by enacting a law in the Parliament. This resulted in

constituting of a high level committee under the chairmanship of Mr. Dileep

Singh Bhuria with the purpose to recommend as to how the Scheduled

Areas could be recovered under the provision of the 73rd Amendment Act.

Accordingly, in view of the recommendations of this committee a Bill was

introduced in the Parliament and passed on December 19, 1996 which

subsequently, after getting President’s assent on December 24, 1996,

extended 73rd Amendment Act to the Scheduled Area mentioned under

Clause (2) of Article 244 of the Constitution, It became mandatory on the

part of the states to amend their existing Panchayat Acts in conformity

with the Extension Act within a year i.e. by December 24, 1997.

Thus, the extension Act has given an important legislative framework

for the tribal to have their control and rights over natural resources and

conserve and preserve their identity and culture in participatory manner

through the institution of the Gram Sabha.

Conclusion

The ethos of democracy can find real nourishment only when power

reaches the gross-roots levels. For the excluded and disadvantaged groups
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of the society, it is grass-roots democracy which can have real meaning

and significance. The 73rd Constitutional Amendment has emerged as an

effective instrument to unleash the tremendous energies for social

transformation in the Indian society. The importance of reservation in

panchayats cannot and should not be underrated. It has been a historic

step that has brought a critical mass into these institutions with a potential

to question older, traditional, social and political structures and introduce

change. This has not yet happened but there is evidence of the beginnings

of a social transformation. The strong political institutions at the grassroots

level are a necessary condition for carrying out the new possibilities of the

post-73rd Constitutional Amendment. The 73rd Constitutional Amendment

has aided the process of inclusion by providing reservation to the weaker

sections of the society.
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DEVELOPING SOCIAL COMPETENCE AMONG DYSLEXICS

Dr. Nalamotu Venkateswarlu
Principal

 S.R.P. College of Education
 Gingee, Villupuram District, Tamil Nadu

Ishaan Awasthi is an eight-year –old whose world is filled with

wonders that no one else seems to appreciate; colours, fish, dogs and kites

are just not important in the world of adults, who are much more interested

in the things like home work, marks and neatness. And ishaan just cannot

seem to get anything right in class. When he gets into far more trouble than

his parents can handle, he is packed off to a boarding school to ‘be

disciplined’. Things are no different at his new school and Ishaan has to

contend with the added trauma of separation from his family. One day a

new art teacher bursts onto the scene, Ram Shankar Nikumbh, who infects

the students with joy and optimism. He breaks all the rules of, how things

are done’ by asking them to think, dream and imagine, and all the children

respond with enthusiasm, all except Ishaan. Nikumbh soon realizes that

Ishaan is very unhappy, and he sets out to discovery why. With time,

patience and care, he ultimately helps Ishaan find himself. He proves the

specialty of that child to the rest of the world, not just to his parents.

This is the story of actor Amir Khan’s directorial debut Taare

Zameen Par – Every Child is Special. The movie has brought into spotlight

the problem of dyslexia with which Ishaan, the special child in the movie,

suffers. Dyslexia is not a rare disability. It has been around for a long time.

Experts say it occurs up to 15% of the general population. An estimated 30

million children are known to be dyslexic in India.
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What is Dyslexia?

Etymologically, the term ‘dyslexia’ is composed of two Greek words

– ‘dys’ meaning ill or difficult and ‘lexis’ meaning word – literally means

poor reading. It is normally used to refer to people, children and / or adults,

who experience difficulties with reading, spelling or writing. Dyslexia may

also affect short-term memory, mathematical ability, concentration,

personal organization or sequencing. It can be defined as:

“Dyslexia is a neurologically based, often hereditary, disorder that

interferes with the acquisition and processing of language. Varying in

degrees of severity, it is manifested by difficulties in receptive and expressive

language, phonological processing, reading, writing, spelling, handwriting

and sometimes in arithmetic. Dyslexia is not the result of lack of motivation,

sensory impairment,  inadequate instructional or environmental

opportunities or other limiting conditions, but may occur together with

these conditions. Although dyslexia is life-long, individuals with dyslexia

frequently respond successfully to timely and appropriate intervention.

: International Dyslexia Association

According to the U.S. National Institutes of Health, dyslexia is a

learning disability that can hinder a person’s ability to read, write, spell

and sometimes speak.

Dyslexia is not due to mental retardation, brain damage or lack of

intelligence. It is a difference in brain organization that is present at birth

and results in a struggle when trying to learn, remember or express

information. It is a learning disability that alerts the way the brain processes

written material.
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Characteristics of Dyslexia Children:

1. They speak later than most children.

2. They have pronunciation problems.

3. They have difficulty in rhyming words.

4. They have slow vocabulary growth, often unable to find the right

word.

5. They have difficulty in numbers, alphabets, days of the week, colors

and shapes.

6. They are mostly restless and easily distracted.

7. They have difficulty in following directions.

8. They have difficulty in interacting with peers.

9. Their fine motor skills develop slowly

10. They are slow to learn the connection between letters and sounds.

11. They make consistent reading and spelling errors including letter

reversals (b/d, p/q), inversions (u/n, m/w), transpositions/

inversions (felt/left, from/form) and substitutions (house/home).

12. They are slow in remembering facts.

13. They usually have unstable pencil grip.

14. They continue to spell incorrectly, frequently spell the same word

differently in a single piece of writing.

15. They avoid reading and writing tasks.

16. They face trouble in summarizing the large concepts.

17. They have trouble with open-ended questions in tests/exams.
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18. They usually have difficulty in adjusting to new settings.

19. They have poor gasp of abstract concepts.

20. They either pay too little attention to details of focus on them too

much.

Famous Dyslexic Personalities:

History gives the evidence of the greatest of personalities in different

fields of politics, science as well as arts who were dyslexic. The most famous

worth quoting are:

1. George Washington – The first president of the United States.

2. Sir Winston Churchill – The British Prime Minister, who helped lead

England and its Allies to victory during World War II.

3. Albert Einstein – The scientist with the label of genius among genius.

4. Alexander Graham Bell – The inventor of the telephone who paved

the way for the incredible communication and information

superhighway that exists today.

Importance of Social Competence in Dyslexics

Quite clear from the examples of famous persons with dyslexia that

dyslexics do possess the potential to live and work in the community. But,

very often their special needs are not met; their energies are channelized in

wrong directions. This can cause havoc in a child’s life on a daily basis.

Dyslexia affects the language functioning. Since it is concerned with reading

aspect which is an essential tool for learning a large part of the subject

matter taught at school, dyslexic children suffer a lot of anguish and trauma

when they feel mentally abused by their peers. Since social development is

inextricably linked to a student’s school success, this disability puts them at
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a disadvantage in the social scene anywhere. This social incompetence leads

to anxiety and frustration. Social scientists have frequently observed that

anxiety and frustration produce anger. The results of a research revealed

that in 45.15% if dyslexic people, there is a lack of behavior adjustment or

unfavorable family conditions. They are confused in social circles and have

negative feelings towards their own values. Their self image and self esteem

is lowered. Just because of being socially incompetent, they feel powerless.

They tend to view the world negatively. They are less likely to enjoy the

positive experience in life. They not only experience great pain in present

experiences, but also foresee a life of continuing failure.

Children not need to be the most popular in their classes but they

do need good social skills. Being sociable helps in becoming confident and

a cheerful personality. It helps in becoming the successful and contributing

part of larger social world. Social skills are the foundation for getting well

along with others. So it becomes important to inculcate social competence

among dyslexics. Social competence, in fact, is essential to the mental and

physical well beings, no matter their age. This is of utmost importance for

dyslexics to get fit in their social world in spite of having disability that

interferes with their academic achievement. A socially component child

has the ability to establish and maintain high quality and mutually satisfying

relationships and to avoid negative treatment or victimization from others.

It helps to achieve personal goals in social interaction while simultaneously

maintaining positive relationships with others over time and across

situations. It helps in equipping the children with all the cultural components

like roles, responsibilities, values, norm and beliefs.

Recent researches also suggest that a child’s long term social and

emotional adaption, academic and cognitive during childhood. So there
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should be the appropriate measures for developing social competence among

dyslexics.

Measures for Developing Social Competence among Dyslexics

1. Knowledge of the Problem

Firstly, the teachers need to have an understanding of the nature of

the problem that a dyslexic child may have. It must be their duty to let the

parents of the concerned children informed about the same problem. Only

then they can be in the direction of right treatment.

2. Patience

The teachers need to be extra patient. They must realize that the

process of learning a new skill takes all children some time, and children

longer than others. Their child needs some extra.

3. Peer Training

It is equally important to teach peer group members how to maintain

social interactions disabled children. They, too, may need to be show how

to initiate contact, how to make the join in an activity, how to help the

child with particularly school assignments, etc.

4. Discover Areas of Strengths and Interests

Such children must be helped in discovering their strengths and

interests. Do not just throw the load of flying words on them. Left they find

their areas of opportunities. Maximum exposure should be given to such

students in the areas of their interest.

5. Assign Leadership

Engage more and more students in the activities of their (dyslexics)

interests. Give chance to dyslexic students to be the group leaders. Let them
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give instructions to rest of the group. This will give the way even to the

reluctant and shy dyslexics, and, many relationships will develop naturally

when they see themselves as leaders.

6. Practice Activities Popular at School

Aside from spending time on skills such as reading, counting etc,

some time must be given to learn and practice games and activities popular

at school. The child will be more confident and enjoy his interaction with

others if he knows how to play.

7. Select Activity according to Comfort

If the child is not comfortable in the group of athletic type of children

during play, provide him alternative activities and form his group there.

For example, reading groups, craft activities, coloring or anything of his

interest. Be available to supervise and helps as needed.

8. Neighborhood play – a Routine

The parents must be told to make a routine for the child to play

with children in the neighborhood. Get it sure that the child is not bullied

or made to feel inferior. Let him invite his friends at home and also allow

him to go. Do not make his world limited to the four walls of his house.

9.Small and Easy Steps of Friendship

Help them developing friendship in small and easy ways. For

example, teach the child to smile and greet one new child every day. Teach

him share his lunch and other belongings like stationery material with his

friends.

10. Basic Etiquettes

Make him learn basic etiquettes like how to eat, how to dress, how

to sit, keeping things in order and at proper place, saying “thank you”,

‘sorry’, etc. so that he is not embarrassed when in group.
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11. Proper Eye Contact

The child must be taught to maintain proper eye contact. Because,

otherwise, they are often looked upon as mentally retarded.

12. Engage in Simple Small Conversation

Try to engage the child in simple small conversations time to time.

Keep on questioning so as to make him answer in a word or two that is

easy to say.

13. Role Plays

Create role play situations to teach social situations. Encourage the

child to learn and deliver the dialogues. Then reverse the role and ask him

to perform without or little assistance.

14. Regular Visits

Arrange for them regular visits to temples, parks, movies, any

relative’s house or community function.

15. Be Friendly

Be friendly with the child. Make him feel free to share his feelings.

16. Praise Often

Praise the child often to keep him going on in his efforts.

17. Spend Quality Time

The teachers must advise the parents to spend a quality time with

their child having a friendly chat about his day.

18. Never Ask for Loud Reading in Class

Under no circumstances should the dyslexic child ever be called on

to read out loud in class. Ensure this to save him from embarrassment.
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19. Assessment Alternatives

The teachers must have different assessment patterns for reading

disabled students so that the effects of dyslexic on performance are

minimized. Avoid using the measures that place his disability in the

spotlight. Oral questioning, drawing projects etc can be the suitable

assessment tools. This will help building their confidence in class room along

with peer group.

20. Awareness and Attitude

Awareness and attitude of the society regarding special children is

very important. Because, very often, the difficulties are multiplied by attitude

malformation in caregivers rather than due to the impairment itself. Media

is a powerful means for this. The movie ‘Taare Zameen Par’ is one of the

finest examples. So, here comes the significant role of teachers to make use

appropriate media at appropriate time with appropriate people.

Conclusion

Helping dyslexics feel better about them and deal effectively in the

society is definitely a complex task. But it must be kept in mind that these

are the children of our future and they have a right to get help and support

before they develop the dreadful sense of failure which is not good for

them as well as the society at large. So the greatest responsibility is on the

shoulders of the teachers of the dyslexic children to get involved not just in

making the child to learn the reading skills but also in shaping the life by

imbibing in him the essential social competence. This social competence

will itself help the child in directing the child in the right direction. The

teachers must take it as part of their duty to spread the necessary awareness

among concerned parents as well as society about the problem.
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Introduction

The term “spiritual” is used in modern discourse often as a substitute

for words like “fulfilling,” “moving,” “important,” or “worthwhile.”

However, ideologies, activities, and lifestyles are not spiritual (even though

they can be fulfilling, moving, important, or worthwhile). When some people

invoke the concept of spirituality, they are indeed refer-ring to an ideology

or a lifestyle that is an attempt to articulate and respond to the sacred.

However, when the term “spirituality” is invoked to describe ideologies or

lifestyles that do not invoke notions of the sacred in one way or another,

they are not spiritualities at all, just strongly held ideologies or highly

elaborated lifestyles. Many descriptions of spirituality emphasize one aspect

of spiritual experience, sometimes to the neglect of other dimensions.

Therefore, spirituality should be understood in other dimensions also. This

paper explains the term and meaning of spirituality and its socio economic

development of India.

Defining the Term — Spirituality

First, it is important to define what does the term spirituality mean?

A few examples of these various definitions will be adequate to show

the range and character of this word:

Philosophers speak of our human spirituality as our capacity fur

self-transcendence, a capacity demonstrated in our ability to know the truth,
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to relate to others lovingly, and to commit ourselves freely to persons and

ideals. Psychologists sometimes use the term spirituality for that aspect of

personal essence that gives a person power, energy, and motive force.

Religious persons speak of spirituality as the actualization of human

self-transcendence by whatever is acknowledged as the ultimate sir the

Holy.

Fundamentally, spirituality has to do with becoming a person in

the fullest sense.

Spirituality is the expression of a dialectical personal growth from

the inau-thentic to the authentic. Total authenticity of a human person

would be her car his complete self-transcendence in love. Conversely, total

in authenticity would be complete self-alienation, self-centeredness in hate.

The difficulty in defining this word precisely stems from the broad

range of meanings that the term spirituality contains. Etymologically, the

word derives from Latin, spiritus, meaning “breath, life, spirit.” Therefore,

its broadest sense, spirituality has to do with the whole of our life grounded

in ultimate reality, in the spirit and attuned to the spiritual dimension of

existence that which both animates and transcends our bodily, physical

selves.

Spirituality is personal, but it is also rooted in being connected with

others and with the world around the person. It can offer many benefits to

person’s life, both emotionally and physically. Developing one’s spiritual

life can give him/her a sense of purpose and help him/her figure out where

he/she is most passionate in his/her professional, social, and personal life.

Some studies show that positive beliefs can comfort you and improve your
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health. People who have taken time to develop their spiritual life are also

likely to better understand their needs.

Spirituality and Religion for Socio-Economic Development

Many religious beliefs tend to create divisions within humanity,

justify the oppression of one group by another, and allow the plundering

of the natural world. These effects occur because religious doctrines contain

beliefs that lack rationality and constrict the natural expansion of the human

intellect. These dogmas impede individual and collective development.

Religious dogma and spirituality are not the same, and to reject

spirituality by confusing it with religious dogma is a mistake. This mistake

limited Marxism’s ability to have a more humanistic effect on society. Marx

was justified in objecting to the harmful effects of certain religious beliefs,

but he failed to recognize the vitalizing effects of spirituality. As a result,

Marx’s social vision degenerated to the brutal materialism of communism.

A comprehensive socioeconomic theory will deal with the concerns

that will articulate a values base that can properly orient the development

of society and will put forward fundamental principles to guide social policy

in a manner that maintains social equilibrium and progress.

It will contain a theory of history so that the dynamic forces that

motivate social movement can be understood. It will also have a conception

of society that fosters social unity and cooperation. It will propose a just

and effective system of governance and will provide an economic system

for the equitable distribution and productive development of goods and

services. This will also contain an ecological philosophy that promotes a

proper relationship between society and the natural world with a future

vision that projects a sense of the direction society is moving toward.
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In such a context, the Hindu and Christian spiritual contributions

can be observed.

Hinduism Spiritual Contribution to Indian Society and Economics

Recently, Hindus conducted spiritual and service fairs for the socio

economic development of the country India.

First Hindu Spiritual and Service Fair - 2009

The first Hindus Spiritual and Service Fair, the first of its kind, was

held during February 6-8, 2009. This was an experiment to start with to

find out whether the Hindu spiritual and service organizations could be

brought together on one platform. It turned out to be a successful experiment.

Thirty six Hindu spiritual and service organizations participated in the Fair,

also as cosponsors of the Fair.

It proved to be a great success. There was clamour for extension of

the Fair. Details of services rendered by the participating organizations

including that they ran some 32000 schools and variety of other service

activities, exhibited in the Central Hall of the Fair, was a revelation to the

visitors and to the media. This revelation of the collective services by the

participating organizations shook them and also the ignorant public who

were smarting under a complex that the Hindu spiritual organizations did

not emphasize social service and lacked social consciousness. The first Fair

also successfully introduced the concept to the participating organizations

to unveil their activities and revealed the results of such unveiling to the

public.

Second Hindu Spiritual and Service Fair - 2010

Considering the enthusiasm created by the first Hindu Spiritual and

Service Fair among the participant Hindu Spiritual organizations, the
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Second Hindu Spiritual and Service Fair was planned for three fold increases

in the size of the fair and it was held during 24-28 December 2009.

Over one hundred organizations participated in the Fair. The Fair

was held at a sprawling ground belonging to Sri Ramachandra Medical

University at Timvarimiyur in Chennai. The collective service rendered by

the participating organization listed over 90000 schools, 12500 hospitals

and medical centers, thousands of rural development projects among others.

Many dignitaries from different walks of life including business, profession,

public life, arts, music and tine fields visited the Fair during the five days.

The total visitors at the Fair exceeded two lakhs. Students from some 35

schools had participated in the different competitions conducted by the

organizers.

Third Hindu Spiritual and Service Fair - 2011

Just as the Second Fair was a greater success than the first, the third

Fair proved to be even greater as compared to the second. The third Fair

was held from 25th to 30th January 2011 at Sri Ramachandra University

Grounds, Thiruvanmiyur, Chennai.

The Third Fair commenced with the grand Srinivasa Kalyanam

conducted by Tinunala Tirupati Devasthanam, Tirupati at the Fair venue

especially for the benefit of under privileged children and senior citizens.

One Hundred and sixteen Hindu spiritual organizations participated in

the Fair. By now the Hindu Spiritual and Service Fair concept has evolved

as a unique movement to unfold the universal Hindu spirituality, whose

message of service is not only to serve the entire humanity but the entire

creation.
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Christian Spiritual Contribution to Indian Society and Economics

Christianity contributed many ways for the socioeconomic

development of India as follows.

Contributions to Reformation and Modern Democracy

The modern social awakening of the oppressed groups in India had

its beginning with the conversion of some untouchables, out casts and lower

casts of people into Christianity. It strived against existing inequalities. The

marginalized were mainstreamed and gained opportunities for education,

new occupation for life with personal dignity and social acceptance.

Prominent among them was Madras Native Christian Association (1893).

It exploded caste structure, helped to humanize cultural ethos and

structures of the society. It protested against division, exclusion and

exploitation. Swedeshi banks were started and cooperative societies were

on boom.

William Carey and his team studied Indian languages and translated

Bible. In 1802 Bengali translation of Mahabharata and Ramayana was

published by Carey. In 1818 Bengali newspaper was published in

vernacular language as a means of social education. Carey’s contribution

as a social reformer is unforgettable. He pioneered the movement that led

to the abolition of the inhuman practice of Sati. He relentlessly fought against

other social evils such as infanticide and caste system. Alexander Duff played

significant role in the foundation of Calcutta University and influenced the

thinking of Raja Ram Mohan Roy. St. Xavier’s college (1835), La Martiniers

in 1836 etc are among few colleges that missionaries started as part of their

contribution to the society.
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International congress started in the year 1885 by A.O.Hume which

was a community for temporal interest. In its 3ed Session 15 members were

Christians. Prominent among them were Madhu Sudhan Das from Orissa

who raised voice for expansion of legislature, N Subrahmanyam who asked

for separation of judiciary and executive and Pandita Ramabhai Saraswati

who raised voice for women empowerment. She said that ‘It is not strange;

my countrymen that my voice is small, for you have never given women

the chance to make her voice.’

The modern elementary school system was almost entirely supported

by Christian mission. In the educations sphere, the opening of schools,

colleges and hospitals for India women was undoubtedly the effort of the

Christian mission. The coming of missionaries from America in 1857 and

their financial resources facilitated the development of medical and social

work in India. In 1842 they started first school in Himalyan Region. And at

the end of 19th century there was general consciousness among Indians to

take up the work of education for them. The presence of H.L.Beutal and

A.B. Chandu Lal in Simla and the medical service rendered to patients

suffering from cholera in the year 1917 was remarkable. Apart from

Catholics various denominations of protestant church like the Church

Missionary society, American Presbyterian Mission, American Methodist

Episcopal Church, Baptist Church, The Oriental Missionary Society etc were

present in the region.

Christians raised voice against evil practice of widowhood of child

widows before attainment of 18 without her consent to be widow. Kali

Charan Banerjee, Bengali Christian proposed government administrative

reforms through educational system. Swedeshi Movement of 1905 and Non-

cooperation movement was supported by Hindu Christians believing “It is
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not religion but human values and patriotism stands first. Brahma Bandhab

Upadhya was in forefront of the movement as leader.

In the case of Civil disobedience, Bombay Christian movement in its

first resolution stated that Members of Indian Christian community were

one with other communities in their desire to win complete Swaraj. Thus

Christian contribution in the country marked with: Democratization of

the government, women empowerment and pro-democracy movement,

pioneering force in nationalization- Young Christian council of Action

established in 1930- and to the Reform movement especially to Bengal

Reform movement through education, awareness creation and mission of

charity. The Serampore Mission helped for cultural renaissance in Bengal

under the leadership of Raja Ram Mohan Roy. It not only manifested a

spirit of emancipation from social and religious bondages, but also infused

a sense of creativity into modern intellectual history. Kesheb Chandra Sen

(1838- 1884) advocated that political, social and moral regeneration is

possible through the practice of Christianity. The contributions of the

Christianity in the field of social work are mainly in four aspects. They are:

education, occupation, religion and social and ethnic identity.

Contributions to Social Education and Media

The Nazrani Deepika established in the year 1887 is a clear example

of Christian contribution in the field of literary and art field. The contribution

to the culture through the scholarly work of Christians is to be appreciated.

Max Muller, Herman Gundert etc was prominent figures in the field. The

concept of one country was possible through the spread of English as

medium of communication. The Indian vocabulary was enriched with

contact to the foreign languages. New ideas and ideals, institutions and

establishments, types and styles and genres in literature (eg.Novel, the
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travelogue) and government were introduced to the Indian life by them.

The effective establishment of Indian journalism was due to the missionaries

of the Serampore. In 1818 missionaries began to publish a weekly

newspaper in Bengali and English; and following their example Indians

took up their profession in earnest. The modern sciences, educational

pattern, manners, customs and practices relating medicine, health, hygiene

and cleanliness, food habits and dress,- all found their way into Indian

Society and culture and were often blindly imitated and often, irrelevantly

copied and propagated, the contribution of both native and foreign

Christians of the country.

Contributions to Education Highly Valued Services

Educational service of the Christianity has been admitted as highly

valued service to the nation. In spite of oppositions they function well and

almost 90% of the beneficiaries of such institutions are non-Christian

brothers and sisters. In India there are thousands of schools and hundreds

of colleges offer accommodation for poor children as well as provision for

free education. Thus the Christian mission in the education sphere helped

in elevation of the status of women by giving the lead in female education.

The mission sponsored education among the weaker sections of the society

facilitated alternative more remunerative and higher status employment.

Educational contributions have helped form a literate culture among the

Christians and the nearby community to follow. Christian education has

also fostered the formation of students’ movements which had impact in

the universities. For example, World Students Christian Federation, All India

Catholic University Federation etc. social services and social service camps

have also been a regular feature of many Christian colleges.
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The employment generating training institutions, financial

institutions like credit societies and mutual help societies helped the

improvement in the life standards of the Christians and neighboring people.

The educational quality promoted occupational mobility and societal

mobility in the caste ridden society. Obviously, educational mobility led to

occupational mobility. Christians were pioneers in the field of education in

Kerala.

Contributions to Social Change

The church agencies first rendered their services in the field of

education and later extended their services to the areas of socio-economic

development. The Christian communities are the bases from where the

missionaries reach out to all sections of the people through the services

rendered in the field of education, medical aid and social aid. The church

opened stations in remote areas and has been undertaking literacy

campaigns, adult and child education, relief work, social service, health

care services, family visits. The entry of the Dalits and backward classes

into Christianity has become a means for dignified life and higher status in

the society. One of the significant aspects of Christian contribution among

the people is linguistic unification. Besides education, books and literature

denouncing social evils helped break down caste barriers. The more

important among these books were the Jati vicharana by Dr.Moegling and

journals like Satya Deepika, Sbhapatra etc.

Christianity in Tamilnadu was a liberative force from the caste ridden

society, particularly to oppressed and lower castes of the society. A

purposeful and concerted attempt in ameliorating the conditions of the

untouchables was made by the Christian missionaries. Thus, there created

an ever-increasing movement of depressed class children to missionary
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education centers, which later termed as “the mass movement of the mind.”

This helped Adi-Dravida to become a high official of the land outstrips and

prided upon social respectability of his decent. Christians were against

slavery. As a result of the sustained effort taken by the missionaries in this

regard, the Raja of Thiruvithamcore issued a proclamation on June 24,

1855 emancipating all slaves and withdrawing legal recognition for all

aspects of slavery. The western education helped to bring out radical social

changes in the states which served as groundwork for the ushering era of

social mobility and to mitigate the evil traditions of the society. The literacy

rate among women in 1901 was 31 out of hundred in Kerala while it was

one out of thousand in other parts of the country.

Contributions to Impact among Tribes and Dalits

Most of the tribes were under the clutches of money lenders causing

to dispossess their land, lose control over their own community based socio-

economic structure and indigenous culture. The scene is changed by the

arrival of the missionaries. A strategy of purposive actions such as formal

education, alternative employment, financial support through institutional

means and so on for socio-economic uplift and liberation from fear of spirits

was initiated by the missionaries. A significant and far reaching step towards

making the tribes self-sufficient was the introduction of certain socio-

economic measures such as establishing Catholic co-operative credit society,

cooperative societies, mutual help societies etc. (established in Chotanagpur

in 1909, 1913). Though substantial socio-economic changes had initiated

among them they have retained their indigenous values of gender equality,

dignity of women, consensual procedure in community, actions apparel,

language, cuisine, traditional customs, indigenous festivals etc. Though

Christianity was able to eliminate bonded labour, it was unable to stop the
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racial and structural discrimination faced by the weaker and marginalized

sections of the society. Pondering this it can be found that the role played

by the Christians in the North East in this respect is pivotal, especially in

North East. Christian impact on the North East varies from tribe to tribe.

Christianity has been primary agent of change among the hill tribes of North

East.

Contributions to Centers of Mercy

There are hostels and orphanages for boys and girls attached to

educational institutions to help the children of poor parents. Great care is

given to deaf and dump, mentally retarded, aged, destitute, lepers, aids

patients etc. there are thousands of such centers and committed personals

doing voluntary services in the field. Amidst oppositions it runs

rehabilitations centers for HIV/AIDS infected persons, mentally ill, prisoners

etc as an expression to the commitment to humanity.

Contributions of Service to the Poor

As far as the Indian history is concerned, a monumental personality

whose life and mission were sublime models of service to the ‘poorest of the

poor’ of this country was a dynamic lady, Mother Teresa. Her challenging

services to the dying put her on a firm path in the journey of mission to the

poorest of the poor. Several destitute persons, who were otherwise left with

their misery and loneliness, began to experience a dignified death under

her care. With the help of some local donors, she came up with a ‘Home for

the Dying’. Her service was further extended to taking care of unwanted

children. A home for these children, with the name, Sishu Bhavan, too came

up. Inspired by her mission and the sincerity of motive that emanated from

her dedication, many women wanted to join her. A congregation for these

women who were trained as nuns was instituted with the name,
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Missionaries of Charity, in the year 1950. She and her sisters worked

tirelessly to spread the message of love to the unwanted, the destitute, the

leprosy patients, etc. They did these services as a mission of doing something

beautiful to God.

This beautiful mission of compassion began to expand with more

poor people, more centres and more countries to serve. People, regardless

of religion, began to experience in her a unique manifestation of God’s love.

They addressed her variously as ‘Nightingale of India’, ‘Angel of Mercy’,

‘Saint of the Gutters’, ‘Apostle of Peace’, etc. and most dearly as ‘Mother

Teresa’. Leaders of nations began to appreciate her mission to the poorest

of the poor. In 1979, she was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize for

‘outstanding service to humanity and saintly devotion’. In 1980, the Indian

Government honoured her with Bharat Ratna, India’s highest honour.

Innumerable other awards were given to this woman, who never sought

any human recognition. Mother Teresa received name and fame with utter

humility and journeyed ahead with unwavering devotion to her service

until she breathed her last in 1997. The great farewell this nation gave her

is a testimony to the fact that she came to occupy a saintly space in the

hearts of every Indian, regardless of religion. As Nehru, after inaugurating

one of her children’s home in 1961 in Delhi, told her poignantly, “Believe

me mother, we need you just as much as the poor do”, the nation needs

many more ‘angels of mercy’ today. In a 2002 national survey conducted

by Outlook magazine asking the readers to choose the most prominent

person of post Independence India, Mother Teresa was selected by the

majority. Few human beings have been so deeply venerated the world over,

by persons of all faiths, or none. Moreover the statement told by her was

unforgettable, “I see God in every human being, When I wash the leper’s
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wounds, I feel I am nursing the Lord himself. Is it not a beautiful

experience?”

Contributions to Medical Mission

The contribution of the church in the field of health services has

been well appreciated by all sections of the people as well as by government.

Quite a few church personnel are fully involved in public health services,

nutritional programmes and hygiene and sanitation programmes. There

are mobile clinic and awareness programmes run in the rural areas. In the

field of medical care the contribution of the Christianity is meritorious. The

healing mission received some priority in the agenda of the missionaries

and churches. Health centers run by Christians originally meant to serve

the poor. Many of well equipped and well established hospitals render

service in rural areas and slums others do not reach.

Contributions to Development Apostolate

Liberating people from bonded chains of all forms of oppression

has always been main goal of the church initiatives. The church’s

development schemes consist not only of providing food, clothing and shelter

to the needy, but also helping people toward the achievement of self-reliance

and dignity. The missionaries introduced new methods or techniques of

their social work in the hills and remote areas. The introduction of

cultivation of apples (in Kullu and Kotagrh), potatoes in Lahul starting

training centers for knitting and house building etc were noteworthy. It

may be noted that the dominant majority of the beneficiaries of the

Christian’s educational institutions, health care centers, and development

schemes are non-Christians. In recent times several non-Christian subaltern

communities and marginalized sections of the society also seem to have

benefited through certain purposive action for empowerment such as, mass
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literacy programmes, adult education programmes, conscientization, legal

aid, self help groups, and credit societies and so on. The Basal Commission

of 1846 to remove social difficulties and Basal mission to produce sugar out

of toddy, imported technology of fly-shuttle as a part of employment

generation and industrialization, production of machine roofing tiles in

1864 are few of the social endeavours of Christianity to uplift the poor and

marginalized. The establishments of institutions and workshops to train

blacksmiths, fitters, welders, printers etc are some of the contributions in

southern region of the country.

Contributions to National Integration

Reflecting on the impact of Christianity and national integration,

Patricia Mukhim, teacher and member of State planning Board of

Meghalaya, affirms that, the history of the Christian movement in the North

East can only be understood as an integral part of a larger process of

political, social, cultural, economic and religious change. Government

policies are directed only at physical integration of the population with the

rest of the country. But Christian message fosters a feeling of solidarity

among the tribes.

The pioneering endeavour of Christian inspiration, initiated both

by the missionaries and others, in the educational, literary, medical, social,

moral and religious spheres was highly productive and, on the whole, the

missionaries and Christian institutions in the state have rendered immense

service to the advancement of the public in general to Christian community

particular. Christianity has, in fact, played a crucial role in the emergence

of modern Karnataka - helping the region to open to world and world to

the region.
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Conclusion

This paper has discussed about the spirituality for the socio economic

development for the Indian society. As far as the definition of the spirituality

is concerned, it is made clear that, spirituality has to do with the whole of

our life grounded in ultimate reality, in the spirit and attuned to the spiritual

dimension of existence that which both animates and transcends our bodily,

physical selves. But, the term is always used in connection with the religion.

It was also made clear that the religion has a vital role in producing

spirituality among the people. For such reason, the spiritual contributions

of famous religions of India, Hinduism and Christianity were discussed. It

is absolutely acceptable that both religions had a tremendous effort to infuse

the spirituality for the development of society which also helped in the

field of economics. In the field of Hinduism, recent Hindu Spiritual and

Service Fair’s which held in 2009, 2010 and 2011 helped a lot to bring the

all-round development of the society. Christianity also has the best record

of the social service in the field of education, upliftment, service to the poor,

Medical Mission, National Integration, etc. As mentioned above religious

activities should be in a spiritual point of view, which includes service and

all round development of society rather than economic benefit. Therefore,

it should be noted that every religion has the responsibility to inculcate the

spirituality not merely the rules and practices but also the all-round

development of the humankind including socio-economic development.

Finally it is always acceptable to remember the words of Mother Teressa, “I

see God in every human being, when I wash the leper’s wounds, I feel I am

nursing the Lord himself. Is it not a beautiful experience?”
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